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response to
best of ELO
ON NOVEMBER 23, Jet
Records releases worldwide the
Electric Light Orchestra's
Greatest Hits album. It features
11 hits including Evil Woman,
Livin' Thing, Turn To Stone and
Mr Blue Sky.
Dealer response to the album
has been "phenomenal" and
advance orders have assured that
the album will ship platinum.
Jet will be launching an
extensive marketing, advertising
and promotions campaign to
back up the release. Week ending
November 24 there will be full
page ads in the rock and trade
press; week ending December 1
there will be radio ads on peak
time breakfast shows on Capital,
BRMB, Piccadilly, City, Clyde,
Forth, Metro and Hallam;
further consumer paper ads will
appear week ending December 8
and the radio ads will be repeated
at the same peak times December
17 to 21.
Window displays, mobiles and
a full colour poster featuring (he
LP plus ELO back catalogue will
also be available. And Jet is
already planning a booster
campaign for the album for the
beginning of 1980.
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From RODNEY BURBECK
MIAMI BEACH: The most
contentious subject in the
American music industry today
— radio stations encouraging
home taping — was an early
topic raised at the 1979
Muscxpo, which opened here on
Sunday.
The growing practice of
stations playing new hit albums
without interruption and
advertising their intention to do
so has overwhelmed all other
problems in the industry', and the
subject was aired in the first
Musexpo seminar which"
concerned international lawyers
and their role in licensing and
management.
Lawyer Stephen Machat told
the meeting that he had heard a
local Miami radio station
announcing that the new Stevie
Wonder album would be played
all the way through without
interruption.
"That programme was
sponsored by Memorex Blank
Tape," he said, adding: "How
long are we going to sit back and
let this piracy go on?"
Another lawyer, Kim
Guggenheim, suggested one
solution would be an additional
broadcast fee to discourage
stations from using albums as
entire programmes.
Nearly 3,000 industry
delegates are attending this fifth
Muscxpo, representing over
1,000 companies from 42
countries.
• More Muscxpo reports next
week.

By SIMON HILLS
INTERVISION IS offering its range of pre-recorded videocassettes for retail to record dealers in a new deal
between Wynd-Up Distribution and a leading hardware manufacturer.
Under the deal, Wynd-Up offers if 60 cassettes are ordered. The
"I would estimate that it has been
an in-store video cassette player and dealer has to order a minimum of 12
taken up by 30 to 40 dealers,"
screen at reduced prices to advertise cassettes, or he can lake the option
Champion continued. "It is
the product — with a VHS of the rack with 48 cassettes.
successful in certain places, but we
videogram at £155 per annum and a
All the tapes — which include 20
are in at the ground floor — it is a
television at between £60 and £95, one-hour music packages with artists
thing for the 80s. It is expanding,
depending on size. And the tapes such as Jimi Hendrix, Stevie and I have sold two today from
cost from £13.46 dealer price with a Wonder, Steve Miller, Roxy Music
inquiries that have come along."
RRP of £17.95 plus VAT.
and Andy Gibb — are supplied on a
Intervision co-MD Richard
Already 30 dealers have taken up sale or exchange basis. Most dealers
the Intervision range through Wynd- have also taken cassettes of films as Cooper says that none of the record
dealers going direct through
Up, with a further three dealing with well.
Intervision direct. And dealers can
"We are able to offer the dealer a Intervision have been dissatisfied
also lake up Intervision's option of unique opportunity to cash in on the with the range, and he expects that
hiring out the cassettes at £5.95 for boom of video marketing," said more will take it up, claiming that
three days with a £2 mark-up.
Wynd-Up's John Champion. "We there have been plenty of re-orders
The dealer can have access to the can offer1 the dealer a comprehensive over the past six months.
whole package under a five-year deal."
"We are well aware that within
contract with an option of 12
An example of the sort of package the present market in the UK —
months, providing the TV rental available to dealers is a recorder at about
users — the average
company is notified three months £155, a 20 inch television at £73.60, age is 96,000
27 and 37," said
before the end of the first year of three years' rack rental at £110 and Cooper.between
"I suspect they are looking
hiring, or just a stock of cassettes,
12 one-hour cassettes at £18.75,
for more of the album variety of
A rack is supplied at £110 for which all comes to a total of music and I suspect it is more middle
three years rental, but is offered free £563.60.
of the road."
Full details of the tape prices, in
VHS or Betamax format, run at
£13.46 dealer and £17.95 RRP for a
London dealers snub GRRC effort
30 minute tape. £18.75 and £25.00
By TERRI ANDERSON
for one hour and £26.78 and £35.70
A BAKERS' dozen of independent dealers was all that South London could muster for the GRRC meeting for a two hour tape. All prices are
at Croydon last week. London dealers' lack of interest is even greater than this tiny number indicates, exclusive of VAT.
because two of those at the meeting had travelled from the Midlands.
GRRC chairman Laurie Krieger record industry dropping RRP,
(who with secretary Harry Tipple Fruin said that action was likely
Polygram bid
shared the top table with guest before the spring. It would be
speaker John Fruin, WEA MD) necessary to alter the royalty
rests on Decca remarked with some disgust that calculation system, which might
"there must be scores of dealers mean that artists' royalties could be
PtltP SKtlltPN
within very easy distance of here", paid on an agreed average retail
shareholders
and although the meeting coincided price (as in France) or on trade price
THE OUTCOME of Polygram's bid with Hallowe'en this was felt to be a (as in Germany).
"If we at WEA do something it
for certain of Decca's recording and hardly strong enough explanation
music publishing interests now for the abysmal attendance.
would not be our intention to do it
hinges on an extraordinary general
Despite this, the evening's piecemeal: it would be a complete
meeting of Decca shareholders to be discussion covered a number of change of policy, and we would do it
held before the end of the year.
topics, one being the news which had after maybe six months study.
Decca chairman Sir Edward Lewis broken that day of Polygram's take- Probably we will do nothing," he
said. It was suggested that the MTA
disclosed the bid during the over of the Decca music division.
company's AGM last week, writes
Harking back to Fruin's own might conduct a survey of dealer
our City correspondent. Perhaps speech at the WEA conference, opinion on the abolition of RRP, as
mindful of the EMI debacle, Sir when he said that his company's aim had been done on the question of
five per cent returns.
Edward would not reveal the sum of was to be "the dealer's friend"
Reminded that "window displays
money involved at this stage, but the Tipple remarked: "Decca has always
sale would have to be ratified by been the dealers' friend, and we feel do sell records", Fruin willingly
shareholders in due course.
today's news is worrying because the agreed, and acceped a comment
Besides eliminating trading losses company which has taken them over from Liz Ainley, of Ainleys in
which were £1.6 million in the year has recently not been known as Leicester, that it was very frustrating
to March, and "which have such."
for a dealer with large window space
I "
continued on an increasing scale in
Fruin commented in return: "In to be kept waiting for a display rep's
the current year." Sir Edward said the old days Decca cultivated the visit.
j
the proceeds of the sale would 'sympathy sell' and at the same take
He added; "As you know, we
enable Decca to make a significant gave a very high and costly service. combined our sales, promotion and
reduction in group borrowings. But the ability to do this is display forces for economic reasons,
These were £35 million in the March something which has gone, and will and the area I expected the most
balance sheet, and City speculation never come back. A lot of trouble in was display, but really it
is that the sale will raise a net £10 companies have looked at Decca in has not been an area from which I
¥
million after redundancy costs.
the past five years, so this take-over have had very much aggravation."
The
suggestion
that
WEA
could
There will inevitably be was really inevitable."
TO PAGE 4
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Spartan goes Fuhlk
UK SALES and distribution for Public Records, the new label that has been
launched by Patrick Campbell-Lyons and Gloria Sattin, is to be handled by
Spartan. First single under the deal is Japanese Girls by Urban Gypsy, released
this week. An unusual feature of Public is that there is no royalty structure —
all profits from record sales are divided equally between the label and the
performer.

BILLY CONNOLLY made a
personal appearance at the Virgin
Megaslore, Oxford Si reel, London
where he signed copies of his new
Poly dor album. Pictured, (I to r):
George McManus, Polydor
marketing manager, Bob
Hedgecock, Poly dor's West-End
representative, Billy Connolly and
Virgin's John Fewings.

Prepare yourself for

;w aamuAKI
the new
album

\t>^

from

A

With each successive
release, Janis Ian has been
developing as a singer/
songwriter to be reckoned
with - both artistically and
commercially, 'Night Rains'
is her strongest offering yet.
Containing the popular
new single. "Flv Ton High"
it's going to cause a deluge
of requests.
Make sure you're ready.

i:

L4.\
:bs Single: 'Fly Too High' CBS 7936
Album:: 'Night RainN CBS 83802
1*1
L
iv I
fe CBS '10-83802
"Order from CBS Order Desk. Tel; 01-960 2155. CBS Distribution Centre, Barlby Road, London W10
PAGE 2

lights up scene
A MASSIVE publicity
campaign has been launched by
Polydor to promote the Bee
Gees Greatest album (RSO
RSDX 1).
Full page ads have already
appeared in the music trade press
and future ads include the Sun,
Daily Mail, Observer, Tune In,
Smash Hits, Ms London and space
has been taken in the Woolworths
and Access booklets.
Display activity will include
posters and there will be illuminated
displays featuring the Bee Gees logo
and sleeve front.
A poster campaign will cover 264
sites throughout the Greater London
area for two months.
MCA/INFINITY is launching a big
campaign titled Our Hot 12 Inches
on the release of five 12" disco
singles during November.
The singles arc: Cordon Bleu by
Stix Hooper (MCAT 536); Music by
One Way featuring A1 Hudson; Do
You Love What You Feel by Rufus
and Chaka Khan; Dancing In Outer
Space by Almosfcar (MCAT 543)
and I Just Can't Control Myself by
Nature's Divine.
All the singles have an RRP of
£1.59 and will be backed with press
ads in all the disco and trade
publications, in-storc and window
displays and explanatory leaflets for
customers. Disco promotion will be
handled by Sally Ormsby.
CHERRY RED Records releases its
second compilation album. Labels
Unlimited (A Second Record
Collection) on November 16 with a
retail price tag of £4.25. It features
16 tracks by 16 bands, all the
numbers having been released
previously as singles on independent
labels. Bands included are Rudi,
Crisis, Poison Girls and Second
Layer.
POLYDOR RELEASES the new
Jam album, Setting Sons (POLD
5028) on November 16 to coincide
with (he band's nationwide lour.

Marketing

The LP features the single Eton
Rifles.
There will be expensive ads in the
rock press and joint advertising with
HMV, Virgin and Our Price. Ads
will also appear in Time Out, Smash
Hits, Miss London, Shoot, National
Student, Sunday Mirror and Sunday
Mail. There will be flyposting and
posters, logo cards, mobiles and
badges available to dealers.
THE FIRST 2,500 copies of the Billy
J Kramer single. Blue Christmas,
released by Hobo Records this week
(HOS 010), will be pressed on blue
vinyl and packaged in clear sleeves
with a handwritten message from
Kramer on the label.
TO PROMOTE the new Yvonne
Elliman single. Love Pains (RSO 46)
and her forthcoming album Yvonne
(RSS 16), Polydor will be. taking ads
in Music Week, Record Mirror and
Smash Hits.
TO COINCIDE with his
promotional visit to Britain on
December 3, Polydor will be taking
advertising for Jack Jones in the
Radio Times, Daily Mail and Miss
London to promote the album,
Nobody Docs It Belter (2383 547).
Display posters will also be
available. A new Jack Jones single.
The Love Boat, the theme from the
TV scries of the same name, is to be
issued by Polydor on November 23.
ALVIN LEE'S Ten Years Later have
an album, Ride On, released on
Polydor this week. The release will
be backed with ads in the rock press
and on Capital Radio. The band
lours the UK from November 26.

Sire signs Sports
SIRE HAS signed Australian group The Sports exclusively to the UK; a single,
Who Listens To The Radio (currently in US Billboard top 50), and an album,
Don't Throw Stones, are to be released this month. The band released an EP
on Stiff earlier this year and were special guests on the Spring tour by Graham
Parker and the Rumour. They arc in London at present rehearsing for a second
LP and a tour of the US.
CANNED ROCK, the group that
financed and TV-advertised their
own album, have signed with
Pinnacle for the distribution of their
next album. Live (CAN 003). The
group's publishing company,
Canned Rock Music, has signed an
administration deal with Andrew
Heath Music. Pictured at the signing
(I to r): Dougie Kennard of Canned
Rock, Sam Mortimer (Andrew
Heath Music), Don Maxwell
(Canned Rock), Tony Berry
(Pinnacle Records) and sealed John
Bright (group's manager).
MANCHESTER-BASED group
Salford Jets have signed to RCA and
their first release on the label is an
BOO), produced by Vincent
EP (in full colour bag) selling for the
Castcllano. It will be available in a
price of a single. The Salford Jets
limited edition picture bag.
EP is out on November 30.
IMF. ORIGINAL Mirrors have
THE MOMENTS, who were signed to Phonogram and a single,
previously with All Platinum
Could I his Be Heaven (Mercury
Records distributed by Phonogram,
6007 245), is released this Friday in a
and had such hits as Girls and Jack
picture bag. The record will be
In A Box. have re-named themselves
backed up promotionally by
Ray, Goodman and Brown and
flyposting in London, and adverts in
signed directly with Phonogram UK
the trade papers and Time Out
on the Mercury label. Their first
maga/ine. I he latter advert will
single under the new deal and new
include
a phone-in number to hear
name is Special Lady (Mercury 6008
the new single.
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MfP's first 45
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Smr Christmas
Baldwyn emphasised this week
BUDGET RECORD company
that the company had no
Music For Pleasure is releasing
intention of entering the singles
its first ever single — although
>V!
market full-time.
managing director Richard
The record is Bread And
Fishes/And All The World Sang by
>
the St. Winifred's School Choir
Pizza jazz
from Stockport who are best-known
A NEW Pizza Express label has been
for their musical contribution to the
created by Peter Boizot to provide
Brian And Michael number one hit,
an outlet for jazz sessions recorded Matchstalk Men, and who have
at that London venue. First albums made several TV appearances in
from the label are Braff Plays Bing, their own right, including Wake Up
Volume One (PIZZA 5501), by Sunday and Your Hundred Best
cornet player Ruby Braff, and Snub
Hymns.
The single, catalogue number FP
ONE OF the last signings to Decca before news of the Polygram deal was Mosley Live At The Pizza Express
899, will retail at usual price and
announced by Sir Edward Lewis was BBC TV Generation Game hostess Isla (PIZZA 5502).
Product is available through have its own MfP logo. It will be
St. Clair, making a return to recording. Results of the signing are a new album
for Christmas called Isla (SKL S317) and a single, Child In A Manger (F13881) Lugtons which is also handling new distributed through the EMI sales
label
OBM. Initial releases on OBM force.
released next Friday. Pictured with Ms Clair are Roger Bull (marketing), her
Baldwyn explained; "We are
manager Peter Pritchard, Tracey Bennett (A&R) and Keith Bennett (head of arc a single and album from Kenny
obviously aiming it at the Christmas
Johnson.
press and promotion).
market and the record will be
available in a coloured bag which
will also feature the lyrics. This is a
project we are all excited about."
to teii CSS field sales
\

JOHN ASTON has been appointed
field sales manager CBS with effect
from November 1. In his new
position he will have responsibility
for all field sales people, and will
have reporting to him area managers
George Logan, John Young, Joe
Redmond, Mike Robertson and Jim
Evans. Aston joined CBS in 1975 as
a salesman.
MIKE VAN PRAAG, previously
commercial planning manager with
Polygram, becomes director of
operations for Arista. Reporting to
marketing director Denis Knowles
he will be responsible for all aspects
of manufacturing, distribution and
marketing . . . The IBA has
appointed James Conway to the new
post of London area officer.
Previously an information officer
with the authority, he will have
responsibility for developing
relations with public bodies and
representatives and with the public
... Sir John Rodgers becomes
chairman of Audio International
Recording Studios in board changes
at the company owned jointly by

Musical
, Chairs

Radio Luxembourg (London) and
MAM. Richard Millard continues as
managing director and Roy Smith
remains company secretary, while
MAM will be represented by Bill
Smith and Geoffrey Everitt, and
Luxembourg by Hubert Terheggen
and Paul Le Dmillenec . . . Su
Richardson becomes Manx Radio's
music supervisor from November 19
and will have control over the
content of all daily shows, while
continuing with her own morning
programme.
TONY HAML1N has resigned as
managing director of Relay Records
to go into the business of aircraft
leasing. John Winnert takes over as

Relay MD . . . Anne McDonald,
formerly with Creole and Charly
Records to the Tony Hall Group of
Music Companies as A&R and
creative adviser. . . Naomi Gordon,
formerly production manager at
Arista to Virgin Records production
department.
ROGER ST PIERRE who heads his
own promotion operation, has
formed a new management company
with Clive Solomon, already his
partner in the Twist and Shout oldies
record shop. Grandmark Ltd has
been set up specially to handle the
management of Squire and the
V.I.P.s, two bands on the London
club circuit. Grandmark operates
from 17, Nelson Road, Greenwich,
London SE 10(01-858 8892).
BARRY ALEXANDER, managing
director of Richcourt Music has
been appointed personal manager to
the New Seekers . . . Nick Stolberg,
formerly in the marketing division
of Pinnacle Records to assistant
professional manager DJM
Publishing.

LP iMps dffliofete pWmm
is currently No 1 — and the 30
FOR THE first lime in its history,
British dales he will be playing were
CBS UK has shipped an album
completely sold out as long ago as
double platinum — 600,000 copies
News
in
August.
— before its release date.
The album in question is Abba's
YET ANOTHER single is being
Greatest Hits Vol. 2 released on the
issued to tie-in with the Year Of The
Epic label on November 2. Volume
brief...
Child — this time it is Rupert The
One of Abba's Greatest Hits has
Bear by Maria Morgan, well-known
already passed the two million mark
millions of people via her Friday
in the UK alone. The group arrived PUBLIC AWARENESS of Pythons to
networked programme, A
in this country at the weekend to should shoot up many notches this lunchtime
Of Songs, produced by
start their first British tour for week, with the almost simultaneous Handful
Muriel
Young
for Granada TV. The
release of The Life of Brian album,
nearly three years.
and a single — Brian c/w Always picture-bagged single is released by
Look On The Bright Side Of Life — President Records (PT 480) and is a
FRANCHISE group under the name on
Brothers, and the movie, new version of the song which was a
Radio Clifton has already declared andWarner
book, all of the same name. hit for Jackie several years ago.
itself in the running for the The the
WB album offers 51.46 minutes
Independent Local Radio contract playing
for RRP £5, and MCA IS mounting a big campaign
for Bristol in anticipation of a Home advertisingtime
for it includes full pages for the release of a new album and
Office announcement.
Maker and NME, and the single by M whose Pop Muzik single
The group comprises local in Melody and
Privalf Eye. Posters is approaching three million sales
business people who also have Guardian
are being provided for in-storc worldwide. The album, New York,
broadcasting production experience.
display.
All
the Monty Python London, Paris, Munich is released
Radio Clifton is currently based at
and guests such as Spike November 30. The single. Moonlight
40 Falcondalc Road, Westbury-on- regulars
Miiligan, Neil Innes and George and Muzak (MCA 541) is released
Trym, Bristol BS9 3JU.
Harrison, are featured in book, this week. Press ads, window
displays, mobiles and posters are
THE CHRISTMAS album by film, and records.
included in the campaign.
Emmylou Harris, Light of the
Stable, which has been rush released CLIFF RICHARD will be THIS WEEK, Jet releases a double
by WEA, is aimed at, and specially undertaking several in-store A sided single from ELO. The two
recorded for, the UK and European personal appearances during his UK tracks, both taken from the
market; it is not being released in the concert tour, promoting his current
LP, arc Confusion and
US. It features, as well as Hot Band chart album, Rock And Roll Discovery
members, Neil Young, Linda Juvenile. Richard has just finished Last Train To London (JET 166).
There
will
be a free sticker with a
Ronstadt, Dolly Parton and Willie a European tour which included limited number
of copies.
dates in West Germany — where he
Nelson as guest backing vocalists.
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STILL A BEST SELLER AFTER A
RECORD BREAKING 62 WEEKS IN
THE IRISH TOP 20
DISTRIBUTION
ALSO A BEST SELLER
DO YOU WANT YOUR OLD LOBBY
WASHED DOWN CONSHINE'
BRENDAN SHINE PLAY 122
ORDER NOW FROM
SPARTAN RECORDS 01-903 4753/6
RELEASE
RECORDS
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News in

EMI

& Polygram
»

brief...
POSTERS, TV and national cinema
advertising worth £250,000 is being
bought this autumn by blank tape
manufacturers TDK. The poster
campaign started on November 1,
using British Posters national sites
in shopping precincts and high
streets. The campaign is to relaunch
two of the tapes in the TDK range,
with the copy line "When you hear
how they sound you'll see what we
mean." The announcement of this
campaign was hard on the heels of
BASF's revelation of its plans to
spend £1 million on advertising its
blank tape range in 1980.
FOLLOWING THE success of TV
promotion for Mike Oldfield's last
album, Virgin again includes TV
advertising in the campaign for the
artist's new studio album, Platinum
(V 2141), released on November 23.
Dealer price for the LP, produced by
Tom Newman, who worked on
Hergest Ridge and Tubular Bells, is
set at £3.26.

in

'crucial video

experiment'

EMI AND Polygram have signed a distribution deal for video
cassettes which is seen by both companies as a "preparation for the
mass-marketing of videodiscs."
pre-recorded tapes will still sell,
Under the terms of deal, EMI will
regardless of blank tape, in the same
copy Polygram programmes on to
way as pre-recorded audio cassettes
video cassettes on three formats —
sell. He backed up his contentious
VCR-LP, VHS and Betamax — with
Polygram clearing the programmes statement by saying a lot of people
want to buy instant products.
and recommending retail prices,
designs, packaging and publicity.
Maclean added that sales went up
But there is only one music cassette
on video cassettes after being shown
among the six on the market so far
on television. EMI claims it has had
— the New York City Ballet
orders for 1,000 units of its 12
performing works by Tchaikovsky,
existing cassettes in the first three
Bizet and Brahms.
weeks the sales force has been on the
road.
Under the Spectrum trademark,
the cassettes — which also include
EMI's Emitel has also opened a
Pawnbroker, a Charlie Chaplin
video studio with full shooting
FOLLOWING THE success of the The
series, Barbpapa (13 cartoons for new
current single When You're In Love children) and a soccer compilation facilities at the Audio Visual
With A Beautiful Woman Capitol is — will be sold to the retail trade Services building in London's Dean
rush releasing the new Dr Hook through the newly-formed EMI Street. Cost per shooting day is £65
and £45 per half day. It is open from
album — Sometimes You Win (EST Tape Video sales force.
8.30am to 12.30pm and 1.30pm to
12018) this Friday. The initial
No details have been yet released 5.50pm or all day until 5.30pm.
marketing campaign centres on a
£9,000 prime time radio ad on forthcoming catalogue, but there
campaign on Capital, Clyde, will be regular updates for
everyone on the EMI/Polygram
Piccadilly, City, BRMB and Metro.
mailing list.
• GREASE AND Saturday Night
VIRGIN HAS acquired distribution
Head of EMI Audio Visual Fever will be available on video disc
rights to Elvis, Scotty and Bill — Services,
Donald
MacLean
said:
an agreement between the
The First Year (KING 1), believed to "Polygram and EMI are similar following
RCA corporation and Paramount
be the earliest live recording of businesses and we both believe that Pictures,
which gives RCA licence to
young Presley with his first band.
video disc will be the next big use 75 of Paramount's films for its
The disc has never previously been the
industry
—
where
we
will
be
in
Vision video disc system.
available in the UK and only competition. Polygram and EMI are Selecta
negotiations are currently
available in the US on mail order. convinced that the first big video And
taking
place
to release pop music
RRP for the disc is £6.99 with dealer market will be in Britain.
titles, as well as an option with
price set at £4.25.
Paramount to release its future
"This is a crucial experiment," he
FOOTBALL: GAS Songs/Heath added. "It is crucial because we films.
Levy beat EMI 14-0 which means intend to make it pay. We have 20
Gas remain at the top of the Music salesmen on the road dedicated to GRRC meeting
Week/Adidas League with a 100 per selling blank and pre-recorded
cent record after six games. This tape."
make up small D1Y wall display
week they play EMI again, this time
packs (a dozen extra LP sleeves
And Don Schulzman, head of would be a good basis) drew
in the Cup. Late result: Ice 4
Polygram's video division, said that cautious approval. "It is a good idea
Chappells 3.
for me to think about," said Fruin.
Krieger raised the matter of the
timing of deliveries. "Some dealers
have
been finding that records have
Order NOW for an
been available from one-stops
before they can get them themselves.
It would be very bad if one-stops,
eXstati- *KHi because
of the size of their orders,
were getting preferential
Xmas
treatment."
As far as WEA is concerned,
Fruin replied, the opposite was true;
one-stops knew that they would get
their supplies after the initial orders
G
from the indies had gone out.
However, he added; "All
companies have A, B, C, and D lists
'SDecca sale
redundancies, said Sir Edward, but
the number cannot be forecast at
present. With the aid of retraining
programmes, it was hoped to
redeploy as many as possible within
other pans of the Decca group.
Answering questions after the
meeting, Sir Edward, who will be 80
next birthday, said he had no plans
to retire.
Decca shares fell on the
announcement of the proposed sale
— the City had been expecting news
of talks perhaps leading to a
takeover of the whole group. But,
Fast selling anti-static
%
shorn of its lossmaker, the
record care accessories
\
remainder of the group will now be a
more tempting takeover
@ Goldring
proposition.
A brief statement issued by
Sound, pure and simple
Polygram said that discussions have
Goldring Products Limited. Anglian Lane. Bury St. Edmunds, !P32 6SS
taken place with Decca Ltd.,
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Changes at Radio Two
RADIO TWO is to introduce programme changes which, says
listening patterns' . Latest BBL ligurcs sei u.s
daily patronage a. '^ ^^^^raTe Pe^ Murray's Open
H^s^F^lkwLvTand^mdy Favourites, though the concept of
Snfurdavs and 10am to 1.30pm Sundays.
David Hamilton will host the weekday lunchlimc slot, while Ed
Stewart switches from Radio One to present a"
show Another newcomer to the station is former Radio Clyde DJ
and presenter of TV's Game Show Steve Jones, who lakes over the
early morning programme from Tony Brandon. Brandon is
leaving to concentrate on acting.
„,i„ r,.
The changes also affect evening output which currently features
a specialist fvpe of music between 7pm and 10pm. From January
every evening will have a more general flavour, providing
somelhing for everyone.
BPI blanket ads budget?
AN IDEA which has been brought up by dealers several limes, but
which
has never
been greeted
with gained
much officia
enthusiasm
manufacturers,
has apparently
suddenly
popu by y.the
t-v
•_
;,»,i
ot
npvpr
been
acted
upon,
altnoi
never
although
John Fruin surprised dealers at
secretary Harry Tipple
the Croydon GRRC meeting by GRRC
revealing that the BPI is seriously recalled that about 10 years ago a
considering raising a joint industry plan to raise a levy on manufacturers
dealers to pay for music
budget to pay for a kind of blanket and
advertising of records and pre- advertising of a similar kind failed
because
the retailers, not the
recorded tapes. The aim would be to manufacturers,
were unwilling to copromote recorded music as a whole,
operate. The current discussions do
not individual labels or titles.
not involve any charge on
The idea has been mooted by
retailers.
GRRC members before, but has
Tesco aims up-market
WHEN THE NEW 100,000 sq. ft. Tesco superstore in the Weslon
Favell development centre, near Northampton, opened on
November 1, it was clearly aiming for "up-market" image in all
departments, including records and tapes.
The Music World shop within-a-store stocks the very high total
of 3,000 titles, with a graded discount system covering catalogue
items (mostly 50p off), current releases (80p, £1 or £1.50), and
bestsellers and special promotions (up to £2 discount on £6-plus
albums). The area — where a specially designed rack allows
cassettes to be browsed next to the relevant LPs — is dominated by
what the store is proud to claim is the UK's first back-projected
video screen, 6ft by 4ft in size and serviced by Captain Video.
Music World, which may become a feature of Tesco's other
biggest stores, is merchandised by Pickwick.
of dealers, and those at the bottom
may well find thai a one-stop nearby
has supplies before them. But the
priority lists do not necessarily
contain shops which give us the
biggest orders — it depends on how
a dealer co-operated with the
salesmen, how he works on breaking
new acts etc."
Tipple asked about suggestions
circulated recently that at least one
major was thinking of suggesting to
its D, or lower C, dealers that they
should close their direct accounts
and buy from wholesalers and onestops.
"There's nothing new about that
idea," Fruin replied, "In 1963,
which was two years before EMI
went out of wholesaling, we looked
at dealers who spent less than £10 a
week with us which amounted to
about 1,000 accounts, and we were

FROM PAGE OWE
losing money on them. But in the
end nothing was done. I am well
aware of this problem, and I know
that reducing the number of
accounts we call on, as I did this
summer, will encourage small
dealers who are no longer visited to
go to the nearest one-slop. I'm not
sure how 1 feel about that."
When Tipple said that a growing
number of dealers were being dealt
with sharply for late payment, Fruin
agreed that the manufacturers had
tightened up generally on credit
because of the general economic
situation, and this was the reason
that dealers' requests for an
extended credit scheme this
Christmas had been turned down.
On the difficulty of ordering
WEA catalogue singles, Fruin
willingly admitted that his
company's policy needed a change.

London, with a view to the
acquisition by Polygram for cash of
certain of the recording and music
publishing activities of the Decca
group in the UK and overseas,
excluding, however, among others,
Decca's interest in Teldcc
(Telefunkcn-Decca Schallplatten
GmbH, Hamburg).
"An outline agreement has now
been initialled," continued the
Polygram statement, "and Decca
and Polygram expect to sign formal
agreements for the sale at an early
date. The agreements would be
subject to certain UK fiscal and
Governmental consents (including
the consent of the Office of Fair
Trading), and in view of the
importance of the sale, the
agreements would also be subject to
the approval of Decca ordinary

FROM PAGE OWE
shareholders at an extraordinary
general meeting before the end of
the calendar year."
Meanwhile, EMI's shares were'
standing at a 23p premium over
Thorn's seven-for-20 share swop at a
year's peak of 147p at the close of
trading last Friday.
Thorn's bid, launched last month,
is expected to be officially declared
next Monday (12), but City
observers are expecting a counter
offer before this dale. A favourite in
this respect is Gulf & Western,
whose Paramount subsidiary's
negotiations to acquire a £70 million
half-stake in EMI's music
operations were aborted in
September, but Gulf vice president
Martin Davis denied last week that a
bid is planned.
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Grab RACEY's great new party single

'Such ANigl1t,

UteresARariy Going On

RAK 301 (Special Full Colour Picture Bag).
Taken from the album 'Smash And Grab! Albumsrakx537 cassettetc-srakx537
SPECIAL OFFER rrp£3.99 and special dealer price on ail albums and cassettes
STILL STANDS

ordered before November 31st 1979—so hurry, ORDER NOW!
Extensive Radio Campaign starts November 22nd.
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SMASH AND SRAB'the new album by RACEY...a fair cop at £3.99 RAK
Licensed Reperloire Division, EMI Records LI0..9 Ttiayef St. London W 1.01-486 7Md. Sales and Dislf.bulion. 1-3 UxbadgeRoad, Hayes. Mlddlese*. 01-7694632/46114848 9811
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Look back with

Tudor

A VERY well-known figure in record retailing, Jean Gold of Tudor
Records, North London, is retiring, and her shop has been bought by an
equally well-known figure on the other side of the industry, Alan Davison,
MD of Laser Records and a former director of Lightning. In saying
goodbye to the record trade, Jean Gold here takes a brief look back at over
20 vears in the business.
WE'VE SEEN 'em come and we've seen 'em go. Now
we've sold our business and it's our turn to retire
gracefully from record retailing — and very peculiar it
feels too.
No more "pop checks", weekend orders, Monday
morning orders, poring over the chart positions in an
endeavour to gain a blinding flash of insight as to the next
No. One in order to meet the unexpected demand—life
will indeed be dull. And no more feelings of panic when
the Christmas orders come flooding in — have we
overbought this lime? (we never did but the seemingly
unending deliveries of boxes was quite unnerving).
Since our modest debut into the record industry 22
years ago we've seen many changes, not all of which arc
bad and not all good. The HMV franchise, so valued in
those days, has been long forgotten except by the few
veteran retailers now remaining. 1 remember with what
relief we greeted the news that we had been granted the
agency, for we felt we could not call ourselves a record
shop without being able to sell the "Dog Label" classics
and also Elvis Presley (then an HMV artist).
We watched with great regret the demise of Thompson,
Diamond and Butcher, via the great Rank organisation,
and the relegation of Lugton's to distributors of "other
labels". Friendly, personal service was the keynote of our
suppliers in those happy days.
We have also watched reps come and go. Some have
fallen by the wayside, but they were obviously not the
right material for such a fast moving industry. Others
whose potential was obvious from their first visit have
progressed into senior management and we have been
pleased to see their qualities recognised. And there arc
those who plainly have no desire to do other than a really
good job of representing their companies, calling quietly
each month and ensuring that their customers know all
they should about their products.

The abolition of RPM and the supply by each
manufacturer of their own product and distributed lines
only, brought about the major changes which have made
the industry what it is today. With the end of RPM came
the storm of price-cutting initiated by the multiple stores,
who saw cheap records as the draw to bring customers
into their shops, then hopefully to purchase their ownbrand lines on which the mark-up was vastly greater. This
period lasted long enough for many older and smaller
record shops to wither away under the onslaught, and the
chains with their greater buying power to proliferate.
Since the record companies went it alone we have seen
their sales forces expand and contract as marketing
fashions and general economic conditions have varied.
From one representative introducing the monthly
supplements to as many as four salesmen covering singles,
monthly releases and displays, and back again to one
person wearing many hats — to the experienced retailer it
has actually been quite entertaining, although the wastage
of money and discarding of personnel is not really that
funny.
I've done my stint on the committee of the GRRA (as it
was then), having been a member for several years. 1
think perhaps in those days it was a more effective voice
of the retailer than it is now, when it is merely a subdivision of the MTA. Certainly we seemed to command
more support and we appeared to be more active on
behalf of our side of the industry.
During our 22 years in retailing we have made many
friends among both our customers and our suppliers. We
shall miss them all dreadfully, although we hope some
will remain in touch. We arc grateful for all the kindness
and courtesy which has been extended to us by everyone
in the industry for all these years and which we know will
continue to be given to our successors.

Enter the Chiron
quiz

champagne on us!
copv of" 11k c'dnVeL^ooVo^Records^^^^aler who knows
thTrecipe for (he world's longcs. banana split and .he answers
to a few other questions vital to the survival of the human race.
All the answers can be worked
out from the new Guinness Book
of Records Mindbendcr family
cassette quiz game, launched this
month on Ivan Berg's Chiron
label, and this contest for dealers
is being run by
in
conjunction with Ivan Berg
-SAssociates. '
Introduced by N o r r i s
McWhirter, editor and compiler
of the world famous bible of
curious information, the cassette
THE KEY to the quiz!
game aims to be fast, competitive
answers from the information on
and exciting, and is arranged to
th cassette — the answers
get progressively more difficult.
required are NOT the same as
First prize is a case of
those actually given on the
champagne, and there are 25
cassette.
runner-up prizes of one bottle ot
Fill in the entry form, and
Moet et Chandon. Every
complete it with your name and
winner will receive a copy of the
address, and name of shop or
1980 edition of the Guinness
record department. Post it to
Book of Records, signed by
Mindbendcr Competition, Music
McWhirter, who will make the
Week, 40 Long Acre, London
presentation of the first prize at
WC2B 9JT.
the MIV offices.
Closing dale is November 30,
and the winner and runners-up
The competition is open to all
will
be drawn from all correct
record dealers in the UK and
entries by MW editor. Rodney
their staff. On the coupon below
Burbeck.
are eight questions. Listen to the
Mindbendcr cassettes are
Mindbendcr I cassette, skill
distributed by Spartan Records.
levels 1, 2, and 3. Work out the

1.
pllbwis,,..
.mmgiMrnmim
&
''*mw

out now on dindisc!
the dinstinguishlobel...

and have some

2.
3.
4.
5.
6.
7.
8.

MUSIC WEEK MINDBENDER
CHAMPAGNE COMPETITION
QUESTIONS
How much longer was the longest finger nail than the
largest stuffed bird?
For how many minutes was Mr Glen T Woodrich sitting
in a tree?
How many more gallons of topping than whipped
cream were in the longest banana split?
Where in South Korea did the largest mass wedding
lake place?
In March of this year, how may species of birds had the
world champion bird spotter not spotted?
What did Douglas Mein eat?
For how many years has Miriam Hargrave been a
qualified driver?
For how many months was John Hogg Jailed on 27th
November 1975?

NAME:
ADDRESS:
NAME OF SHOP/RECORD DEPT:

duggie campbell
din 3—"enough to moke you mine'
full color pictorial sleeves.

• martba and the muffins
din 4—"insect love/cheesies and gum"
freshly sealed in polyethylene.
dindisc is distributed by virgin and available
through CBS-Ol. 960 2155.
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Ketaiieri' reprewe
Saiurda>, can relax. Neil Young has remlcd his forthcoming 2-LP which was
o have been called Rus, Never Sleeps - the same as his ettrrettt alCm This
live double set, recorded on Young's recent US tour with his band Craev
RRPn'.SO.0"' 10 03 ^ UVC n1'5'- Rc,CasC is ^""ulccl for olember, m
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THE NEW SINGLE

' #(ooulitiOt anb^liBakMCA 541
AVAILABLE ON 12" MCAT54I
MCA RECORDS
I Great Pulteney Street, London WIR 3F W
Distributed by CBS( 960 2155)
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A video first by

Blondie album
From MIKE REYNOLDS
LOS ANGELES: An industry first is being claimed by Chrysalis
Records and Jon Roseman Productions in the shape of a video
version of Blondie's Eat To The Beat album.
Commissioned by Chrysalis and f
Blondie's managemcni. the album
was videoed on location and on a
Dateline:
soundstage in New York at a
production cost of $100,000
(approximately £50,000). Profits
Los Angeles
will be split between Chrysalis and
Blondie after this sum has been
recouped, and negotiations are in
progress with pay cable systems and making instant cutouts of his LPs to
video software distributors to catch his financial and personal detriment.
SIX MUSIC publishing executives,
the Christmas market.
STEVIE WONDER hardly endeared four of them based in Los Angeles,
himself to the 500-odd journalists have founded the Organisation of
whom he had bussed into the Malibu Creative Music Publishers, a nonHills for a preview of his long- profit-making venture to inform and
awaited Secret Life Of Plants educate songwriters about the value
of full-service music publishers.
album.
The founders are Arista Music
Most of them went straight from
work to avoid missing the coaches, vice president and general manager
and found the LPs were being Billy Meshel; Casablanca Music vice
played in tents, one side per tent. president Steve Bedell;
There were no refreshments, no April/Blackwood Music West Coast
smoking was permitted, there was director of operations Irwin Mazur;
little seating capacity, and security Inmusic Productions general
guards prevented anyone from manager Eddie Lambert; Buttermilk
Sky Associates president Murray
leaving.
Nobody got a drink until midnight Deulch, and House of Gold Music
or got back to LA before the wee vice president Bob Montgomery.
The first informal meeting of the
small hours. Even Motown
personnel present were visibly OCMP lakes place on November 14
underwhelmed by the occasion, in the conference room of CBS Los
which was summed up by one tired Angeles.
and hungry scribe as "a gigantic ARISTA RECORDS is mounting
what it terms the "most extensive,
Wonder ego-trip".
PETER NERO is suing RCA for a multi-levelled LP strategy in the
total of over $8 million over alleged label's history" in the promotion of
unpaid royalties on his record sales Barry Manilow's One Voice album.
The campaign involves radio
for the label. He is claiming
$2,600,000 covering the period promotion, sales and marketing
September 1971 to February 1979, measures and a four-tier
plus S6 million in damages, and advertisement plan lasting through
Christmas on the LP, which is
authority to audit RCA's books.
The pianist made 20 albums for Manilow's first studio album since
RCA between 1960 and 1968 for a Even Now, which went triple
basic royalty of five per cent of the platinum.
list price for records sold during and DESPITE assassination attempts by
theatre critics, Evita continues its
after the contract period.
In 1977 in similar suits filed triumphant progress in America.
against RCA, Jose Feliciano sued The show returns to LA on January
for breach of contract and fraud in a 12, having grossed $2,301,861 and
case which was settled out of court, 48 cents during its previous nineand Rod McKuen charged RCA with week run.

TELLULOED
BROADCASTIMG

Make your
next Video
Pop Promo with
Telluloid
L
Ring Chertsey
(09328) 60164/60261.
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THE RECENT changes at the top of
The changing
the CBS Records hierarchy came at a
time when the sister television
network found itself in its weakest
face of CBS
position in some years and were
announced at the same time that FROM IRA MAYER IN NEW YORK
CBS top man William Paley had met
network brass to try to develop WITH THE Federal prime interest
strategies for strengthening their rate upped to UVi per cent (and
ratings position (they're currently in most big businesses paying two per
third place following NBC's upsurge cent and more above that for their
under Fred Silverman's leadership) money), a Federal Reserve demand
and to stem the flow of news that banks keep more cash on
personnel to other networks.
and a general tightening of
All of which makes the record reserveopportunities,
it is as though a
division's profit outlook that much credit
new
wrench
been thrown into
more significant in terms of overall the industry'shas
plans
for
overcoming
company performance. Records current recession conditions.
were blamed for a major portion of
The rhetoric continues to say
the 47 per cent dip on net earnings
are getting better", and
during the first half of this year. "things
from
an internal point of view (the
Wall Street analysts now predict industry
may perhaps finally be
that, while third quarter revenue will
probably be slightly down this year owning up to its returns problem)
over last, nets in the final quarter
will flatten out.
Profits for the CBS broadcast
group more than offset losses in the
record group for this year's third
quarter, with the company posting
an overall rise in net income of $53.1
American
million for the quarter, up nine per
cent over the previous year. Nine
Commentary
month revenue was $2.62 billion,
with income of $136.7 million, down
this may be so. But even President
3 per cent over last year.
As for the specific record division Carter's own economic advisory
changes, industry observers suggest committee, while citing that retail
that Walter Yetnikoff's shifting of statistics for September were not as
energies to the new ventures division depressed as expected, warns that
represents a lateral move, and that things are going to get worse before
the appointment of Dick Asher as we see any significant turnaround
deputy president and chief operating and/or upswing.
Certainly, consumer dollars arc goofficer is a slight erosion of Bruce
Lundvali's power. Insiders, ing to be ever more carefully spent.
however, have also been saying that Expansion moves of any sort, be
Lundvall is the man "to get CBS they at record companies, pressing
back into music" — a definite plants, retail or racks, are going to
allusion to the departure of Jack be costlier than anticipated, and
Craigo, known as a strict "bottom many will no doubt be put on hold.
And while record labels may indeed
line" man.
have the lid (at least temporarily) on
high-priced signings, they are going
to have to continue to absorb the
Video
costs of the signings made in the last
few years.
With the US economy so sluggish,
BOTH TRADE and consumer press
here are devoting increasing space to then, and with the dollar a relatively
video, and several new publications cheap buy to outsiders, one must
devoted exclusively to that medium begin to wonder about the relative
position of foreign versus domestic
are slated for next year.
Currently, similar to the recent labels. It is too. early to draw any
1BM-MCA joint venture for the conclusions about the long-range
development of videodisc systems, effects of the tightened money
Sony Corporation of Japan and NV situation, but it would seem logical
to anticipate still more outside
Philips of Holland have announced interest
in the US record market.
an agreement whereby the two
Another monitor of currently
companies will exchange patent "improving"
market conditions are,
rights on various laser-directed
audio and videodisc systems. Both naturally, the charts. The number of
companies hope to develop albums entering (he charts in
interchangeable products (rather positions of 40 or higher has risen
than joint efforts), and thereby dramatically because it takes fewer
establish a hold at the consumer copies to make (he grade. Consider
level for their type of system — and that, during the October 20 week,
four of the (op 10 albums had been
rival incompatible competitors.
Another interesting experiment out less than a month, and that (he
has been launched co-operatively two discs in (he (op 10 that had been
by Hurrah, a 600-capacily rock on release longest (Supcrtramp at 30
disco, Time-Life Video, and Video- weeks, the Knack at 17) were
Vision, an indie production and claiming but (wo million units each.
distribution company. The club has The strength of all those newcomers
installed several large-screen advent last spring and summer was not
video beams and 25 TV sets that arc because they were doing so well, but
hooked into the club's regular (and because the competition (or what
excellent) sound system. Time-Life there was of it) were selling through
will provide rock 'n' roll cassettes at such moderate levels.
for the format, which will alternate
with Hurrah's usual live
entertainment.
Pricmg
And, for all the recent cutbacks in
record company budgets, almost all
are maintaining and continuing to DISCUSSION OF pricing, the one
produce video product for their potentially important and explosive
artists, stockpiling material for the issue that could have enlivened an
time when vidcocassettcs and/or otherwise routine National
Association of Recording
discs become widely popular.
Cable TV stations, in fact, are Merchandisers (NARM) regional
already a major outlet for record meet here was barred repeatedly by
company material, which is often legal counsel.
NARM lawyers feared possible
made available free to (he stations in
exchange for the exposure. As the Justice Department accusations of
combination of satellite and cable price fixing or other breaches of US
technologies grows, and more cities anti-trust laws. Indeed, two
are linked to cables, the hunger for executives acting on their own
music material will inevitably companies' legal advice (Harry
Anger of Polydor and Larry
become greater.

Gallagher of RCA) refused to sit
the manufacturers' panel as
scheduled.
Among the recurring themes
during the day-long sessions were
manufacturer and merchandiser
calls for "gelling records out of the
hands of artists and back into the
hands of record companies", the
explosive growth of the blank tape
market, retailer complaints about
manufacturer dallying in return
allowances for defectives,
manufacturer insistence that most
discs returned defective are not so
(suggesting rather that hardware
quality outstripped software quality
and there will never be "perfect
sound"), and retailer complaints
about diminished advertising and
promotion dollars, with the
manufacturers insisting that "we
haven't cut back, we've become
more selective".
ON THE matter of home taping,
WEA's Joe Smith signed an open
letter asking radio stations for
"understanding and responsible
restraint" regarding the playing of
new albums in lolo with deejay
recommendations that this would be
a good lime for home taping.
"What we can hope," concluded
Smith, "is that no legitimate radio
programmer will deny ail the parlies
involved in the creation and
marketing of records their right to
profit from their success".
As in Europe, manufacturers here
arc experimenting with encoding
processes that would make home
taping impossible, and are also
seeking some method of legislative
redress — whether in the form of a
blank tape tax that would go to a
copyright fund or through some
change in the current copyright law
which would alter the allowance.
Revenues
QUARTERLY REPORTS: Warner
Communications Inc. posted record
revenues, income and earnings per
share for the third quarter including
a 21 per cent sales increase for the
music division, though profits for
that division were down 17 per cent
over 1978, Half of the sales increase
was attributed to inclusion of
Warner-Pioneer Japanese revenues.
Of the WCI labels, Atlantic had the
best quarter in its history, with sales
of $45 million.
RCA, which does not break down
group or division figures quarterly,
reported overall sales up 10 per cent
over 1978 to $1.8 billion for the third
quarter, (hough profit dropped 5.7
per cent to $66 million. The report
noted that RCA Records "which
operated at a loss in the second
quarter, returned to overall
profitability in the third quarter,
although it trailed its year-ago
performance substantially and
domestic operations, exclusive of the
RCA Record Club, continued to be
unprofitable".
Meanwhile, K-tel International
posted a 33 per cent rise in sales and
a 500 per cent increase in earnings
for fiscal '78-'79 ended June 30.
Total revenues for the year were
almost $167 million, with a profit of
$3.7 million or $1.02 per share.
JIMMY HASKELL, composer
arranger-conductor, has founded
Horn Records in Los Angeles. The
label will be independently
distributed, with an emphasis on lop
40 and dance (i.e. disco) formats.
The first release is Stinger, a disco
version of Rimsky-Korsakov
Flight Of The Bumble Bee.
Haskell is on the hunt for masters
and MOR artists looking for a new
label, but warns openly: "I'd rather
put money in the production, not the
artist s pocket". Marketing director
for the new venture is Ken Ayoub
cx-RCA Canada, and sccretarv'
treasurer is Haskell's wife, Barbara
formerly with Verve.
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featuring 10 great new tracks plus their smash hit single
'When You're In Love With A Beatitiftd Woman'
v

Big album, big campaign.
Extensive national radio advertising.

Superb window display and in-store material.
Manufactured and distributed by EMI Records Ltd.

HST 12018 also nvailablc on tape
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Piracy ravaging Greek industry
In Greece, pirate cassettes sell for
ATHENS: The sale of pirale activity, and that a draft bill on
record copyright has "got lost"
less than half the price of the
cassettes in Greece is now
limes on the way to parliament
genuine article, but in Turkey the
running at a greater volume three
for ratification.
price differential is minimal. In
than the sale of legal cassettes
In the article titled The Greek
Saudi Arabia, pirated local cassettes
and records combined,
Recording Industry — A Pirate's sell for four rials each, one-fifth of
exceeding 75 per cent of the total
Paradise, the magazine says Greece
the price of a legal cassette.
market, according to Business and Portugal are Europe's most
International repertoire sells for half
the legal price.
And Finance, an English- pirate-afflicted countries, on a level
with Egypt, but more fortunate than
The magazine cites an occasion
language business weekly.
and the Persian Gulf states,
when Athens police raided a retail
It esiimaics that the Greek Turkey
where
piracy
is
devouring
more
than
outlet in central Athens three times
government is losing up to £5 million 90 per cent of the market.
in one day. They confiscated some
a year in revenue as a result of pirale
4,000 pirale tapes on each raid. Each
time the police returned they found
the store had been completely restocked by pirate suppliers.
Police report, in fact, that many
pirate suppliers guarantee their
outlets that confiscated cassettes will
be replaced immediately.
The result is increasing anger from
local recording executives over the
lack of progress with a new
copyright bill.
Michael Matsas, managing
director of Minos Matsas Records, is
the local industry's anti-piracy coordinator and chairman of the local
branch of 1FPI, the International
Federation of Producers of
Phonograms and Videograms. He
predicts that if piracy proliferates at
its present rate, then the Greek
record industry will simply have to
close down.
And Alan Boxer, managing
director of EMI Greece, says: "We
cither check piracy now or there will
be no new recording taking place in
five years lime."
In Greece now, only 10 per cent of
records produced locally make any
AMSTERDAM: To mark over 100,000 sales on its recent Reggae compilation,
K-tel Holland presented an original oil painting of Bob Mar ley to Island profits. The record industry employs
10,000 people directly, 6,000 of
Records, which contributed many of the tracks contained in the album. Seen at
them in the retail sector, and last
the presentation, from left, are K-tel International A&R co-ordinator Ian A.
Wiener, Island Records International chief Phil Cooper, K-tel Holland general year contributed nearly £250 million
to the Greek national income.
manager Peter Kloeth and A&R manager Rob Lemmon.
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STOCKHOLM: King Carl Guslaf of Sweden (left) holds a copy of'J e double
record album. A World Of Friends, presented to htm by EMI Sweden
managing director Rolf Nygren (right). The album was made by EMI Sweden
for the Children S International Summer Villages, a Swedish appeal associated
with the International Year of the Child. Attending the presentation were
appeal chairman Ulf Ekeland (second from left) and Lars Edihn, one of the
initiators of the album.
Copyright case fails
VIENNA: A test case brought by will now seek another test case in an
Austrian copyright society Austro- effort to reach the Supreme Court
Mechana against a private individual for a verdict which it hopes will
here for making recordings on a finally clear the air over legal
video tape-recorder appears to have difficulties on video-recorders here.
finally failed.
At the first hearing, the court ®A German-language production
found the society had failed to prove of the stage musical Evita, by Tim
its allegation of copyright breach Rice and Andrew Lloyd-Webber, is
and this finding was confirmed later planned for the Theater an der
at the Regional Court of Appeal. In Wien, but not until 1981.
Negotiations are currently going
Austrian law, this ends the matter
for there is no further appeal on between theatre chief Rolf
Kutschera and US producer Harold
allowed in such a case.
But it is believed Austro-Mechana Prince.

HOLMES
New Single

ESCAPE
(The Pina Colada Song)
c/w
.
&

DROP IT
INF 120

i

'-r..
taken from the
forthcoming
album
'Partners in
Crime'
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INFWrTf RBCOOL
iwyiwr"
by CBS (9602I55)

MAKE ONE YOURSELF!
Vtozs Coconut Snow
2ozs Pineapple &
2ozs Dark & Light Rum Grapefruit Juice
Slice of Pineapple
Crushed Ice
Shake for 30 sees, pour over ice.
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THEIR LONG AWAITED NEW ALBUM
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r.
MCF3044
includes the° new single
I

HERE COMES MY GIRL
-1
H

c/w DON'T BRING ME DOWN
I recorded live in Boston)
MCA 539

■

Available soon on 12"
with additional track
MCAT 539
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DG to

Edited by
NICOLAS SOAMES

release

Kremer series
GIDON KREMER, the 32 year old Russian-born violinist who won
the Tchaikovsky Competition in 1970, is now embarking on a series
of recordings for DG, following a recording career encompassing
work for Melodiya, EMI and other labels.
most of the leading conductors,
The first DG record is a
including Abbado, Bernstein, Davis,
compilation of works by Beethoven,
Giuilini and Karajan.
including the Romance in G and
Unlike many Russian violinists, he
Schubert, the Polonaise, in B flat,
has a very wide repertoire, ranging
performed with the London
from
the early Baroque to
Symphony Orchestra conducted by
contemporary music. He has
Emil Tchakarov (DG 2531 193
premiered many new works — by
£5.06).
Henze, Stockhausen, Denisov and
The next few discs will include
Alfred
Schnitlke among others. "I
mainstream repertoire, both
inherited that interest in new music
concertos and sonatas. More will
from my grandfather, (also a
also be heard of Emil Tchakarov, a
violinist). For my violin recitals, I
past prizewinner in the Karajan
always
select pieces that the public
conducting competition.
may not have had the chance to hear
In fact, Kremer is something of a
before," he says.
Karajan protege as well — Karajan
Kremer also inherited from his
once remarked that Kremer "is the
best violinist we have — but grandfather a Guadagnini violin.
"The Guadagnini belongs to the
Kremer's Western career has taken
family and I belong to the
some time in developing."
He won the Rhine/Elizabeth Guadagnini — until recently that
competition in Brussels in 1967, but was one and the same." Then I
found a new violin in America
was unable to accept the many
Stradivarius dating back to 1734."
invitations to play in the West.
And
it is on this instrument that he
"In the eyes of the Moscow
Agency, the prize was not enough to now plays.
Kremer made his first record in
allow me a certain number of
concerts, or even trips outside the Riga, the town of his birth, in 1968.
He
went in to the recording session
country," recalls Kremer. "That
only changed after the not really knowing which works he
was going to play, and came out
Tchaikovsky."
Kremer studied for some eight having put together pieces by
years under David Oistrakh, who Geminiani, Localelli, Paganini,
did much to personally further his Wieniawski and Kreisler,
That's the kind of temperament
career, but it was only last year that
behind Kremer, which should result
the authorities finally allowed
in some very interesting
Kremer to travel freely to the West.
performances.
Since then he has appeared with

m

Concerto for Violin and
Orchestra, Opus 17. Concerto
for Violoncello and Orchestra,
Opus 12. Manoug Parikian,
violin, Moray Welsh, cello,
Royal Liverpool Philharmonic
Orchestra, conducted by David
Atherton. Financial assistance
from the Arts Council. RHS 363
£4.75.
Though Hugh Wood's (born
1932) Chamber Concerto is fairly
avant-garde in style, these two
works written on either side of it
are more lyrical not to say
traditional in vein — but not to
the extent of other distinctively
British composers like Robert
Simpson, or William Mathias.
But the Violin Concerto, for all
that, has one of the most sinking
and effective openings of
modern concertos — and
whereas some of what follows is
uneven in inspiration, there is a
lot of drama which bears
repeated listening. It is played
with great commitment by

Parikian, for whom it was
written. The Cello Concerto is,
to my mind, a less interesting
work, with too many of the
orchestral ideas relying on lateromantic cliche, though Wood is
undeniably too skilled a
composer to write music that is
boring. For those with a
contemporary music section
only.
New releases
Apollo (1928) Orpheus (1947),
Orchestra of St John's, Smith
Square, conducted by John
Lubbock, Enigma Records, K
53585 £5.
This is the first record to appear
from the new St John's/Enigma
partnership and it proves what
most musicians have known for a
long lime — that mis orchestra is

an exciting new product from
Pace-Minerva
EXTRA PROFITS
from this extensive new range of
original photo-prints,
size 5" x SVi",
covering the world of
pop and rock.
Free display boards, compact
indexed stock system,
merchandising service from
Britain's leading
poster publisher
— Pace-Minerva.
Further details from
Linda Hearton
Pace-Minerva
A Division of
Ftolmes McDougall Ltd
137 Leith Walk, Edinburgh
031-554 9444
Telex — 727508
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THE HARPIST Sidonie Coossens,
her brother, the oboeisi Leon
Coossens, and Waller Picket (left)
managing director of Lugton and Co
the distributors were among the
guests at a launch parly for
Unicorn's charity release,
Greensleeves and other classical
favourites. The record (MS WOO) is
a compilation of favourites,
including Albinoni's Adagio, Bach's
Air from Suite No 3, Vivaldi's
Winter, from The Four Seasons and
Vaughan Williams' Fantasia on
Greensleeves, and the Coossens were
among the musicians who have their
services. John Williams plays
Aconquija Maxixa by Auguslin
Barrios, the trumpeter John
Wilgraham plays the Voluntary by
Jeremiah Clarke, and Jack Brymer
plays on the Concertino for Clarinet
and Strings.
really very good indeed, a group
to which the players are
personally committed. There is
playing of great style in the neoclassical medium of Apollo, both
from the strings and from the
solo violin of the leader, Richard
Deakin. Orpheus, written in
1947, is marvellously
atmospheric, at times bleak, at
times reminiscent of the Soldier's
Tale. But the challenge that faces
Enigma Records is building up
the orchestra into a well-known
recording name which should be
helped by the excellent reviews
the record is likely to get, and by
the regular provincial louring it
does. It is interesting to note that
the image will be the Orchestra
conducted by Lubbock, —
Lubbock himself is not interested
in projecting himself as a major
figure. And it emphasises the
fact that the Orchestra regards
itself as a chamber group with
everyone pulling his weight.
Highly recommended.
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MILLION-SELLING SINGLE "RISE"
Produced by bierb Alpert and Randy Badazz.
Associate Producer Andy Armer
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The

double

rock 'n'
BOB SARGEANT leads a
double musical life — wellknown as a freelance radio
producer for Radio One's John
Peel show which has resulted in
him working with more than
fifty bands on live sessions, he is
also carving out a name for
himself as a record producer
working with many new wave
acts.
Sargeant started his musical
career as the vocalist and keyboard
player for Newcastle band, Junco
Partners, which released an album
on Phonogram and regularly loured
Europe. After making the move to
London, he formed Everyone with
Andy Roberts (ex-Liverpool Scene)
and recorded an album for B&C.
Later Sargeant accepted an offer
to join the Mick Abrahams Band,
which made a couple of LPs for
Chrysalis, before starting out on a
solo career. As an RCA signing,
Sargeant made an album called First
Starring Role which he also
produced and during this same
period he also worked in close
collaboration with Mick Ronson in

roll

life

of a

producer

BOB SARGEANT
production and songwriting.
Two years ago Sargeant started
Titanic Productions with Peter Kerr,
co-owner of Pathway Studios in
North London and subsequently
producer of the Motors.
"Our policy was to concentrate on
new wave music and we were soon
working with names like the Motors,
Eddie And The Hot Rods and the
Transmitters," he says.
"We built up a small roster of
artists and were able to give a lot of
attention. When you have been in a
band yourself, it is easier to relate to

Haley's return
THE ORIGINAL rock and roller, Bill Haley returns to the UK for a concert
tour which includes a spot on this year's Royal Variety Show.
Co-inciding with the visit, Sonet Records is releasing a new album, Everyone
Can Rock And Roll, recorded earlier this year at Muscle Shoals in Alabama
and produced by Englishman Kenny Denton.
Haley will be playing The Venue in London on November 17, 18, 19 and 20.

groups and their problems. 1
certainly knew what I was up
against."
Sargeant's role as freelance
producer for the Peel radio show
came after producer John Walters
heard some of his work.
"He asked if he could use some
recordings on the show and what
was originally just a week's work has
gradually developed into a two-year
job."
Among the names he has worked
with on the show: The Fabulous
Poodles, Police, Joe Jackson,
Generation X, Tubeway Army,
Lindisfarne and Dollar.
Sargeant feels that there is lot of
new talent around at the moment
but thinks that record companies are
not doing sufficient to root it out.
"The standard of music is
generally good although a lot of the
edge has been taken out of new
wave. The reason is probably that
everyone is looking to hit singles
nowadays."
So far as the music scene in his
native Newcastle is concerned,
Sargeant adds: "It is very insular
there. The North East of England is
isolated and it is not easy for bands
to make the transition to London."
Meanwhile among the singles he
has produced during the last months
have been ones by Nicky And The
Dots, The Moleslers, Transmitters
and Rhonda. In addition he has
produced two albums, The Fall's
Live At The Witch Trials and The
Transmitters 24 Hours.

i

SCREEN IDOLS me of the first signings to the new EMI Cobra label, have
M^finEhed a nationwide lour playing as support to Darts and are seen here
celeb ahng after the London Hammersmith Odeon gtgs The band s debu,
single is Blind Man (COB 2) and they have recently released thetrftrst album
Premiere (CBRI00I). Left to right, back row: Simon Davies (A&R manager)
Paul Waits (general manager EMI International) and Tony Squire (head of
A&R): front, Tony Smith of Screen Idols and Geoff Appleby qf Screen Idols,
Alan Kaupe (EMI LRD managing director), Michelle Fieddu, Ched Cheesman
and Woody Woodmansey of Screen Idols.

HARRY NILSSON recently signed with Phonogram for the world excluding
the US and took the opportunity to visit the London offices of the company to
meet staff. His first product under the deal will be an album, as yet until led, to
be released in the New Year. Also present at the meeting were representatives
of Phonogram International and from Eaton Music who handle his publishing
for the UK. Left to right: Mark Warrick (Eaton Music professional manager),
Terry Gates (Eaton Music md), Bas Hartong (Phonogram International A&R
director), Ken Maliphant (Phonogram UK md), Nilsson, Jan Corduwener (pop
product department general manager. Phonogram International) and Gibson
Kemp (international division manager, Phonogram UK).
Edited by
JERRY GILBERT

Two quit the

MQA hot on the

Disc
Jockeys
Federation
THE DISC Jockeys Federation
lost two of its officers when the
governing council met in
London recently. Secretary
Tony Holden and PRO Mike
McLean both resigned owing to
pressure of business, and Bill
Forrester, secretary of the
London Organisation of Disc
Jockeys, and James Fish
Heron, who holds a similar
position at Clyde Coast DJA,
were appointed acting secretary
and PRO respectively.
The council accepted a new
standard form of contract,
which takes a further step
towards protecting both the DJ
and the employer, while at (he
same time accepting a standard
code of practice for DJs. Other
DJF activities include
discussions with the PRS about
a proposed license for DJs, and
a look towards geographical
expansion. With representatives
from DJ associations at
Hampshire and South Sussex in
attendance with a view to
becoming affiliated, the
federation now stretches to the
four corners of the country.
"We have now formed an
exhibition committee to make
sure we arc represented at all
major disco exhibitions in the
country next year," James
Heron, told Music Week.
PAGE 14

heels of hits
THE BIG selling import, Dancin ' In Outer Space, from Atmosfear
has been picked up by MCA from the Elite label. And it's just one of
a series of disco records featured heavily in MCA's November disco
campaign.
The eight minutes long unedited week (16), is I Just Can't Control
instrumental is available on 12" (as Myself from Nature's Divine.
well as the edited version on 7"),
All singles will have a
and this, plus four other hot items, recommended
retail price of £1,59
has prompted MCA to launch a and disco promotion
promotion under the slogan Our by Sally Ormsby. will be handled
Hot 12 Inches.
The Al Hudson, Rufus and Stix
Dancin' In Outer Space was
Hooper releases will be available in
released last Friday (November 2),
while this week sees the release of special coloured bags for the first
10,000 copies, and thenTeverl to the
Cordon Bleu from Slix Hooper
MCA 12" disco bag. They will be
(another import biggie), Music by
backed up with press ads, in store
One Way (featuring Al Hudson),
and window displays featuring
and Do You Love What You Feel?
streamers, sleeves and badges, and
by Rufus and Chaka Khan. The fifth
leaflets aimed at the customers.
release, available from the following

Pye: in with the imposts
THE LICENSING of hoi import product continues. Pye, having snapped up
the hotties from Lowrell and Jupiter Beyond, now plans to release the
marathon novelty number Rappers Delight by the Sugarhill Gang (Sugar Hill)
and We Got The Funk by Positive Force (Turbo). Both labels are part of the
All Platinum stable, but both releases will appear on the Sugar Hill label in the
UK,
The 12" version of Rappers Delight runs for a staggering 15 minutes on the
lop side and the catalogue numbers arc SH 101 and SHL 101 respectively.
Edited versions form the B side in each case. We Got The Funk is backed with
Tell Me What You See (SH 102/SHL 102), available on 7" and 12". But a
spokesman for Pye emphasises: "We have not picked up the All Platinum
catalogue."
Another big import seller which Pye has pounced on is Dave and Billic's
(Come To The) Wedding Reception from the Invite label. It has been mailing
selected white labels to important people in the disco industry and plans a
December 1 release.

DISCO TOP 40
1 (1) DON'T STOP TILL YOU GET ENOUGH, Michael Jackson
(Epic EPC7763)
LADIES' NIGHT, Kool & The Gang (Mercury KOOL 7)
YOU CAN DO IT, Al Hudson & The Soul Partners
(MCA/MCAT 511)
4 (3) STRUT YOUR FUNKY STUFF, Frantique (Phil Inl PIR
7728)
5 (6) I DON'T WANT TO BE A FREAK, Dynasty (Solar FB 1694)
6 (4) STAR, Earth, Wind & Fire (CBS 7902)
7 (8) RISE, Herb Alpcrl (A&M AMS 7465)
8 (7) MY FORBIDDEN LOVER, Chic (Atlantic)
9 (13) OK FRED, Erroll Dunkley (Scope SC6)
10 (22) IT'S A DISCO NIGHT, Isley Bros (Epic EPC 7911)
U (10) HOW HIGH, Cognac (Electric WOT 41)
12 (28) BOOGIE ARMY, Chosen Few (Ariola AHAD 548)
13 (12) DEJA VU, Paulinho Da Costa (Pablo Today STEP 3)
14 (18) COME ON AND DO IT, Poussez (Vanguard VS 5015)
15 (19) SING A HAPPY SONG, O'Jays (Phil Inl PIR 7825)
16 (-) BOOGIE ON DOWN, Hudson People (Virgin VS 30112)
17 (19) DIM ALL THE LIGHTS, Donna Summer (Casablanca CAN
162)
18 (-) DANCIN' IN OUTER SPACE, Atmosfear (Elite Import)
19 (11) GONNA GET ALONG WITHOUT YOU NOW, Viola Wills
(Ariola/Hansa AHA 546)
20 (—) RIGHT IN THE SOCKET, Shulamar (Solar Import)
21 (15) CAN'T LIVE WITHOUT YOUR LOVE, Tamlkn Jones
(Polydor STEP 1)
22 (40) MELLOW MELLOW RIGHT ON, Lowrell (AVI Import)
23 (49) THE IVER DRIVE, Jupiter Beyond (AZ Import)
24 (31) FEELING GOOD, BEING BAD, Mary Stavin (Ariola ARO
179)
25 (14) STREET LIFE, The Crusaders (MCA MCAT 513)
26 (-) THE RAPPER DELIGHT, Sugarhill Gang (Sugar Hill
Import)
27 (43) LET ME KNOW (I HAVE THE RIGHT), Gloria Gaynor
(Polydor STEP 5)
28 (-) STILL, The Commodores (Motown TMG 1166)
29 (-) NO MORE TEARS (ENOUGH IS ENOUGH), Donna
Summer & Barbra Streisand (Casablanca CAN 174/CBS 13
8000)
30 (-) ON MY RADIO, Sclccter (2-Tonc CHS TT4)
31 (44) EXPANSIONS, Lonnic Lislon-Smith (RCA PB 9450)
32 (24) GROOVE ME, Fern Kinncy (WEA K 79101)
33 (42) BABY BLUE, Dusty Springfield (Mercury DUSTY 4)
34 (-) WE GOT THE FUNK, Positive Force (Turbo Import)
35 (16) JUMP THE GUN, Three Degrees (Ariola ARO 183)
36 (37) GET UP AND BOOGIE, Freddie James (Warner Bros Import)
37 (-) DON'T LET GO, Isaac Hayes (Polydor STEPX 4)
38 (38) FEEL THE REAL, David Bcndeth (Sidewalk SID 113)
39 (34) CORDON BLEU, Slix Hooper (MCA Import)
40 (32) SWEET TALK, Robin Beck (Mercury Import)
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NEW ALBUM
The Innes Bookof Records
POLYDOR SUPER 2383 556
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NOVEMBER 14th NEWCASTLE Poly
16th Herriot Watt Univ. EDINBURGH
17th Strathclyde Univ. GLASGOW
20th LEICESTER Univ.
21st SOUTHAMPTON Univ.
22nd BATH Univ.
23rd UMIST, MANCHESTER
24th SHEFFIELD Univ.
26th Lady Mitchell Hall CAMBRIDGE
27th and 28th Venue LONDON
29th Univ. of Surrey (Rag Ball) GUILDFORD
DECEMBER 1st BRADFORD University
fc7th Queen Elizabeth College LONDON
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Order from Polvdor's own distribution company: PolyGram Record Services Ltd (formerly Phonodisc)
Clyde Works,Grove Rood, Romford, Essex, RM6 40R. Telephone; 01-590 6044
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of difftcultv hitting the charts unless
DIANA ROSS
they're by Bob Marlcy or Peter
20 Golden Greats. Motown hM I v
Tosh. This is one of the most likely
21. Producers: Various. Big budget
to change that.
TV campaicn for Ihis compilano"
vians this week, and should ensuro
ELLEN EOI.EV
very healthy Christmas sales. Just as
Night Out. Epic Cleveland. EPC
Ms Ross's arlislie otilput in the past
83718. Producers: Ian Hunter and
lew seats has been a linlc tines en, so
Mick Ronson. Bruce Springsteen is a
the trucks are not all of the same
genius. He has influenced countless
memorable quality as the best —
artists
and Ellen Foley is probably
Reach Out And louch, I'm Still
the best to emerge from those he has
Waiting, Surrender, Stop Look
inspired. Hunter and Ronson have
Listen." But fine for its potentially
done wonders with the production
very wide market.
with echoes of Phil Spector and the
©'
later 70s powerhouse production
ROD STEWART
resounding throughout the album
Greatest Hits. Riva RODTV I.
where Ms Foley pours her heart out
Certain Christmas success, with
like an Aretha Franklin of the
£300.000 worth peak TV ads
seventies. Look out for Phillip
beginning on November 21, and a
Rainbow's Night Out, the opener
very good tracklisting featuring
We Belong To The Night and
what really are the best cuts by
Graham Parker's Thunder And
Stewart over his years as enfant
Rain.
terrible/superstar.
VARIOUS
©
Propaganda. A&M AMLE 64786,
STEV1E WONDER
Producers: various. A follow up to
Journey Through the Secret Life of
last year's No Wave album, this
Plants. Motown TMSP 6009.
sampler features live cuts by
Producer: Artist. Long-avsaited 2
Squeeze, Joe Jackson and Police
LP from the increasingly lessrecorded in the US, while side two
rock-oricmed Wonder will doubtless
includes four previously unreleased
please his armies of faithful fans,
numbers
from Squeeze, The Secret,
but lacks any great excitement or
Bobby Henry and Shrink, plus
interest for the uncommitted.
album tracks from Joe Jackson and
Wonder regards this album as a
The Reds. The bands featured arc
great personal achievement, as
riding high currently and fans will
composer and artist. It certainly has
want to complete their collections.
great merit, conceptually and
* *♦
musically, and lor prestige can be
VARIOUS
ranked with the mammoth research
Stax Gold: The 20 Greatest Hits.
work on plants' sense and feeling —
Stax STX 3013. Names like Isaac
the book of the same name on which
Hayes, William Bell and Judy Clay,
the music is based: a very worthy
the Staple Singers, and Booker T &
opus to have and keep on the
The MGs, and numbers like Theme
reference shelves but not necessarily
From Shaft, Private Number,
to have great fun with. Even
Wonder himself is quoted as being
Dedicated To The One I Love, Time
Is Tight, Knock On Wood and Soul
unsure of what his fans will make of
Limbo. Some of the best of the Stax
it all.
catalogue
here which will be useful
©
for
those becoming acquainted with
GLADYS KNIGHT & THK PIPS
and a treasured
20 Golden Greats. Tamla Motown the catalogue,
for those who had the
STML 12122. Producer: various. A addition
compilation of the group's biggest *music
»* first time around.
hits spanning the years 1966-1972 THE INMATES
and it's all good stuff. Includes
Offence. Radar. Rad 25.
material from the pens of First
Producer Vic Maile. Pure R&B from
Bacharach, Kristoflerson and
the latest — and possibly the last —
Ashford & Simpson. Best tracks: I
Radar signing. Gritty stinging vocals
Heard It Through The Grapevine, come
courtesy of Bill Hurley and
Take Me In Your Arms and Daddy although
it is highly derivative Dirty
Could Swear. I Declare. A must for Water, The
and the ballad If
any fan of the groups and a useful Time CouldWalk
Turn Backwards are
item for the Christmas stocking.
pretty stunning. The Walk has great
o ^
choppy timing.
DONNA SUMMER
RICHARD AND LINDA
On The Radio — GpetTtest Hits —
THOMPSON
-~Volumcs_Qne-&-^Two. Casablanca
Sunny vista. Chrysalis. CHR 1247.
CALD 5008. Produced by Giorgio
Producers: John Wood and Richard
Morodcr and Pete Bellotte. Includes
Thompson.
Impressive album from
No More Tears with Barbra
a
couple who have grown from the
Streisand, Macanhur Park and Love
British folk scene, and the backing
To Love Y'ou Baby. Class
musicians read like a Folk Who's
production, class performances.
Who with Dave Pegg, Simon Nicol,
John Kirkpatrick, Sue Harris. Kate
©
and Anna McGarrigle, Dave
COZY POWELL
Mattacks and Gerry Raffeny. The
Over The Top. Ariola ARL 5038.
music is lovely, but the cover, a
Produced and engineered by Martin spoof on holiday camps for which
Birch. Instrumental album of power they are being sued, is effectively
and quality. Not just as might be disgusting.
**
expected, a self-indulgent drumming
extravaganza, but some fine bluesy
BELLAMY BROTHERS
rock. Musicians include such
The Two and Only. Curb Records.
luminaries as Gary Moore, Jack
BSK 3347. Producer: Michael
Bruce, Max Middleton and Bernie
Lloyd. Lightweight country rock
Marsdcn.
from the duo who are currently
getting a lot of airplay with the
single, If 1 Said You Had A
MATUMBI
Beautiful Body, which is taken from
Point Of View. Malumbi this
album. Most of the songs are
Records/EMI. RDC 2001. written
the brothers themselves,
Producers: Enrol Thompson and althoughbythere
cover version of
Malumbi. Starting on the "One May You Neverisbya John
Martyn.
View" side Come With Me is
indicative of what is to follow on this
BILL HALEY & THE COMETS
album — beautiful silky vocals by
Everyone Can Rock & Roll. Sonet
Glaister Pagan over a relaxed easy
SNTF 808. Twenty five years on
backing. The hit single Point Of
from
Rock Around The Clock. Bill
View is featured on side two, which
Haley is wheeled into an Alabama
might help sales, and the
studio, and with a number of top
wonderfully laid-back Good Book
rock musicians cuts a platter of fine
and Dennis Bovell's Ordinary Man
rock n roll. Numbers include Hail.
make this album a treat for a wide
Had Rock and Roll, God Bless Rock
audience, with its crossover between
And Roll and The Baltic Of New
pop and heavier dub strains. But
Orleans.
reggae albums seem to have had a lot
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[CEiert iewcomer... by Chris White]

Rockabilly rebels
MATCHBOX: Rockabilly Rebel
(Magnet MAC 155)
THK BAND was formed in 1977 by
Graham Fen ton (lead vocals),
Steve Bloomfield (lead and steel
guitars), and Freddie Poke (bass
guitar and vocals), after the
break-up of the original
Matchbox And The Flellraiscrs.
They were joined by Gordon Scott
(rhythm guitar) and Jimmie
Redhead (drums, percussion and
vocal) early in 1978 — both were
originally with The Cruisers.
Matchbox's proud claim is that
every member of the band
doubles on at least two
instruments and all arc vocalists
in their own right. The band has
been described as being
rockabilly although the members
themselves insist that they are
not a revival band as more than
half of their set consists of
original material and the other
half of original arrangements of
obscure early Fifties numbers by
such artists as Hank Williams,
Johnny Horton and Eddie
Cochran.
They claim that the only tic they
retain with the standard images

of rock 'n' roll bands is their
tribute to Gene Vincent, via a
musical tribute which does not
include his hits but instead some
relatively unknown songs that he
recorded in 1956.
H owes or. Matchbox do insist that
they write and play in the old
style and this probably accounts
for the group's immense
popularity among fans.
Matchbox feature in a new 25minute film. Born Too Late, the
first 10 minutes of which is
devoted to explaining the current
rock and roll scene. The
following 15 minutes features the
band — both onstage and
an interview with guitarist
Graham Fenton,
SINGLES SYMBOLS
a forecast to rise
£ sales increase over
week
@ silver disc (250,000 sales)
© gold disc (500,000 sales)
li'UVI new entry

Hot Air... by David Dalton

FOURTEEN NEW entries on single
churl, combining old and new.
Slevie Wonder in at 51 and newly
reconstructed Jefferson Stars hip at
64, with massive promotional buildup centred on the respective TPs.
Single newcomers are Moon Martin
and Shoes, the latter also registering
a 15-point climb in the LP chart.
Gaming momentum are Atlantic's
Blackfoot, Polydor's Isaac Hayes.
Scotti Bros and Ian Lloyd, and
Warner's Lauren Wood, while
Barbra Streisand and Donna
Summer leaped another 23 places to
10. Five newcomers in album chart,
including Fleet wood Mac at 7 and
Streisand at 51.

RADIO STATIONS across the
board are behind Thin Lizzy's
latest xingle Sarah, yet the disc
hiccoughed in the sales chart last
week.
Also experiencing problems is
Marianne Faithfull. EMI has
refused to distribute her latest
album because of the lyrical
content of What D'Ya Do, so it
is just as well that the offending
track was not chosen as the
single. Her Ballad Of Lucy
Jordan — which EMI is handling
— has been picked out by Paul
Burnett on Radio One and is also
in the Featured Forty.
Slevie Wonder's long-awaited album
has met with a mixed reception,
yet the single — Send One Your
Love — should fare better and is
a Luxembourg Powerplay this
week.

Starjels hovered around the lower
reaches of the chart with their
last offering, while receiving
little airplay. This time on the
advice of a number of jocks
across the country School Days
has been pulled from the album
and should enjoy a belter
response from programmers.
Christmas would not be Christmas
without a Crosby record to play
and MCA have obliged by
releasing Gone Fishin' which
should fill many an easy listening
slot.
Also harking back — though not
quite so far — Electric has rereleased The Move's Flower's In
The Rain c/w Blackberry Way
and DJs will probably want to
remind listeners of how good the
group was.

Germany
STILL TOPPING singles list is Cliff
Richard's We Don't Talk Anymore,
with El Lute by Boney M second and
A Walk In The Park by the Nick
Straker Band third. A large leap by
Thorn Pace from 16 to 6 with
Maybe, and Abba, Suzi Quatro, AI
Hudson and Blondie new entries.
Peter Laffay tops LP chart with Frei
Sein, with Boney M's Oceans Of
Fantasy second and Alan Parsons'
Eve third. Parsons also in at 20 with
Pyramid.

%L
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MA RIA NNE FA ITHFULL

fl NEW BUDOET LABEL

AT

A

RETAIL PRICE OF

ONLY

JBrw

As good as full price pressings

BDULEUflRD,

POPULAR CATALOGUE FEATURES THE WORKS OF
STEELEYE SPAN • ACKER BILK • IAN MATHEWS
LOUIS ARMSTRONG • THE NOLANS
PLUS OTHER WORLD FAMOUS ARTISTS
Full display and merchandising aids available
Pmdliid
798
9252
(Manchester)
Gold & Sons
(01558 2121)
One Stop
(01388 0137)
Product available from Wynd-Up Records
or direct061
from
New
Town
Music. 326 S.
KENSALRD,
LONDON
W10.01969
6651
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ORDER FORM CHART
mmu
British Market Research
Bureau Ltd 1979.
publication rights licensed
i
oxdusivety to Music Week
end broadcasting rights to
the BBC. All rights
rosorvod.
This Wi'
Lasi VVks nn TITLE An is' Iprodiu or) Publisher
Wrtok
i Char
WHEN YOU'RE IN LOVE
£ 1
Capitol CL 16039 (El
Dr Hook (Ron Hnsskine) ATV
ONE DAY AT A TIME
Pyo7N 46021 (A)
Lena Mortell (G. Elrick) Valentino
GIMME GIMME GIMME
£ 3
Epic EPC 7914(C)
Abba (B. Andorsson/B, Ulvaeus) Bocu
EVERY DAY HURTS
43
RCA PB 5180 (R)
Sod Cafe (Eric Stewart) St Anne's
CRAZY LITTLE THING CALLED LOVE
10
£ 5
' Queen (Queen) QuoenfEMI
TUSK
Fleetwood Mac (Flootwood Mac/Dashut/Caillat) Bright Werner Bros K 17468 (W|
ETON RIFLES
A 7 29
PolydorPOSP 83(F)
Jam (Vic Coppersmith—Heaven/Jam) And Son
GONNA GET ALONG WITHOUT YOU NOW
Ariolo/Hanso AHA 646 (A)
Viola Wills (J. McCobe) Francis Day £t Hunter
ON MY RADIO
21
9
Two Tone CHSTT 4(F)
Solecter (Roger Lomas) Copyright Control
STILL
MotownTMG 1166(61
10
Commodores (Commodores/J. Carmichael) Jobeto
SHE'S
IN
LOVE
WITH
YOU
£ IT 20
Suzi Quatro (Mike Chapman) Chinnichap/RAK
VIDEO KILLED THE RADIO STAR
12^
Island WIP 6524(E)
Buggies (Buggies) Carlinflsland
O.K. FRED
11
13
Scope SC 6(W/L)
Erroll Dunkley (Aussie Hibbart) In Dispute
CHOSEN FEW
@
14
GTO GT 258(C)
Dooleys (Ben Findon) Blacksheep
THE SPARROW
15;
Dacca F13860(S)
Ramblers (K. Parrott) EMI/St Annos
DONT STOP'TIL YOU GET ENOUGH
6
16
Epic EPC 7763(C)
Michael Jackson (Quincy Jones) Carlin
MAKING PLANS FOR NIGEL
;
£ 17
Virgin VS 282(C)
XTC (Stove Lillywhite) Virgin
STAR
18 16
Earth Wind & Fire (M. White) Rondor
MESSAGETO YOU RUDY/N1TE KLUB
10 28
2 Tone TT 5 (F)
Specials/Rico (Elvis Costollo) In Disputo/Plangent/Visions
MY FORBIDDEN LOVER
Atlantic KH 385 (W)
20 ib
Chic (Edwards/Rodgers) Warner Brothers
LADIES NIGHT
21 33
Mercury KOOL 7/12 (F)
Kool & The Gang (Eumir Deodato) Planetary Norn
LUTON
AIRPORT
22"
WEA K 18075(W)
Cats UK (Curtls/Worsley) Curtis/Carlin/A-Z
MESSAGE IN A BOTTLE
A&M AMS 7474 (Cl
23
Police (Police/Nigel Gray) Virgin
THE DEVIL WENT DOWN TO GEORGIA
24
Epic EPC 7737 )C)
Charlie Daniels (J. Boylan) April
KNOCKED ITOFF
Asylum K 12396 (W)
42
25
B. A. Robertson (T. Britten) Myaxe/United Artists/Kongridge Mews
RISE
A&M AMS 7465(C)
26
Herb Alpert (Alpert/Badazz) Rondor
NO MORE TEARS (ENOUGH IS ENOUGH) Casablanca/CBS CAN 174/
£ 27
Donna Summer/Barbra Streisand (Klein/Moroder) Sunbury/Cop Con CBS 8000 (A/C)
THE GREAT ROCK 'N' ROLL SWINDLE/ROCK AROUND . . .
28"
Sex PistolBfron Polo Tudor ICookJJiimoa) Warnor Brolhors
Virgin VS 290 (C)
HE WAS BEAUTIFUL(CAVATINA)
29 =
Columbia DB 9070 (El
Iris Williams (W Ridley) Bobbins
I DON'T WANT TO BE A FREAK
Solar FB 1694 (R1
A 30 3=
Dynasty (Leon Sylvern/Dick Griffey) In Dispute
SINCE YOU'VE BEEN GONE
PolydorPOSP 70(F)
31
Rainbow (R. Glover) Island
YOU'VE GOT MY NUMBER
Sire SIR 4024 (W)
£32 =
Undertones (R Bechirian) Warner Brothers
YOU CAN DO IT
MCASIHE)
33 =
Al Hudson & The Soul Partners (Camp/McCord/Robertson) ATV
EMI American EA 101 (E)
SAD EYES
£34 =
Robert John (George Tobin/Mike Piccirillo) CareersiChrysalis
DREAMING
Chrysalis CHS 2350 IF)
351
Blondie (M. Chapman) EMI
QUEEN OF HEARTS
Swan Song SSK 19419 IW)
36
Dave Edmunds (Dave Edmunds) Heath Levy
SARAH
Vertigo LIZZY 5(F)
37"
Thin Lizzy (T. Vlsconti/Thin Lizzy) ChappelllPint
WHAT EVER YOU WANT
19
Vertigo 6059 242(F)
38
Status Quo (Pip Williams) Shawbury/Eaton/EMI
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A Z (TOP WRITERS)
A Night
At Daddy
(T. Boycorr,
Loo)Goo's
Only
Want
To
Bo With You 'J
(Hawker/flaymonde)
^ .
Baby
Blue
(Downos/Horn/Wolley)
o'
Back
Of My Hand
(Walkington/Aldor)
Bird
(Lovich/Choppell)
...^
33
Can'tSong
Got Enough
Of Your Love
(J.
Dunnor)
^
Cars (G. Numan)
6°
Few (Findon)
1^
This Last Wks o TITLE'Artist (producer) Publisher
Label number Chosen
Crazy
Thing
Called
Love
5
Week Woek Chan
(Mercury)
Don't
Stop Til You Get Enough 16
BIRD SONG
(JackBon/Philinganes)
39 « LenoLovichlR Bechirian) Street
Stiff BUY 53(E)
Dreaming (Harry/Stein)
35
Eton
Rifles
(P Woller).
.
74
, IT'S A DISCO NIGHT IRock Don't Stop)
7
Every
Day
Hurts
(Toung/
£ 40
Epic EPC 7911ICI
Isley Brothers (Isley Brothers) Carlin
Stimpson/Emerson)
Gimme
Gimme Gimme
LET ME KNOW II HAVE A RIGHT)
/i1
(Andorsson/Ulvaous)
3
■
Gloria Gaynor(Dino Fokorls) ATV
Polydor STEP 5(F)
Gloria (King/Tozzi/Blgazzi) ot>
Goodbye Stranger
& /1?47 -j Chris
IFYOU
REMEMBERME
(R. Davis/R. Hodgson)
57
Planet K 12389fW)
Thompson
IR. Perry) Chappoll
Gonna
Get Along Without You 8
Now(Kellorn)
, CAN'T GET ENOUGH OF YOUR LOVE
Hot Shot (Britten/Robertson). . 62
43^ Darts (Roy Wood) Mognot
Magnet MAG 156(E)
Don't
Want To Bo A Freak 30
IH. Beard)
, ROCKABILLY REBEL
If You
Remember Me
£ 446! " Matchbox (P. Collins) Magnet
Magnet MAG 155 (E)
(Bayor-Sager/Hamlisch)
42
Heartache
Tonight (Henley/ 54
j BACK OF MY HAND
Frey/Soger/Souther)
452
Island WIP 6501 (El
Jags (Astley/Chapman/Humphrios) Warner Brothers
He(Myers/Laine)
Was Beautiful (Cavatina) 28
TRYOUTS FOR THE HUMAN RACE
If I(D.Bellamy)
Said You Had A Beautiful 63
£ 46"
Virgin VS 289(C)
Sparks (Morodor) Heath Levy/Island
I Only
Want To Bo With You 75
, SMASH IT UP
(Hawker/Raymonde)
ChiswickCHIS 116(E)
474
Jealousy
(Lang/May/Morris) ... 58
Damned (Damned/Armstrong) Rock
It'
s
A
Disco
Night
jSPOOKY
(Rock
Don't
Stop)
48* Atlanta Rhythm Section (B. Buiel Lowroy/Chappell
PolydorPOSP 74(F)
(Isley
Brothers)
- 40
Kate Bush Live On Stage
(Kate
Bush)
73
39 , NUCLEAR DEVICE (WIZARD OF AUS)
49
United Artists BP 318 (E)
Ladies Night
Stranglors (Stranglors/Winstnnley) April/Albion
(Brown/Kool
&
The
Gang)
...
21
MONKEY CHOP
Knocked
It Off
(Britten/Robertson)
... 25
50W Dan l (Dan-I) Intersong
Island WIP 6520(E)
Let(Fekaris/Perren)
Mo Know
0NE STEP BEY0ND
41
ciirm
Let Your Heart Dance
Stiff BUY 56(E)
O
ILlLSJJ Madness (Clivo Langer/Alon Winstanley) Mellow Disc
(D. Cairns/I. Page)
60
Long Way From Homo
NEVER'AD NOTHIN'
(D. Coverdale)
64
Warner Brothers K 17476 (W)
527 2 Angelic Upstarts (J. Pursey) Singatune
Love's Gotta Hold On Me
(J. Vanda/T. Bazar)
72
YOU'RE A BETTER MAN THAN I
Luton
Airport
£ 53* ^ Sham 69 (J. Pursey/P. Wilson) Mann
PolydorPOSP 82(F)
(Curtis/Worsloy)
22
Making
Plans
For
Nigel
TONIGHT
5449 . HEARTACHES
(C.
Moulding)
17
Asylum
K
12394
(W)
Eagles (B. Szymoczyk) Warnor Brothers
Message In A Bottle (Sting). ... 23
Message To Your Rudy
. SPIRIT BODY & SOUL
(R.Thompson)
19
Epic EPC 7796(C)
553 Nolan Sisters (Findon) Blacksheep
Monkey ChopIS. E. Lewison) . . 50
My Forbidden Lover
2 NUNC DIMITTIS (THEME FROM TINKER TAILOR . . .) Different
(Edwards/Rodgers)
20
£ 56s Paul Phoenix (Barry Rose) J&W Chester/Editions/Wllliam Hanson HAVE 2
Nunc Dimittls (Thome from Tinker
TaylorKBurgon)
56
Never 'Ad Nothin'
f R759
GOODBYE(Supertramp/Peter
STRANGER Henderson) Rondor
A&M AMS 7481 (Cl
' * 3 Supertramp
(Mensforth/Cowie)
52
Nights In White Satin
2JEALOUSY
(J. Hayward)
65
Atlantic/Hansa K 11386 (W)
Amii Stewart (B. Long) ATV
NoEnough)
More Tears
(Enough is ... 27
(Jabara/Robertsl.
Island WIP 6510(E)
SO MUCH TROUBLE IN THE WORLD
Nuclear Device (Wizard Of Aus)
£ 59* Bob Marley & The Wailers (Bob Marley & The Wallers/Alex Sadkin) Rondor
(Stranglers)
49
O.K. Fred (J. Holt)
13
cniWT]
LET
YOUR
HEART
DANCE
One
Day
At
A
Time
l-Spy
SEE
3(F)
OUU U Secret Affair(D. Cairns/I. Page) Brian Morrison
(Wilkin/Kristofferson)
2
One Step Beyond
BABY BLUE
(C.
Campbell)
51
Mercury
DUSTY
4
IF)
£ 61" Dusty Springfield (D. McKay) Eaton/Carlin
On My Radio (Davies)
9
Point Of View(Fagan/Davisl ... 74
HOT SHOT
Queen Of Hearts (Devito)
36
Rise (A. Armar/A. Radazz)
26
£ 62" Cliff Richard (Richard/Britten) Mews/Kongride/Unlted Artists/Myaxe EMI 5003 (E)
Rockabilly
Rebel
IF I SAID YOU HAVE A BEAUTIFUL BODY Q
(S. Bloomfield)
44
Sad Eyes (Robert John)
34
63« 'Bellamy Brother. IM. Lloydl Famom Chappell
Werner Brolheie K 17405IWI
Sarah (Lynott/Moore)
37
Shape
Of Things To Come 70
CAr'TmLONG
WAY
FROM
(Headboys)
United Artists BP 324 (E)
i iW whltesnake
(Martin
Birch)HOME
Seabreeze
She's
In
Love With You
NIGHTS IN WH,TE
(Nicky Chinn/MIke Chapman) 11
RRFIaTT] Moody
SATIN
Since You've Been Gone
Deram DM 161 (S)
OOuliaJj
Blues (T. Clarke) Tyler
(Ballard)
31
Smash It Up (Scobles/Vanian
Ward/Sensible)
47
66 m , GLORIA
Ariola ARO 198 (A)
Jonathan King (J. King) Essex
SoThe
Much
Trouble
World
(BobinMarley) 59
K7rwnTHEME 0NE
Spirit
Body
&
Soul
Ariola ARO 189(A)
U / h n I j Cozy Powell (Martin Birch) Maribus
(Findon/Myers/Puzey)
55
Beggars
Banquet
BEG
23
(W)
Spooky
(Blue/Cobb/
£Q
CARS
Shapiro/Middtebrooks)
48
OO ^.. ^ Gnry
Numnn (G. Numan) Andrew Heath/Beggars Banquet
Star (M. Whito/M. Dal
Bario/A. Willis)
18
A
ROnTrrn
night at daddy
gee's Carlin
Still (L Richie Jnr)
10
Arista ARIST 314(F)
O i 1 >1 (1 Showaddywaddy
(Showaddywaddy)
The(Various)
Devil Wont Down
... 24
SHAPE OF THINGS TO COME
The(Temple/Cook/James)
Great Rock 'N' Roll Swindle
70" 3 Headboys (Peter Ker) EMI
___
Theme
One
(G.
Martini
THE PRINCE
The
Thompson). . ,
2 Tone CHSTT 3 (F)
7163 14 Madness (A. Clanger Prod.) Warnor Brothers
The Prince
Sparrow(Lee(Jordan)
Tryouts For The Human Race
LOVE'S
GOTTA
HOLD
ON
ME
(R&R
Mae/Giorgio
s
Carrere CAR 122 (W)
72 J Dollar (C. Neil/Oscar) ArnakataiWarnor Bros.
TusklL. Buckingham)Morodor)
Video
Killed The Radio Star 12
(Woolloy/Horn/Downes)
KATE BUSH LIVE ON STAGE
EMI MIEP 2991 (EJ
What Ever You Want
73s ' Kate Bush (Kelly/Bush) Kate Bush/EMI
(Parfitl/Brown)
38
When
You're In Love
POINT OF VIEW
7451 ^ Matumbi
Matumbi RIC 101 (E)
(Even/Stevens)
(Matumbi/Thompson) EMI
You Can Do It
(Alicio/Myers/McCord).
ynrcrTll ONLY WANTTO 3E WITH YOU
Logo GO 370(C)
You'
re A Bettor Man Than 53
/ OiLLSJj Tourists (Tom Allon) Chappell
(Hug/Hugg)
You've Got My Number
(J. O.Neill)

iM THE BROwMES
iflW QslMg
IN THE BROWNIES
Reactivation in limited edition 4 colour bag with new B side:THE WELLY BLUES POSP89
Taken from the album 'Riotous Assembly"-2383 543
poivaor
0,8,, F,o,., Polydof'i ow. d.M.Jco,npanv:PolyG,om Ro(o,d Scvio L.ddonn.rty PkonodUO.dydoWo,ky.Cvo Pood. Rondo,d.Byox.PMd 4QP.TolopKo.o;OF590 604 4
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RADIO TWO: ALBUM OF THE WEEK
GREATEST HITS Dusly SpringfiGld Philips 9103 629
RADIO TWO: DAVID HAMILTON'S ALBUM OF THE WEEK
THE CHOSEN FEW The Dooleys GTO GTLP 040
CAPITAL: PEOPLE'S CHOICE
IS IT LOVE YOU'RE AFTER Rose Royce
CLYDE: CURRENT CHOICE
ELECTRICITY Orchestral Manoeuvres In The Dark
DOWNTOWN: MUSIC MOVER
LET YOUR HEART DANCE Seciet Affair
FORTH; STATION HIT
KID RUNAWAY Rubeties
LUXEMBOURG: POWERPLAY
SEND ONE YOUR LOVE Stevie Wonder
TEES; PEOPLE'S PIC
CALL OF THE WILD Lindisfarne
BBC SCOTLAND: SINGLE OF THE WEEK
IS IT LOVE YOU'RE AFTER Rose Royce
MANX: ALBUM OF THE WEEK
MATHIS MAGIC Johnny Mathis CBS
PENNINE: PENNINE PIC

Andy Peebles
Record of the Week
on Radio One

RUPERT
HOLMES
New Single
ESCAPE inf 120
(The Piha Colada Song)
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ALPERT, HERB Rise ASM AMS 7465 (C)
_|. |_|
1IF
1"f
TH'T'tlATLANTA RHYTHM SECTION Spooky Polydor POSP 74(F)
j+l-T-r
BATT, MIKE Lady Of The Dawn Epic EPC 8004 (C)
i
Ti"
BENSON, GEORGE Hey Girl Warner Brothers K 17472 (Wl
-l_.j—|—
-t—r
4~n~
i )•
Fit it
BELLAMY BROTHERS Wet T-Shirt Curb K 17487 (Wl
-jh
U+H'
BLUE OYSTER CULT In Thee CBS 8003 (C)
■H-rH
B00MT0WN RATS Diamond Smiles Ensign ENY 33 (F)
LLiJ.
BUFFETT, JIMMY Fins MCA 532 (C)
4-1—
tH
IT
:
CHEAP TRICK Dream Police Epic EPC 7880 IC)
IT
C0MM0D0RES Still Motown TMG 1166 (E)
Jl-M
-—M— ! M
COWBOYS INTERNATIONAL Trash Virgin VS 293 (C)
M
i
!
DAN-I Monkey Chop Island WIP 6520 (El
rlDARTS Can't Get Enough Magnet MAG 156 (E)
-im
+-r-h
tti-r
DELEGATION Put A Little Love On Me Anola ARO 188 (A)
I i ; !
DOLL Cinderella With A Husky Voice Beggars Banquet BEG 26 (Wl
i - r-t-j.
DORE, CHARLIE Pilot Of The Airways Island WIP 6526 IE)
DYLAN, BOB Man Gave Names . . . CBS 7970 (C)
-UT
DYNASTY I Don't Want. . . Solar FB 1694 (R)
• , 1 • ,•
• ■
EAGLES Heartache Tonight Asylum K 12394 (Wl
tT
-H4
ELECTRIC LIGHT ORCHESTRA Confusion/Last TVain Jet 166(C)
ELLWAN, YVONNE Love Pains RSO 46 (F)
FAITHFULL, MARIANNE Ballad Of Lucy Jordan Island WIP 6491 (E) ■ r ] ( i
TT-i-H-T-H-M
FOLEY, ELLEN We Belong To The Night Epic EPC 7847 (C)
M-i-U
.
! I
FORBERT, STEVE Romeo's Tune Epic EPC 7945(C)
GAYNOR, GLORIA Let Me Know Polydor POSP 2021 IF)
GIBSON BROTHERS Que Sera Me Vide Island WIP 6525 (El
: I'i i I
GOMM, IAN Hold On Albion DEL 7(F)
1
1
HARLEY, STEVE Freedoms Prisoner EMI 2994(E)
III I
HARTMAN DAN Hands Down Blue Sky SKY 6896 (Cl
ttti rrt
HOLMES, RUPERT Escape Infinity INF 120(C)
«. •
IAN, JANIS Fly Too High CBS 7936 (Cl
i 11
-LU.
INMATES The Walk Radar ADA 47 (Wl
ISLEY BROTHERS It's A Disco Night Epic EPC 7911 (C)
JACKSON, JOE I'm The Man A&M AMS 7479 (Cl
JACKSON/HAYES Feels Like The First Time Polydor POSP 87 IF)
JOHN, ROBERT Sad Eyes EMI America EA 101 (E)
JOHNSON, MICHAEL Night Won't Last... EMI America EA 102 (El
I
JUVET, PATRICK Swiss Kiss Casablanca CAN 165 (A)
JONES, RICKI LEE Danny's All Star Joint Warner Brothers K 17477 IW) j!
44.
KING, JONATHAN Glorm Ariola ARO 199 (A)
'
KOOL & THE GANG Ladies' Night Mercury KOOL7IF1
-4- K0RG1S Youn 'N' Russian Rialto TREB 108 (A)
LANE, RONIE Kuschly Rye Gems 12 (R)
1 I
LEWIS, LINDA 109 Jamaica Highway Ariola^ARO 181 (A)
1-14+-T.-yLEWIS, RAMSEY Spring High CBS 8007(0
n-r-fLINDISFARNE Call Of The Wild Mercury 6007 241JF)
-44-—rt'
1
; I
LOBO Where Were You MCA 523(C)
j-+-r
LOVICH, LENE Bird Song Stiff BUY 53Te|
LL
DISTRIBUTORS CODE. A 4 Pye, C - CBS, W - WEA. E - EMI, F - PolyBnm. R - RCA, S - Sslacta, Z - Entafprijo, K - K-Tel D - Arcade, B - Ronco. M - Midtipla Sound. Y - Replay. U - Chamdale, SP - Spartan.
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MANHATTAN TRANSFER Birdland Atlantic: K 11367 (W)
MANILOW, BARRY Ships Arista ARIST 307 IF)
MULDAUR, MARIA Birds Fly South Warner Brothers K 17471 (W)
MARLEY, BOB So Much Trouble Island WIP 6510 IE)
MATH1S, JOHNNY No-One CBS 7935 (C)
MARTIN, MOON Rolene Capitol CL 16105 IE)
MOORE, GARY Spanish Guitar MCA 534(C)
MORRISON, VAN Bright Side Of The Road Mercury6001 121 IF)
MATCHBOX Rockabilly Rebel Magnet MAG 155 (El
MADNESS One Step Beyond Stiff BUY 56 (C)
MATHIEU/ANKA You And I Ariola ARO 190IAI
M9 Found Out Too Late Radar ADA 46 (Wl
NEW SEEKERS Love Is A Song EMI 5010 IE)
NIGHTMARE Great Balls Of Fire PVK PV 30 IC/CR)
NOLAN SISTERS Spirit Body And Soul Epic EPC 7796 (C)
O'JAYS Sing A Flappy Song Philadelphia PIR 7925 IC)
O'DAY, ALAN Oh Johnny Pacific K 11391 (Wl
QUICK Sharks Are Cool. . . Epic EPC 7856 (Cl
ROBERTSON, BA Knocked It Off Elektra/Asylum K 12396 (W)
ROGERS, KENNY You Decorated My Life United Artists UP 606 IE)
RICHARD, CLIFF Hot Shot EMI 5005 IE)
RYDER, KRIS Holiday Decca FR 13869 IS)
REAL THING Give Me Your Love Pye 7P 142 (A)
ROSE ROYCE Is It Love You're After Whitfield K 17456 IW)
RAYDIO Bet You Can't Love Me Just Once Arista ARIST 315 (F)
RACEY Such A Night RAK 301 (El
RUBETTES Kid Runaway Polvdor2059 173 IF)
SHADOWS Rodrigo's Guitar Concerto EMI 5004 IE)
SPRINGFIELD, DUSTY Baby Blue Mercury DUSTY 41F)
SMOKIE Babe It's Up To You RAK 300 (El
SPYRO GYRA Shaker Song Infinity INF 117 IC)
SUPERTRAMP Goodbye Stranger AEtM AMS 7481 (Cl
SEARCHERS Hearts In Her Eyes Sire SIR 4026 (W)
SHAM 69 You're A Better Man Than I Polydor POSP 82 IF)
SHOWADDYWADDY A Night At Daddy Gees Arista ARIST 314 IF)
SIMMS BROTHERS Back To School Elektra/Asylum K 12387 (W)
STEWART, AMII Jealousy Atlantic K 11386 (Wl
STORM It's My House Scope SC 10 (Wl
SPARKS Tryouts For The Human Race Virgin VS 289 (C)
STREISAND/SUMMER No More Tears Casablanca CAN 174 (A)
SECRET AFFAIR Let Your Heart Dance I Spy SEE 3 IF)
S ANT AN A You Know That I Love You CBS 7971 (C)
STARJETS Schooldays Epic EPC 7986 (C)
SOUTHER, J.D. You're Only Lonely CBS 7878 (C)
STYX Babe A&M AMS 7489 IC)
THREE DEGREES My Simple Heart Ariola ARO 202 I A)
THIN LIZZY Sarah Vertigo LIZZY 5 IF)
TARNEY SPENCER BAND Cathy's Clown A&M AMS 7485 (C)
THOMPSON, CHRIS If You . . . Elektra/Asylum K 12389 (W)
TUBES Love Is A Mystery A&M AMS 7487 (Cl
TOURISTS I Only Want To Be With You Logo GO 370 IC)
TOZZI, UMBERTO Gloria Epic EPC 7415 (C)
TYLER, BONNIE I Believe In Your Sweet Love RCA PB 5187 (R)
UNDERTONES You've Got My Number Sire SIR 4024 (Wl
VANWARMER, RANDY Call Me Island WIP 9563 (El
VILLAGE PEOPLE Sleezy Mercury 6007 247 (F)
VIVA BEAT Man From China CB 346 (F)
WARNERS, JENNIFER I Know A Heartache Arista ARIST 306 (F)
WILLIAMS, DON It Must Be Love MCA 530 (C)
WARD, ANITA Don't Drop My Love TK TKR 7562 (C)
WONDER, STEVIE Send One Your Love Motown TMG 1149 (El
WORD The Naz Charisman CB 345 (Fl
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BONNIE TYLER
"J Believe In Your Sweet Love
51 8 7

i

i

JAMES GALWAY
Song Of The Seashore
RB 5190
Taken from the album 'Song Of The
Seashore And Other Japanese Melodies'

GERARD KENNY
"Crime That Pays"
PB 5196
ALEX HARVEY
THE NEW BAND
Shakin'AII Over"
PB 5199 (PICTURE BAG)
PHIL DANIELS
+ THE CROSS
"Kill Another Night"
PB 5198 (PICTURE BAG)
Taken from the forthcoming album
;Phil Daniels + The Cross'
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DON'T GET CAUGHT WITHOU'
A

MUSIC WEEK NOVEMBER 10, 1979

SINGLE
INDEX
ALPHA-BETA
ANGLETRAX
BARRON KNIGHTS
BENNETT, Boyd
BIZARRE
BOOMTOWN RATS
CC
MAN CORPORATION
CIRRUS
CHILD
CLOSE CONTACT
CONNOLLY. Billy
CRAZE
DANE, Clem
DESTINY ORCHESTRA
DOREY, Mick and The
Sirens
DRIFTWOOD
EDELMAN, Randy
ESTELLE, Don
FIVE SPECIAL
GAVE. Marvin
GIORGIO
HARRIS, Wyonie
HENDERSON, Wayne
JEEP
JIGSAW
JUPITER BEYOND
LAVERNE, Connie
LEWIS, Tamala
LIMOUSINE
LOGGINS, Kenny
LURKERS
MELLOW ROSE
MILES, John
MILLS, Frank
MISS DEE DEE
MONOS.

S
T
F
S
L
D
M
K
T
P
I
M
U
S
■P
R
Y
P
Y
E
W
B
B
W
L
R
A
Y
N
T
N
F
D
P
0
U

A HOUSE FOR SALE, Runaway,
CONNIE LAVERNE/CHANTELLES.
Destiny DS 1008 (P)
ALL YOU LOVE, The Shape I'm In,
POINTER SISTERS. Planet K 12395
(W)
BC
BRASS IN POCKET, Singing
London/Nervous But Shy,
PRETENDERS. Real ARE 11 (W)
BLOODSHOT EYES, Confessin' The
Blues, WYONIE HARRIS. King
Product KING 454461 (Midland)
BRIAN. Always Look On The Bright Side
Of Life, MONTY PYTHON, Warner
Brothers K 17495 (W)
BURN, Need Love, MELBA MOORE.
Epic EPC 7968(C)
ALBUM
INDEX
ACCEPT
5
ALPHA OMEGA
30
AYERS, Roy
22
BAND OF THE BLACK WATCH
26
BARCLAY JAMES HARVEST
22
BARRON KNIGHTS
7
BASS1E, Count
19
BELLSON, Louis
19
BLACK IVORY
6
BLONDE ON BLONDE
23
BLUE MONDAY - STAX BLUES
MASTERS VOL. 2
29
BRADFORD, Geoff.
4
BREAD & ROSES
14
BR1GHOUSE & RASTRICK BAND ... 17
BROWNE. Duncan
17
BURBECK, Dave
7
BUZZCOCKS
30
CASTLE, David
20
COLEMAN, George
23
CONNORS, Norman
23
D'ARROW, Phillip
22
DAMNED
8
DATTON/Dubarri
10
DELEGATION
2
DICKIES
1
DORE, Charlie
16
DR. FEELGOOD
30
EARTH WIND a FIRE
7
ELLIMAN, Yvonne
27
ETTAS VELL BRASS BAND
23
FORBERSteve
13
GARFUNKFL, Art
7
GAVE, Marv.n
18
GODLEYaCPEME
22
GOOD OLD RCCK a ROLL
15
GRENFELL, Joyce
11
1 AaM
DAWN OF THE DICKIES
The Dickies
AM LH 68510
LENNYZAKATEK
Lenny Zakatek
AMLH 64777
2 ARIOLA
EAUDEVIE
Delegation
ARL 5035 (ZCARL 5035)
HACIENDA VIEW
Linda Lev/is ARL 5033 (ZCARL 5033)
3 AURA (PYE)
NEO
Ian North
AUL 706 (ZCAUL 706)
4 BLACK LION (LOGO)
SIR HUMPH'S DELIGHT
Humphrey Littleton
BLP 12188
PAGE 32

MOORE, Melba
MOORE. Mickey
NEW DAY
OKUSON. Sonny
ORIGINAL MIRRORS
PALMER, Robert
PEACOCK, Annette
PLANETS
POINTED STICKS
POINTER SISTERS
POLICE
PRETENDERS
PURPLE HEARTS
PYTHON, Monty
RACEY
REDSOVINE
REG WEBB BAND.
RENTALS
REVIVAL
ROSEROYCE
SHADES
SHAM 69
SIMON, Tito
SQUEEZE.
ST LETTG5
SUICIDE
SWEET LIGHT
TEX,Joe
TRAPEZE
TRIUMPH

B DIAMOND SMILES, Late Last Night,
S
BOOMTOWN RATS. Ensign ENY 33
C
IF)
F DISCOMANIA, Fat People, JOE TEX. TK
C
TKR 7565(C)
C DIXIE CHICKEN, Swing Low Sweet
L
Chariot, REVIVAL. United Artists BP
I
325 (El
0 DON'T ASK ME HOW I KNOW, Take
A
Good Care, TRAPEZE. Aura AUS 114
F
|AI
8 DO I LOVE YOU (INDEED I DO), Sweeter
F
As The Days Go By, FRANK
B
WILSON. Motown TMG 1170 (El
S DON'T GIVE ME YOUR SYMPATHY, II
C
You Don't Need Lovrn', JOHN
M
MILES. Decca FR 13882(3)
I DREAM BABY DREAM, Radiation
D
SUICIDE. Island WIP 6543 (E)
I
I
I C
M IC
C
TRIPPING
T EGOMARVIN
GAVE.OUT,
MotownInsirumental,
TMG 1168
D
/c,
H
D
D C
A H
D &'FALL 0UT' Nothin9 Achievin9. THE
WOOLLEY
Bruce
D FEELPOLICE.
Illegal
IL 001 (A)
va^uxc
m
IT. Feel
It Dub,
YACHTS
N
Decca
F 13870
(S) MELLOW ROSE.
DISTRIBUTORS CODE
FIRE ON SOWETO, Pap's Land, SONNY
A-- Polygram,
Rye, C - CBS,
E - EMI,L F— FOOD
OKUSON.
Radic 12 RIC Nanu
105 IE) Nanu,
H —W H.- WEA,
R. Taylor,
FOR THOUGHT.
Lugtons, R ~ RCA, S - Selecta. X - Clyde
BARRON KNIGHTS. Epic EPC 8011
Factors, Z — Entorpise, CR — Creole, P —
(qj
Pinnacle, RT - Rough Trade, SH - Shannon. FRUSTRATIONS, Extraordinary
Q - Charmdalo G - Lightning, SP Sensations, PURPLE HEARTS.
Spartan. FP-Faulty Products
Fiction FICS 7 IF)
CAN'T WE STILL BE FRIENDS,> What
Can You. Bring Me, ROBERT
PALMER. Island WIP 6549 (E)
CAT ON A WALL, Night Ride/Back GOING STEADY. Cortinas/Listen Listen
Track, SQUEEZE. Deptford Fun City
Listen, THE LAMBRETTAS. Rocket
DFC01 (A)
XPRES 23(F)
CLEAN CLEAN, Flying Man, BRUCE
WOOLLEY. Epic EPC 8024 (C)
C'EST LA VIE (IT'S NO LIFE), Cool
H
Water, NEW DAY. CBS 7983 (C)
COLORADO COOL-AID, Days Of Me HOLD TIGHT, Angel Eyes, SWEET
And You, RED SOVINE. All Gusto
LIGHT. KLUB 22 (A)
GUSTO 101 (Midland)
COULD THIS BE HEAVEN, B. Side,
ORIGINAL MIRRORS. Mercury 6007
245 (F)
I DON'T WANNA/RED LONDON,
Ulster, SHAM 69. Step-Forward SF 4
(A)
DANCING LOVE AFFAIR, So In Love 1 GOT A CRUSH ON YOU, New York,
With You, WAYNE HENDERSON.
RENTALS- Rental Records
Step 7(F)
RENT1 (RT).
HENDERSON. Michael
6 TEACH THE WORLD TO LAUGH
83891
HIGHWIND
12 Barron Knights
HUTSON, Leroy
28 TAKE FIVE
IAN, Janis
7 Dave Brubeck
31739
IN CROWD
16 BOXED SET
66351
INNES, Neil
22 Art Garfunkel
JOEL, Billy
7 BOXED SET
KENNEDY, Grace
10 Earth Wind a Fire
66350
LEWIS, Linda
2 BOXED SET
LEWIS MERTHYR BAND
23 War Of The Worlds
WOW 100
LITTLETON, Humphrey
4 BOXED SET
MAYALL, John
10 Barbra Streisand
66349
MISTRESS
27 BOXED SET
MOMENT BY MOMENT
27 Billy Joel
66352
MOORE, Melba
13 BOXED SET
66353
MOTOWN CHARTBUSTERS VOL. 10 18 Bruce Springsteen
NELSON, Rickie
.... 30
NOLAN SISTERS
13 8 CHISWICK (EMI)
NORTH, Ian
3 MACHINE GUN ETIQUETTE
PEARSON, Johnny 8
The Damned CWK 3011 (TC-CWK 3011)
His Orchestra
19
PHIL SPECTOR '74-'79
21 9 DECCA
PIECES
30 THE SPARROW
RAMBLERS
9 The Ramblers MOR 528 (KMORC 528)
RANK CONCERT ORCHESTRA
30
ROAD MUSIC
15 10DJM
SANG, Samantha
30 DESIRE
DJF 20563
SMOKIE
24 Grace Kennedy
SPRINGSTEEN. Bruce
7 NO MORE INTERVIEWS
DJF 20564
STREETBAND
17 John Mayall
STREISAND, Barbra
7 CHOICE
DJF 20565
STRUTTERS, Harry
4 Datton/Dubarri
TAX LOSS
17 THE BONAR ALBUM OF JULIAN 8
20 MOD CLASSICS
18 SANDY
20 OF ANOTHER KIND VOL 2 ...... 22 Kenneth Williams/Hugh Paddick
DJM 22084
WAR OF THE WORLDS
7
WHOLE LOTTA SHAKIN' GOIN' ON
11 ELECTRIC (PYE)
15
WILLIAMS, Kenneth/Hugh Paddick. . 10 JOYCE GRENFELL TALKING
WILLIAMS, Mary Lou
19 Joyce Grenfell HIGHLY 34 (ZCFLY 34)
WOLLEY, Bruce 8 The Camera Club .13
WYNETTE, Tammy
13 12 EMI INTERNATIONAL
ZAKATEK, Lenny
1 HIGHWIND
YANKS
30 Highwind
INS 3026 (TC-INS 3026)
13 EPIC (CBS)
TOTUS PORCUS
SISTERS
BLP 12196 NOLAN
Harry Strutters
Nolan Sisters
EPC 83892
ROCKIN'THE BLUES
JACKRABBITT SLIM
Geoff Bradford
BLP 12142 Steve Forbert
EPC 83879
TAMMY WYNETTE 5 BRAIN (LOGO)
THE
CLASSIC
COLLECTION
ACCEPT
Tammy Wynette
EPC 88472
Accept
ENGLISH GARDEN
Bruce
Wolley
8
The
Camera
Club
6 BUDDAH (PYE)
EPC 83693
HANGIN' HEAVY
BURN
Black Ivory
BDLP4060 Melba Moore
EPC
83788
DO IT ALL
Michael Henderson
BDLP4062 14 FANTASY (EMI)
BREAD AND ROSES
7 CBS
Various
FTSP57
WET
Barbra Streisand
86104 15 GUSTO (MIDLAND)
NIGHT RAINS
WHOLE LOTTA SHAKIN' GOIN' ON
Janis Ian
83802 Various
GT103

PIANO LESSON NO. 5, Most People Are
I'LL GET STONED, Never Give It Up,
Nice, FRANK MILLS. Polydor POSP
SHADES. Seahorse SH 1 (P)
90(F)
IS IT LOVE YOU'RE AFTER, You Can't
PHONE ME, Dearest, CLOSE CONTACT
Run From Yourself, ROSE ROYCE.
Coma CUT 5(F)
Warner Brothers K 17456 (W)
PRETEND, Restless Wind, DON
IN THE BROWNIES. The Welly Blues,
ESTELLE. United Artists BP 323 (E)
BILLY CONNOLLY. Polydor POSP
C
89(F)
IRON FOR THE IRON, Ball And Chain,
RS
PLANETS. Rialto TREB 109 (A)
RAINBOW WATERS, Mission Bell,
DRIFTWOOD. Jigsaw JIG 1 (F)
RIVER DRIVE (EAST), River Drive
JK
(West),
JUPITER BEYOND. Pye 7P
JAPANESE GIRLS, Good For You,
5012(A)
URBAN GIPSY. Public Records PUB
SEVENTEEN,
My Boy Flat-Top, BOYD
011 (SP)
BENNETT. King Product KING
KEEP ON DOING IT, It Ain't Nothing,
455374
(Midland)
CIRRUS CORPORATION. Mercury
SICK AND TIRED OF ALL THIS DISCO
6007 240(F)
MUSIC, Now I've Made My Mind Up,
MICKEY MOORE. Chopper CHOP 11
(S)
SPACE INVADERS, Innocent, ALPHA
LET ME FILL YOUR WORLD WITH
BETA Magnet MAG 158 (E)
LOVE, You're A Fantasy, BIZARRE.
SPRING RAIN, Sugar Dumpling,
Polydor 2059 178(F)
DESTINY
ORCHLOOKING FOR ME, Every Move You
ESTRA/SHARONETTES. Destiny
Make, JIGSAW. Splash SP 007 (A)
DS 1007 (P)
LOVE'S OUT TO LUNCH, Rubber
SUCH A NIGHT, There's A Party Going
Hunger, ANNETTE PEACOCK. Aura
On, RACEY. RAK301 (E)
AUS 113 (A)
M
MONDAY MORNING FEELING, First Cut
Is The Deepest, TITO SIMON. Splash
SP 006(F)
MOTIONS, Spartans, CRAZE. Cobra
COB 3(E)
MY SHOOTING STAR, Computer Date,
CC MAN. Scope SC 9 (W)
MY LOVE AIN'T LOVIN' ME NONE,
Simple Song, THE REG WEBB
BAND. Orchid OR 100(A)
NO
NEW GUITAR IN TOWN, Pick Me Up,
LURKERS. Beggars Banquet BEG 28
(W)
NIGHT LOVER, Oh, So Proud.
LIMOUSINE. State STAT 98 (W)
NOW I'M SPOKEN FOR, Secret Agents,
YACHTS. Radar ADA 49 (W)
ON A MAGIC CARPET RIDE, At The
Disco, MISS DEE DEE/RUSSELL
HARNESS. Destiny DS 1006 (P)
OUT OF LUCK, What Do You Want Me
To Do/Somebody's Mom, POINTED
STICKS. Stiff BUY 59/BUYIT 59(C)
PARANOIA STATION, Jacqueline
Foster, MICK DOREY AND THE
SIRENS. Illegal ILS 0016 (A)
GOOD OLD ROCKS ROLL
Various
GT 105
ROAD MUSIC
Various
GTv107
16 ISLAND (EMI)
WHERETO NOW
Charlie Dore
ILPS 9559 (ZCI'ILPS 9559)
MAN FROM NEW GUINEA
In Crowd
ILPS9577
17 LOGO
HEY MR. RECORD MAN
Tax Loss
1015
STREETS OF FIRE
Duncan Browne
1016
DILEMMA
Streetband
1017
MUSIC
Brighouse 8 Rastrick Band
MOGO 4004
18 MOTOWN (EMI)
MOTOWN CHARTBUSTERS VOL. 10
Various STML 12123 (TC-STML 12123)
20 MOD CLASSICS
Various STML 12125 (TC-STML 12125)
LOVE MAN
Marvin Gaye
(STML 12126 (TC-STML 12126)
19 PABLO (POLYDOR)
SOLO RECITAL - MONTREAUX
JAZZ FESTIVAL 1978
Mary Lou Williams
2308 218
JAM
Louis Bellson
2310 838
JAM 3
Count Basie
2310 840
NIGHT CHILD
Oscar Peterson
2312 108
20 PARACHUTE (PYE)
LOVE YOU FOREVER
David Castle
RRL2009
21 PHIL SPECTOR (POLYDOR)
PHIL SPECTOR'74 *79
Various
2307 015
22 POLYDOR
THE INNES BOOK OF RECORDS
Neil Innes
2383 556
PHILLIP D'ARROW
Phillip D'Arrow
2391 406
THE
BESTOF ROY AYERS
Roy Ayors
2391 429 (3177 429)
FREEZE FRAME
Godley 8 Creme
POLDHARVEST
5027 (POLDC 5027)
BARCLAY JAMES
Barclay James Harvest
~ POLD
20 OF ANOTHER
KIND5029
VOL.(POLDC
2 5029)
Various
POLS 1012 (POLSC 1012)

TU
THE SHAPE I'M IN, Where Would We
Do (What Would We Do). CHILD.
Ariola AHA 553 (A)
THINGS TO MAKE AND DO, Nuclear
Power, ANGLETRAX. Ariola AHA
554 (A)
THIS IS IT, Will It Last, KENNY
LOGGINS. CBS 7987(C)
THIS IS THE WAY, Who Can It Be,
STILETTOS, Ariola ARO 200 (A)
UFO, Teenage Confusions, THE
MONOS. Victor PB 5206 (R)
UFO, The Piano Player And Me, CLEM
DANE. KLUB 23 (A)
WY
WHAT A NIGHT, If You Weren't Afraid,
GIORGIO. Oasis7(C)
WILD ROVER, Lark In The Dark, JEEP.
Airport AIRP 001 (Airport)
YOU WON'T SAY NOTHING, If You Can
Stand Me, TAMALA LEWIS. Destiny
DS 1010 (P)
YOU'RE SOMETHING SPECIAL, It's
Such A Groove/Wotcha Got For
Music, FIVE SPECIAL.
Elektra/Asylum K 12388 (W)
YOU'RE THE ONE, What Are You Going
To Do, RANDY EDELMAN. RCA TC
2431 (R)
23 PYE
SOUNDING BRASS
The Eltaswell Brass Band NSPL 18610
AND HOW
Blonde on Blonde
N120(ZCN120)
GEORGECOLEMAN
George Coleman
N 121
A WINTER CELEBRATION
The Lewis Merthyr Band
TB 3018
INVITATION
Norman Connors DISC 06 (ZCDX 06)
24 RAK (EMI)
THE OTHER SIDE OFTHE ROAD
Smokie
SRAK 539 (TC-SRAK 539)
25 RAMPAGE
BRIGHT EYES
Johnny Pearson 8 His Orchestra RAMP 7
26 R.K.
RED HACKLE
The Band Of The Black Watch
RKLB 1001
27 RSO (POLYDOR)
MOMENT BY MOMENT
Original Soundtrack
RSD 5004 (TRSD 5004)
MISTRESS
Mistress
RSS 1
YVONNE
Yvonne Elliman
RSS 16 (TRSS 1
28 RSO/CURTOM (POLYDOR)
UNFORGETTABLE
Leroy Hutson
RSS 15
29 STAX (EMI)
BLUE MONDAY STAX BLUES MASTERS VOL2
Various
STX3015
30 UNITED ARTISTS
RICKIE NELSON SINGLES ALBUM
Rickie Nelson
UAG 30246 (UAG-TCK 30346)
PIECES
Pieces
UAG 30252
LET IT ROLL
Dr. Feelgood
UAG 30269 (UAG-TCK 30269)
FROM DANCE TO LOVE
Samantha Sang
UAG 30274
SINGLES GOING STEADY
Buzzcocks UAK 30279 (UAG-TCK 30279)
MUSICAL HIGHLIGHTS FROM
FILMHARMONIC
79
Rank
Concert Orchestra
UAG 30281
YANKS
Yanks
UAG 30282
ALPHA OMEGA
Various
UAR 101 (2TCK 101)
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(300.000 units as of Jon 79)
GOLD L P
(100,000 units as of Jan 79)

ORDER FORM CHART
CHART FOR
WEEK-ENDING
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m &[LIM)KI3
This Last Wks on TITLE'Arnst (producer) Publisher
Label number
This
Last
Wks.
on
TITLE/Artist
(producer!
Week Week Chart
Week Week Chan
Arista SPART1106 (F1
ONE VOICE
Warner Brothers K 66086IWJ
TUSK
39;
Barry ManilowlRon Dante/Barry Manllow)
Fleetwood Mac (DashutyCaillat/Fleotwood Mac)
RCA Victor PL 26249 (R)
AEfM AMLH 64792(Cl
FACADES
REGGATTA DE BLANC
O
4039 Sad
Caf6 (Eric Stewart/Sad Caf6)
Police (Police/Nigel Gray)
Ronco RTL204018)
RAVEN
^ 11 2 ROCK'n'ROLLER DISCO
United Artlsta UAG 30262 (E)
41 32 THE
StranglerslStronglers/Winstanley)
Various
RSO RSDX001 (Fl
LENA'S MUSIC ALBUM
BEE GEE'S GREATEST HITS
42
45
Bee Gees
Lena Mortoll (George Elrickl
Epic/Cleveland International EPC 82419 (C)
GREATEST HITS 1972-1978
BAT OUT OF HELL
Mercury 9102 504(F)
43 36 Meat
Loaf (Todd Rundgron)
10cc(10cc)
2
Tone
CDLTT
5001
(F)
SPECIALS
Warwick WW 5061 (Ml
20 SMASH DISCO HITS {THE BITCH)
44
Specials (Elvis Costello)
Various
Riva
ROD
TV
1
(W)
Warner
Bros K 56344(W)
GREATEST HITS
RUMOURS
45 51
Rod Stewart
Roetwood Mac
Epic EPC 10017 (Cl
GREATEST HITS VOL. 2
ON THE RADIO GREATEST HITS VOLS. 1 & 2
46
Abba (B. Andersson/B. Ulvaeus)
Donna Summer
Casablanca CALD 5008 (A)
THE
FINE
ART
OF
SURFACING
LAST
THE
WHOLE
NIGHT
LONG
7
47 « James Last (James Lost)
O
Ensign ENROX 11 (F)
9
Boomtown Rats
Polydor PTD 001 (F)
Motown TMSP 6009 (E)
Logo 1019 (R)
REALITY EFFECT
THE SECRET LIFE OF PLANTS
48.
10
Tourists
Stevle Wonder (Stevie Wonder)
OFF THE WALL
PLEASURE & PAIN
Capitol EAST 11859(E)
49" Dr.
11b
Epic EPC 83468(C)
Hook (Ron Hasskine)
Michael JacksonlQuincy Jones)
Charisma CAS 1148 (Fl
Chrysalis CDL 1225(F)
A CURIOUS FEELING
EAT TO THE BEAT
50 26 Tony Bunks (David Hentschol)
123
Blondie (Mike Chapman)
Asylum K62181 (W)
THE LONG RUN
IN THROUGH THE OUT DOOR
Swan Song SSK 59410 (W)
51 33
13 <
Eagles (Bill Szymczyk)
Led Zeppelin (J. Page)
A&M AMLH 68502(C)
EMI MAX 1002(El
NOT THAT I AM BIASED
D'AMOUR
52 =
14" OUTLANDOS
Max Boyce (Bob Barratt)
Police (Police)
Epic EPC 86086(C)
20 GOLDEN GREATS
Warwick WW 5067 (M»
53 36 VOULEZVOUS
15e
O
Abba (B. Andersson/B. Ulvaeus)
ONE STEP BEYOND
Stiff SEEZ 17(C)
A&M AMLH 63509(C)
LIVE AND LEARN
54 w Elkie
16
Brooks
I
AM
CBS 86084(C)
LOVE HUNTER
United Artists UAG 30264 (E)
17 13
55
Earth Wind & Fire (M. White/A. McKay)
White Snake
GTO GTLP 040(C)
THE CHOSEN FEW
4 WHATEVER YOU WANT
18
56 ^ Dooleys (Ben Findon)
Vertigo 9102 037 IF)
Status Quo (Status Quo/Pip Williams)
OF HITS
MAGIC
Arista ARTV 2(F)
57 37 MANILOW
O
1013 STRING
Barry Manilow (Ron Dante/Barry Manilow)
Shadows (The Shadows)
EMI EMC 3310 (EJ
BOMBER
DAYS
IN
EUROPA
Bronze
BRON
523(E)
Virgin V 2138(C)
20 ^2 Motorhead
58 « Skids
Virgin V 2132(C)
PARALLEL LINES
Chrysalis CDL 1192(F)
CRACK
21 14 60 Blondie
59 44 THE
(Mike Chapman)
O
Ruts (Mick Glossop/Ruts)
K-Tel NE 1051 (K)
OUTOFTHIS WORLD
ECHOES OF GOLD
Warwick WW 5062 (M)
22
60
Moody Blues
Adrian Brett
DISCOVERY
SURVIVAL
Island ILPS 9542(E)
Jet JETLX 500 (C)
231
61 31 Bob Marley & The Wallers (Bob Marley & Wailers/Alex Sadkin)
O
Electric Light Orchestra (Jeff Lynne)
MIDNIGHT MAGIC
Motown STMA 8032(E)
SLOW TRAIN COMING
243
62
Bob Dylan (Wexler/Backett)
Commodores (CarmlchaeiyCommodores)
CBS 36095(C)
BREAKFAST IN AMERICA
A&M AMLK 63708(C)
THE VERY BEST OF LEO SAYER
Chrysalis
CDL 1222(F)
25 =
63
67
.Supertramp (Suportramp.'Polor Henderson)
Leo Sayer
Acrobat ACR0 3(F)
MR. UNIVERSE
Beggars Banquet BEGA 7(W)
REPLICAS
2621 4 Gillan
64
Tubeway Army (Q. Numan)
CBS 96000/WOW100 (C)
WAR OFTHE WORLDS
UNLEASHED IN THE EAST
27;
65 =
Jeff Wayne's Musical Version
Judas Priest (T. Allen)
QUADROPHENIA
ROCK 'N' ROLL JUVENILE
Polydor 2625 037(F)
28^5 OST
6640 Cliff
EMI EMC 3307(E)
Richard (Richard/Britten)
NEW HORIZONS
K-Tel NE 1048(KJ
MATHIS MAGIC
29!
67
Don Williams
Johnny Mathis
THE UNRECORDED JASPER CARROTT
DJM DJF 20560(C)
THE ADVENTURES OFTHE HERSHAM BOYS
30
68 56
Jasper Carrott
Polydor POLD 5025(F)
Sham 69 (Jimmy Pursey)
HOT
TRACKS
K-Tel
NE
1049
(K)
WELCOME
TO
THE
CRUISE
31 66 Various
69 63
Judle Tzuke (J. Punter)
Rocket TRAIN 7(F)
UNDERTONES
Sire
SRK
6081
(W)
Atlantic K 50634 (W)
RISQUE
32
70 58 Chic
Undertones
(Edwards/Rodgers)
LIVE KILLERS
EMI EMSP 330(E)
I CAN SEE YOUR HOUSE FROM HERE
DeccaTXS 137 (SI
33
71 « Camel
Queen (Queen)
18
OCEANS
OF
FANTASY
THE BEST OF THE DOOLEYS
GTO GTTV 038(C)
34
72 64
Bonay M (Frank Forian]
Atlantic/Hansa K 50610 (W)
Tho Dooleys (Bon Findon)
THE
PLEASURE
PRINCIPLE
Gem
QEMLP 100 (R)
ANOTHER KIND OF BLUES
35
73 5i
Gary Numan (Gary Numanl
Beggars Banquet BEGA 10IW)
UK Subs
DOWN TO EARTH
Polydor POLD 5023(F)
MILLION MILE REFLECTIONS
Epic EPC 83446 (CJ
36 « Rainbow
74 1 1 Charlie
(Roger Glover)
Daniels Bond
SKY
CREPES
&
DRAPES
Arista ARTV 3 (F)
Ariola
ARLH
5022
(A)
37 « Sky (Sky/Clarke/Hayden)
75
3 Showaddyweddy (Showuddy wuddy)
MARATHON
CBS 86098 (C)
38
Santana

(60,000 units as of Jan '79)
1 - RE-ENTRY

Jrj!
ABBA
.8,53
BANKS, Tony
50
BLONDIE
12,21
BEE
GEES
.
42
BONEYM
34
BOOMTOWN RATS
9
BOYCE, Max,
52
BRETT, Adrian
so
BROOKS, Elkie
54
CAMEL
71
CARROTT, Jasper
30
COMMODORES
24
CHIC
70
DOOLEYS
56,72
DANIELS BAND, Charlie
74
DR. HOOK
49
DYLAN, Bob
62
EAGLES
13
EARTH WIND & FIRE
17
ELECTRIC LIGHT
ORCHESTRA
23
FLEETWOOD MAC
1,45
GILLAN
26
HOT TRACKS
31
JACKSON, Michael
11
JUDAS PRIEST
65
LAST.
James
47
LED ZEPPELIN
51
MADNESS
16
MANILOW, Barry
39,57
MANTOVANI
15
MARLEY, Bob & The Wailors ..61
MARTEL,
Lena
MATHIS, Johnny
674
MEAT
LOAF
43
MOODY BLUES
22
MOTORHEAD
20
NUMAN, Gary
35
POLICE
2,14
QUADROPHENIA
28
QUEEN
33
RAINBOW
36
RICHARD, Cliff
66
ROCK 'N' ROLLER DISCO
3
RUTS
59
SAD CAFE
40
SANTANA
38
SAYER, Loo
63
SHADOWS
19
SHAM
69
68
SHOWADDYWADDY
75
SKIDS
58
SKY
37
STATUS QUO
18
SPECIALS
6
STRANGLERS
41
STEWART. Rod
7
SUMMER, Donna.
46
SUPERTRAMP
25
10CC
5
TOURISTS
48
TUBEWAY ARMY
64
20 SMASH DISCO HITS
44
TZUKE, Judio
69
UK SUBS
73
UNDERTONES
32
WAYNE. Jeff
27
WHITESNAKE
55
WILLIAMS. Don
29
WONDER. Stovio
10

DISTRIBUTORS CODE A - Pyo, C
- CBS. W - WEA. E - EMI, F Polygram, R — RCA, S - Selecta. Z
— Enterprise, K — K-Tel, D —
Arcade, B — Ronco, M — Multiple
Sound, Y — Relay, Q — Chamdale,
SP — Spartan.
MW ALBUM CHARTS ARE
COMPILED BY BMRB 0PJ
RETURNS FROM 450
CONVENTIONAL
RECORD
OUTLETS. SALES THROUGH
OTHER THAN REGULAR SHOPS
AND DEPARTMENTS ARE NOT
INDICATED. CHART COVERS LPs
RETAILING AT £225 AND
UPWARDS.
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CLIMBERS
MADNESS
'One Step Beyond' 7"Buy S6 12"Buyit 56
watch your stocks of the olbum Seez 17
MICHAEL O'BRIEN
'Made in Germany' Buy 58
THE DUPLICATES
'I wont to make you very happy' Buy 541
Order your topiei (rom CBS Id: 01-960 2155
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ti MfUie Jackson & Isaac Hayes
1 he king and queen of rap get down together
"IT FEELS LIKE THE FIRST TIME"
The new single from their superb new album
fj
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VIDEO begins its ascent into the
||ady helglHs — and risks — of
mass markets, there is one problem
that seems to ride above all others,
[vcrybods thinks that it is their
busincssThe list is obvious: film makers,
producers, record companies, film
companies, television companies,
hard and software producers are all
clamouring lor their share of the
antieipaied profit-. But no one
needs a re-vitalised matket more
than the music inuustn.
li is no coincidence that tMl has
jts own audio visual services
company specifically to move into
the software market, RCA has spent
vast amounts developing its own
video disc machine and Philips will
open a video disc factory at its
Mullard plant in Blackburn next
year.
For the music industry there is
little doubt that the disc is seen as ihe
area to move into — although a lot
of manufacturers have argued that
people are not going to opt for disc
equipment when they can record
direct from their TV by tape. And
with Captain Video, Realmheath
and Topic, all doing very well out of
selling space on promotional tapes
for record shops, there is some living
proof that it has its place in the
market.
There is no doubt that the disc has
fantastic potential. Machines using
the optical laser system, where a
minute laser beam picks up readings
on a disc that spins at about 1,500
rpm, are available at between £500
and £600 at current prices. Discs cost
up to £10 for two hours' playing
time.
Also under development is the
RCA Selecta Vision system, which is
cheaper and more basic, using a
diamond stylus to pick up magnetic
panicles ingrained in the disc
revolving at 450 rpm. The machine
will be available at £300. but the
discs are not expected to be much
cheaper A launch date is to be
announced next month.
The optical laser system can be
compatible with digitally recorded
audio discs, although with a less
complicated matrix of readings
needed, it can be reduced in size to
4'/: inches. Which system wins is
entirely open to speculation.

to to®

ip 1

seen
I| in'P^
many
quarters
as anew
saviour
for (heinailing
ustry.'^
But a in
new
medium
brings
problems
both entertainment
technical and
^copyright fields. SIMON HILLS looks at both.

Donald Macl ean, head ol LMI
Audio11 VS|11
Visual Services, is confident
be the disc that will take
over as the primary communication
device over the next decade.
Every record producer is going
to come to a decision to have visual
images with every record," he
predicts.
At the I MIC 1979 conference
MacLcan commented: "A few
months ago the publishing industry
identified vidcograms as a new form
of publishing. Then the broadcast
industry announced that this was
just another method of delivering
their product. Next the motion
picture industry defined it as another
channel of no n- theatrical
distribution of movies.
"Now my friends in the music
business are starting to point out
that retailing discs and tape is their
business, and that they're the big
boys. Of course, they're all correct,
and if they do not start talking to
each other about it soon, then the
video business — which is
developing its own identity anyway
— is in for an uncomfortable
adolescence."
His predictions go further into the
entenainmcnt industry, where video
will be linked with information
services. A tuner will be
used for instant broadcast
information, a video disc
player will be the
prime entertainment
medium, viewdata
will be used for a
unlimited supply
of general and
specific information. a cassette
for temporary
storage and
c::!
a micro processor to link
all these facilities.

WHILE THE music industry smacks its lips in anticipation of
the profits that will come from video, its mouth is drying at the
thought of the piracy that might arise, and ol its competitors
moving in before it has had a chance to grab its claim to what it
sees as a vital development.
It does not want to make the same mistakes as it has with
audio discs over piracy and home taping. And, with the
complications of the visual dimension, royalties are going to be
even harder to pick up, and copyright has to be protected.
Mechanical Copyright Protection Society managing
director, Robert Montgomery, in his capacity as genera
administrator of the Mechanical Right Society, has been
involved in setting up a schedule for royally rates, and in ®,n8
so, has found himself laced with all the problems of whom
should pay how much throughout negotiations to "force it into
the open," as he describes it.
.
The contentious issues for the music industry are
video should carrv a 10 per cent maximum royalty — nigncr
than for audio product — and whether ro>a tj
should
collected
at asthewith
point
from thebefilm
producer
the of
filmmanufacture
industry. ra er#hol nf
"The distribution of video films is more a 'n 0
,,
records," Montgomery explains. "It's comingcopy
in ' ,
homes, so we would like to have a royalty per
;.
getting a large number of copies sold, then Ihe cop>rig
would like to be there.
AqmRmnnts needed
need a.ree.en.s wi.h .he —We
> slating how the mono £ 80 8
f
wrilc lhe
allies paid a. the pom. of
with .he
IjMvho hav^madc the film, and .hen find i.'s gone into
.1eh.isThe
difficull,
because may go 10 inh'epro'ductT.'
film compan.es
P ^ We say
h(,
muse al.hough lhe producer
formed for Ihe one
; working under
a shell comp .
hich could no lon8cr
Dub|ishers. Whereas film
issue is an imporlanl one P
^ (he
,heJ,
nics have iradilionally pa d L „0 further for
. heard in cinemas, .he m.p i a oHs
go
f
r
duel when il is possibly going ""0

A lot of video pundits see
information as the favourite in
preference to music — still thought
of as something you lie back and
listen to, or dance to in the disco,
although watching it as well is
catching on,
IPG has moved in with its own
range of video cassettes, indicating
the publishers' interest and fear of
missing out on video's expansion,
and Intervision, the pre-recorded
video entertainment company, has
noticed that soft-porn movies sell
very well while music sales arc
modest.
"We arc well aware that within
the present UK market, say 96,000
users, the average age comes out at
between 27 and 37, and wc then look
to see what type of music our people
are looking for," says Intervision
co-MD Richard Cooper.
Thai figure of 96,000 is bound to
grow. And Cooper is confident that
he will keep selling tapes when the
discs come into operation. People
will still have cassette recorders, he
points out, and by looking at what
isn't available on television he can
judge where his potential markets
lie.
But there are still great problems
with both the disc and tape, like the
question of compatability and the
mad scramble by companies to get
their hands onto popular feature
films. At present there arc at least
five types of cassettes on the market,
which probably won't change. And
there is a foreseen battle between
Sony together with Philips (who
have exchanged patents) and RCA
over the marketing of the video disc.
At this stage of the game, healthy
competition could turn jnto outright
warfare at the cost of potential sales,
and quality of product. EMI is
holding back specifically to avoid
this, it certainly can't afford any
mistakes. At the same lime, no one
wants to get left behind.
Although, with its primary use
being home-taping of TV
programmes, compatibility of tapes
isn't of too much concern, it could
be fatal to the development of the
disc. But the new medium is here to
stay, and every industry has got to
prepare itself for the onslaught that
will come when the big boys move in
with a vengeance.

It was done by comparing specific
record sales with shops that have
video and those that don't. The
results are by no means conclusive
\
because of the problems of matching
stores, but there is a general increase
of about 30 to 35 per cent on sales.
"We charge the labels about £1.60
per store per month, which is really
quite cheap," says Higham. "It
started off at being about £12. The
BMRB figures have been consistent
over six months — there are very few
other promotional aids which can do
that."
And it is that promotional aid that
MACLEAN: confident
is rocking the industry at the
But already record dealers have moment. What we arc seeing now is
seen the potential of video the tip of the iceberg. Donald
promotions on tape. At Captain MacLean has admitted that video as
Video Bruce Higham has quoted a medium will inevitably change the
figures compiled by the BMRB that shape of existing media. And it
show that record sales can be means that the record industry will
increased on some product by up to be looking for much more visual
acts.
80 per cent with in-store video.
Thus, the rock industry could
-g-, have to re-evaluate
/ its whole marketing
/ structure, its A&R
/ departments and its
/ promotions. At the
/ moment, it is the promotions departments who
seem most willing to adapt,
simply because the hardware is available in the
right places to make
use of their output.
The consumer market
is a much more
difficult one to
evaluate. Other
than pilot tests
in America by
Philips, there is
little evidence
to give any
clue as to
—™
where public
■■ taste will lie.
PHILIPS VIDEO DISC PLA YER
people licensing. If the National Front wants to make a film
with Land Of Hope And Glory, Booscy & Hawkes could'say
no."
Getting the
Big companies are not paying royalties at the moment
because of an agreement of trust between the MCPS, on behalf
of MHS, and themselves. The MCPS claims that il knows what
the companies arc releasing, and, because it lakes a large
raf iitiei right
capital investment to set up a video company anyway, it will
of homes. Music publishers want their share of Ihe money that
not be too difficult to keep track of what they are planning to
it will bring in.
release.
With video companies using music and not realising that Ihe
What has got to be decided is if Ihe firms arc going to set up
musical material is copyrighted — or thinking that any
their own copyright departments or not. It is complicated by
necessary royalties have been paid through the original release
Ihe publishers' independence which could lead to wild
— the publishers are afraid that this money will not be
exchanges by companies using hundreds of pieces of music
forthcoming.
copyrighted through nearly as many publishing companies.
"There are a number of sharp letters going round at the
"Although we are not concerned with anything other than
moment," Montgomery admits. "There are a lot of
music, wc may have to be a clearing house," Montgomery
distributors who come along and say: 'why do we have to pay?'
agrees. "You arc going to have to have some sort of system to
find out who the copyright owners arc.
They tell us to go back to the producer, but we must go against
"Most of the producers are playing ball with us and this is
them. We want the people who make the product, or the music
business will never control Ihe thing."
the point. We know who owns the copyrights on everything in
the country, so il could be done and it could be rather large.
All music used on videograms has to be licensed and the
You've got to have the same sort of agreement as with Ihe
relevant royalties paid, so the publishers simply refuse a licence
record companies."
unless royalties arc paid to their satisfaction.
Vet big problems have been encountered because the
publishers do not want to hold the industry back by forcing
unrealistic royally rates — either with film or pure music. And
Getting together
both film and music industries have been critical of the rates
that Ihe MCPS has set out.
Whether this agreement is forthcoming remains to be seen.
However, the MCPS points out that il has allowed for a
But Montgomery comments: "We haven't managed to gel the
manufacturing allowance so that manufacturers will not have
big companies together, but we know what they arc up to.
to pay the full amount until the industry starts paying its way.
There are a number of very big names who have said we've got
At Ihe moment, according to Montgomery, the manufacturers
to get together on this. Many of them have asked us about Ihe
will find that the maximum rale they are going to pay is 6V4 per
rales."
cent _ and it will be some years before that goes up.
There are going to be problems similar to the record industry
"We tried to devise a schedule because no one else has
with home taping — although with fewer companies and Ihe
devised one," explains Montgomery. "We produced what wc
high
price of video cassettes, this is not seen as an immediate
thought was a helpful schedule, having talked to a large
problem of Ihe sort of scale has contributed to bringing the
number of producers from EMI to VCL.
record industry to its knees.
"We are actually ahead of Europe. The French society has
But there is a general consensus that the industry' does not
got an all-embracing deal and finds it difficult to decide what it
want
to make Ihe same mistakes again. Like il or not, royalties
is going to do. And in Germany there is also a scale. But neither
have
to be paid, and everybody has to start thinking ahead.
is actually issuing licensee yet.
And, as Montgomery says of trying to settle a rate that is fair
"We have to do il by agreement because the British publisher
to everybody: "It's like walking a tightrope across the Niagara
wants to remain independent, but the lime must come pretty
Falls..."
soon when money has changed hands on this. We can stop
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Boomtown

Red Beans &

Rats:

Rice, Lew

Hammersmith

Lewis

Odeon
THE RATS, and panicularly lead
singer/froniman Bob Geldof have
been described as copyists of just
about every 1960s rock band going.
Whatever, they remain one of
Britain's best bets for international
success during the next decade and
certainly their stage act, as proved
by the Hammersmith gigs, is one of
the most exciting to be seen.
Bob Geldof is a star — there can
be no doubt about that. Okay, the
comparisons have been made with
Jaggcr and others but the fact
remains that he is an enigmatic
figure and has an incredible hold
over his audience.
1 Don't Like Mondays must go
down as one of the records of 1979 if
not remembered as the record of the
year. It has power, drama and
melody — attributes which have
helped give it across-the-board
appeal. Other Rats classics such as
Rat Pack and Like Clockwork, plus
tracks from the Ensign
albums including the latest, The Fine
Art Of Surfacing, have an individuality which can only auger
well for the future.
At present the Boomtown Rats
have yet to achieve any measure of
success in the US, but once the
Americans do latch on to their
talents, then it can only be Britain's
loss. They are without a doubt
Britain's finest contemporary rock
band.
CHRIS WHITE

Reformer,
The Inmates:
Electric
Ballroom
THE LAST thing the music industry
needs is a R&B revival — but that
doesn't stop some fine bands doing
their stuff in the wake of Dr
Feelgood, Eddie and the Hot Rods
et al.
R&B has this knack of transcending age/cultural/intellcctual barriers
with such a clean sweep, it's
surprising that the records don't sell
in larger quantities. But ail five
bands tonight — Chrysalis signing
The Bogey Boys and The Little
Roosters were also included — gave
a good evening's dancing, with Lew
Lewis giving a stunning performance
and leaving the crowd shouting
"Lew, Lew, Lew". Hero worship
from people in their twenties could
only come from this music.
Red Beans and Rice gave a
subdued set with only Pretty
Woman bringing any life into what
is a great band in other venues. The
band was popular though with the
audience warming to the soft,
slightly abrasive vocals from the lead
singer.
But Lew Lewis was triumphant.
He played a set with no numbers

"Girl play raunchy, aggressive
rock with a touch of class that
the majority of up-and-coming
bands sorely lack!'
STEVE GETT, MELODY MAKER

particularly standing out. but
providing a hard-rocking, pulsating
orgy of rock and roll with the
audience dancing rather than
watching, their movements
punctuated with occasional whoops
and screams.
The Inmates found it difficult to
follow Lewis and his band,
especially with the audience still a
little sore about not being given a
second encore. But helped out by
the Rumour brass section on various
numbers they turned out a good set,
again, not their best, but one that
improved as the night, and alcohol
consumption moved on.
Bill Hurley's vocals were as
scratching and wild as ever over
slightly sloppy guitar work from all
quarters at time but Unreliable
shone through as did The Walk (also
done by Red Beans). And the ballad
If Time Could Turn Backwards was
a marvellous rendition of resentful,
slightly selfish blues with Hurley's
voice so sharp it could almost slice
the microphone in half.
Yep, R&B always provides a great
night out. We don't want a revival,
folks, but a little more imagination
— like the Inmate's version of
The Walk — and a couple of hit
singles wouldn't go amiss.

records to their credit, Gladys
Knighl & The Pips must rank among
the most popular of .'"X uK
recording
artistsgigtoatvisit
the UK..
And their recent
the Domm,on
Theatre, Tottenham Court Road,
was proof that even if the hit records
do run out, the outfit arc st.li
guaranteed a long future so lar as
live gigs are concerned.
Gladys Knighl remains an underrated singer - her voice contains
power, emotion and contrasts. 1 he
Way We Were is still a showstopper, Best Thing That Ever
Happened To Me is another example
of the way that she can handle a
ballad, and songs like Midnight
Train To Georgia and 1 Heard It
Through The Grapevine have found
their own niche in the vast repertoire
of the group.
The concert held few surprises;
Gladys and the Pips together, the
Pips doing their own solo spot, and
then Gladys taking the stage alone,
before ail being re-united for a
selection of some of their bestknown hits. It was a relatively short
performance — 60 minutes — but
one that obviously delighted the
fans. And an excellent lesson in
musicianship.
CHRIS WHITE

SIMON HILLS
Steve Harley:
Gladys Knight

Hammersmith

& The Pips:

Odeon
CYNICAL, AMUSED, bitier,
almost desperately eager to impress
but determined not to show it;
Harley reminded his packed
audience: "It's years since I've been

The Dominion
AFTER SOME 25 years in
showbusiness and with countless hit

LIVE
Friday 23rd November NASHVILLE
Friday 30th November DINGWALLS
Wednesday 5th December MARQUEE
Wednesday 12th December MARQUEE
Further dates to be announced

here" — but nothing had changed
Hurley's relationship with his fans'
who packed the Odeon for this one'
off gig. was just as it had always'
been, mutual admiration expressed
through cheers and heckling from
the latter and sneers and
compliments from the artist. bu1
when he led them into the traditional
community singing highlight of all
Cockney Rebel concerts. The Best
Years Of Our Lives, voices were
cracking with emotion all round.
The first few minutes were not too
impressive and Mr. Soft was approached so flatly by Harley that it
sounded vaguely boring. By the first
bars of Love's A Prima Donna it
was becoming obvious that, one-off
or not, the band had put their backs
into rehearsals. The most likeable
evidence of this came with a neat
rearrangement of the other song
which has become a Harley
trademark, Here Comes The Sun. It
had been given a tightly-knit rock
sound, with a touch of the old
theatricality; good stuff. A new song
called Dino proved that Harley's
talents in writing can still sparkle,
but the long eulogy for the 17.yearold on whose story it was based was
rather tastelessly over the lop —
although when it muddled its way to
a close it did get a roar of approval
(or was it relief that he was al last
going to stop talking and sing?),
Harley, the Hamlet who always
seems to be playing in his own
private rock melodrama, proved
that after so long an absence he
could instantly recreate the old
megavolt electrical charge between
himself and his fans. Somewhere
someone should be able to turn that
into another bright run of
commercial success, for a man who
really has got something special
about himself and his performance.
TERR1 ANDERSON

"Girl describe themselves as
purveyors of 'intelligent heavy
rock' and their stunning single
'My Number,' more than
lives up to this"
GEOFF HARTON, SOUNDS
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Their brand new single.

'MY SIMPLE HEART'
TAKEN FROM THE VERY NEW ALBUM.3D.
Produced by Giorgio Moroder and Harold Faltermeier.
Si ngle: A R( 7 202 A Ibu m:';!)] Ciasscuc: ZO/3D1.
Orders to: Pye Records (Sales) I-ld., 132 Weslern Road, Mitcham, Surrey CR4 3UTTel: 01-640 3344.
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Five

years

ASK ANYBODY in the music business to name half
a dozen promotion men and without doubt the name
Alan James will crop up.
He would come instantly to mind, not because of some
flashy stunts he's pulled just to gain media attention, but
because of the thoroughly professional job he docs which is
appreciated both by the artists he represents and by the
broadcasting fraternity.
James has established Rime Enterprises as one of the most
respected independent promotion companies in the country
whose services are sought after by some of the top names in
the record industry.
His important promotion experience was gained mainly at
Anchor Records. He was with Probe/ABC for a year and
"I

didn't

want

to

on

—

still

going

fancy aspiration to eventually take over the record giant, but
because James's first job in the music business was at EMI.
He did not like the idea of anything along (he lines of Alan
James Promotions, dismissing it as too self indulgent, and he
also wanted to get across the concept that he would be able
to provide a company service rather than just a one man
operation.
Since taking that bold decision to leave Anchor, James has
worked on artists ranging from Yes to Elton John, from the
Dave Clark Five to Ritchie Blackmore's Rainbow and has
built Rime into a thriving concern. So much so that he felt
the need to strike out even more into the regions.

strong

commercial slations 1 thai are coming along and we will be
needed even more, he adds
"I can never envisage Rime gelling bigger than a nucleus of
aboul six people, though, as we could possibly lose our
identitv All the artists Rime handles know myself, Erica,
Lvnn and Sue. When we go on lour with them, they know
the person they are going to meet, not just 'someone from
Rime'. Expanding loo much would destroy the personal
service we aim to provide.
^
Neither can James sec (he company diversifying into other
areas of the music business.
"Horses for courses, I say. I know promotion and I'll stick
to that. Leave marketing to (he marketing men and
managing to the managers.

remain

"I can never envisage Rime

stagnant so I thought I'd try

getting bigger than a nucleus

promotion as an indepentent."

of about six people as we

continued with Anchor for two years from the launch of that
company.
It was over four years ago when he decided to strike out on
his own.
James takes up (he story: "I was running press and
promotion at Anchor and seemed to have got as far as I
could go with that company.
"I didn't want to remain stagnant so 1 thought I would
try promotion as an independent. Several people had
approached me saying that if I went independent, I could
work on their product.
"At first I was working from home on the Purple label, plus
some promotion for State Records. One of the first singles I
worked on after leaving Anchor was the Rubette hit, Little
Darling."
So Rime Enterprises was born — but why "Rime"?
In fact it is more than just a mis-spelt version of "Rhyme"
and actually stands for EMIR (EMI Records) spelt
backwards. The name was conceived not because of some

could
possibly
identity."
establishing offices at centres to where he used to pay visits
from London.
Erica Hughes covers Scotland and the North of England for
Rime from a base in Manchester and in the New Year James
plans to set up another office in Birmingham to look after
the Midlands. In London he is ably assisted by Lynn
Robinson and Sue Sian who travel with him to set up
interviews and personal appearances.
The future looks very good, James feels, both for the record
industry and for Rime. He sees the industry benefiting from
the current streamlining that is taking place, while Rime is
set to establish itself as a truly significant UK promotion
company.
"Radio is becoming even more important with additional

If you think this
is a waste of space
... just read the
next few PAGES ! ! !
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our

Already in these first five years James has a number of
achievements to look back on and recalls: "I'm probably
most proud of breaking new acts like The Tourists and also
of establishing acts such as Rainbow, Judas Priest and Chas
and Dave in the singles chart as well as the album chart."
Yet he has also had his share of disappointments.
"Lots of us have had turntable hits. 1 remember particularly
The Strawbs single, I Only Want My Love To Grow On
You. That achieved an amazing amount of airplay and yet it
didn't really sell."
James operates from a comfortable, compact office close to
Madame Tussaud's in London, at 3 Paddington Street,
London Wl. Telephone 01-486 9695/9657. Erica Hughes can
be contacted at 71 Clyde Road, West Didsbury, Manchester.
Telephone: 061-455 3087.
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ALAN JAMES is no ordinary plugger.
It is quite an achievement for any company in the music
business to survive for five years, yet for an independent
promotion company it must rate as a minor miracle.
James has not been content with mere survival, though, and
it says a lot for his professional ability that his Rime
Enterprises has achieved some outstanding tangible results
since he left Anchor to set up the company nearly five years
ago.
James has been associated with some of the biggest hits of
recent years. Remember Mike Oldficld's Portsmouth? That
unusual instrumental piece became that top selling album
artist's biggest impact on the singles chart. Do you remember
also It's A Heartache, the hit that really established Bonnie
Tyler as a star? There was also Frankic Miller's Darlin',
Elton John's Song For Guy, Chas and Dave's Gcrtcha,
Twiggy'5 Here I Go Again, Robin Sarstcdt's My Resistance
Is Low — the list is almost endless . . .
Alan James would not claim all the credit for these
successes, but by using a little bit of logic it is possible to
recognise the very valuable part he played in getting them to
the lop. Most people buy records after hearing them on the
radio or seeing TV shows like Top Of The Pops and the
more they are played the more likely they are to be bought.
The person responsible for getting (hem played was, of
course, Alan James.
He has witnessed a change in the status of (he independent
promotion man in the last few years.
"Independent record promotion companies are now accepted
in the music business and rightly so," he says. "We can
provide a valuable service to the artists that a record
company often cannot achieve.
"It's (rue there are cowboys. In the past the reputation of
(he independent has been harmed by a few who have drifted
into (he business to make a fast buck but now the serious
and professional operators are established, recognised and
well respected. We are valued for (he results we can
achieve."
Rime has also adapted to changing conditions. During the
company's infancy some clients were unwilling to commit
themselves beyond a single record — or a few weeks.
"Now most of my contracts are long term," says James,
"running from three months to a year. The Sutherland
Brothers, Gary Brooker and The Tourists, for instance, are
on that basis. 1 think it's important to work on an artist long
term because you can build up a relationship with the artist
and also the people in radio and TV. It's healthy for
rrrrr

v

HEERS! ALAN JAMES caught in a social moment with (Ll Radio One producer Dave Price, Ed Stewart and Andy
?ebles.
escnlers and producers to be able to associate you with
irticuiar artists, because then they know who to come to
ir information or help.
.
\l one time people thought that independent pluggers just
orked on product that record companies didn't want to or
mldn't handle themselves.They are now proving to be an
portant part of the music industry, often providing a more
ficient and cheaper alternative to an in-house promotion
am.
I reckon thai (he cost (not the wage) of a record company
lugger must now be at least £25,000. We can certainly
)mpete with that sort of figure."
mies sees a disadvantage to the artist as well as c r
)mpanv in (he concept of an in-house promotion
on
It a new artist or even an established act has a
ic same day as, say, Wings, Cliff and Kate Bus , e j
bviousiy going to suffer. I'm not saying that the plugger
ould ignore the less well known disc, but it would be y
alural to leave it well down the pile when he visits a radio
tmcs reckons his company is able to promise a different
pproach though he does not promise the earl uaran
.
We can't guarantee a hit record but we can 0
'" '
esl promotion possible. We have to work on every disc
ccausc we survive on our achievements. If a manage
icord company wasn't happy with results, y
he James philosophy is based very much on the personal
Mich in dealing with clients and radio and TV slalio

kjfmr& <£05 Hi

7^

PLA YING FOOTSY with the Radio One Crowd. Alan James,
back row fifth from left, gets on the ball.
the sort of approach that can pay dividends because a
personal contact can make the difference between getting a
record playlisted or not.
"Obviously we speak to radio people a great deal during the
week and I'm a frequent visitor to the London-based
stations," explains James, "but I also aim to visit at least
one local commercial station each week.
"1 also believe in personalised letters — addressed to a
particular person on the station and signed by me. It means
a lot of letter signing for me, but I think it is important to
the DJ or programmer — whether he is in Glasgow or
Portsmouth.
"I like to think that my relationship with radio stations is
based on respect from both sides. 1 respect them for their
programming policies and individual preferences and they
respect me for the product that I handle."
James follows the natural order of precedence and places
Radio One at the top of his list of priorities.
He explains: "Radio One is very important because it's
national. If you gel a record on Radio One, you know that it
will be heard all over (he country. It's possible to hit five
million people with just one play.
"Commercial radio, however, is also very important. Clyde
is important in Glasgow, City is important in Liverpool,
BRMB in Birmingham, and so on. A lot of the jocks on
Radio One have come from the regions and if I can make a
good contact at local level, it's a good friendship to have if
he joins Radio One.
"The growing importance of local radio is why I opened a
Manchester office and why I intend to open a Birmingham
office."
Another bonus James feels his company provides for its
clients is perseverance—not letting up when others might be
past caring.
"We don't drop things a couple of weeks after release
dale," he explains. "The last Tourists single, for instance,
took 14 weeks to get to number 32 in the chart and we were
with it all the way."
It docs not take a highly tuned business brain to work out
that to stay in business it is necessary to make money — and
to make money James needs contracts. Yet he maintains
scrupulously high standards when considering new business
that is offered him.
His criteria are fairly simple.
"I will only approach radio stations with product that can be
respected. To sum it up in one word, (he material has to be
worthy. I've got to have belief in it, I've got to like the
product, thought not from the point of view of personal
taste. I'd be broke if I worked on the records I listen to at
home."
He is also looking for long term deals — minimum (wo
singles plus one album — to give him the chance to develop
an artist, though he is still interested in one off deals. After
all, as he says, "you never know where the next hit is
coming from."
Cutbacks in in-house promotion teams have not harmed
Rime's business prospects and approaches come mostly from
record company A&R departments and artist managers.
James prefers to have at least a month's notice before release
date and if he has less lime than that, he often has to turn
(he offer down due to previous commitments. He likes to be
sure he can devote the right amount of time to each disc.
"I also ask them to send me (he product before arranging a
meeting as it can be very embarrassing to sit with an artist
and manager, listening to a single you know you can't do
anything with."
As a contrast Alan James has helped acts through to hits
and then found the record company not continuing with his
services in the belief that they could go it alone once the
artist was supposedly established. He reports, without
pleasure, that in most cases they have failed to have a
further chart success. And greater testimony to his
promotional skill is (hat some of those errant artists have
even come back to him in search of further success.
Truly, he Is no ordinary plugger.

'We can provide a valuable service to the artists that a record
company cannot often provide"
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Happy fifth anniversary
from all your mates at
Arnakata

a
j
7478 Seymour Place W.l.
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THE TOURISTS
r i
i

piece

of coke!
CHAS AND DAVE

Happy Birthday A fan.
Prank, Carat and Tracy

0
ELTON JOHN

\
Its crazy but its true

1% only want to be
m
V
with you:
JUDAS PRIEST

Congratulations from ai at

THE TOURISTS

&
RAINBOW

DUNCAN BROWNE MARCIA MINES
YES
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Congratulations

From all at Ze Records

QnD

BLACK IS BEAUTIFUL

THANKS

HE'D
HI
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SINGLES
ROBIN SARSTEDT: My Resistance Is Low.
BONNIE TYLER: It's A Heartache.
FRANKIE MILLER: Darlin'.
MIKE OLDFIELD: Portsmouth.
TWIGGY: Here I Go Again.
JUDAS PRIEST: Take On The World; Evening Star.
ELTON JOHN: Part Time Love; Song For Guy.
THE MONKS: Nice Legs Shame About The Face.
BILL NELSON'S RED NOSE: Furniture Music; Revolt Into
Style.
CAN: 1 Want More.
RUBETTES: Little Darling.
YES: Going For The One; Don't Kill The Whale; Wondrous
Stories.
CHAS AND DAVE: Strummin'; Gertcha; Sideboard Song.
RAINBOW: Long Live Rock 'n' Roll; LA Connection; Kill
The King; Since You Been Gone.
THE TOURISTS: Blind Among The Flowers; The Loneliest
Man In The World.
WHITESNAKE: Snakebite.
SUTHERLAND BROTHERS: Easy Come Easy Go.

ALBUMS
STEVE HILLAGE; L.
YES: Tormato.
ELTON JOHN: Single Man.
WHITESNAKE: Trouble.
JUDAS PRIEST: Killing Machine; Unleashed In The East; Sin
On Sin.
RAINBOW: Rainbow Rising; Long Live Rock 'n' Roll;
Rainbow On Stage; Down To Earth.
DAVE CLARK FIVE: 25 Thumping Great Hits.

r
Now Jamesy's a Plugging Expert
when he's on the case it's a cert
He's Dear To Our Hearts
and if our next single charts
we'll buy him another black shirt!
5®

.£ 1
Cheers ASSan — here's to the next
five years!

ipGOf™:

Chas & Dave, Bob EngSasid, Natasha and Sue

BRIGHT MUSIC LIMITED
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CONGRATULATIONS RIME

FROM ALL AT

SEABREEZE

AND

To Allan James

Congratulations for almost being
in the business for five
years. Continued success with

RAINBOW

COZY POWELL

TOUCH
from all at Thames Talent.
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SINGLES
TITLE/Artist
LABEL/Numbor/Distributor
MARIANNE FAITHFULL
The
Of Lucy Jordan(EMU
IslandBallad
WIP 6^91

RELEASE
DATE
November 2

EQUALS
Block Skinned
Boy
Lightntirg
OG 9033Blue Eyed
(Lightning!

November 2

THE
NEW
SEEKERS
Love5010
Is A Song
EMI

October 26
(EMI1

COMPILED BY TONY JASPER

PROMOTION/ARTIST BIOGRAPHY
UK CHARTING
Highest (or last) entry
Colou'
bag Indirect
publicity
via this
tradesingle
papersowing
storytoover
refusal
of EMIFrequent
to
6success:
hits. 1964-1967
mojoi handle album
from
which
comes
certain
words.
AndwithStay
general
middle
coverage
- for artist despite no chart happening since 1950s with
With
Mc Come
(4. 1965).
several
come backs
chronicled
by produced
consumer byandAndrew
generalLoog
press.Oldham.
A8: In
Discovered
Mick we'
Jagger.
recorded,
film
Girl On byA Motorcycle.
Popular
of late.
Ireland.
release
nine other
golden
oldies
in Oldleaflets,
Gold Series,
stand MW
8(9.hits.197011968-1970
above Via
Dealer
Tourwith
(London).
Go'band
dclassic
en Oldies
Clubvocal-instrumental
magazine,
general
last chartwith
entry.
information.
AB:
popular
late
'
6
0s.
group
with
majorin hit.
pulsating Baby Come Back (1. 19581 recently revived by Gcrio Washington
disco form
14 hits from 1970 with most Signing EMI, iVfW Dealer Tour (London), front-page MW. Story carried general
success
like(1.To1971),
TeachLostThe press music pages. Colour bag. Special media folder, photos, biog etc. AB;
World
ToI'dAnthem
Sing
Formedtofrom
popularIn present
The Scekots,
with Philips
sudden 71
hit;
1978,
(21,
1978. switch
Polydor.
line-uporiginally
original member
Martybefore
Kristian
on CBSl.

COMMENTS
Ear-catching arrangement with Steve Winwood keyboards aided by the 'ato entry of
strings
behind thickislirecorded
vocals byas DrsheHook.
expands
song.butSong
originally
bylongShel
Goodstorytecotd
perhaps
story penned
line too , |
(or Silverstcin,
today's chart. Does have
possibilities.
Still much in demand as 45 so that reissue should be most welcome Still sounds
lively witliAlso
relentless
accompanied
Eddy- Grant
vocals
back-up.
in nowbeattelcase
list: Ken byDodd
Tears;leadBarry
Blueand- group
Dancin' On
A Saturday Night, Ray Stevens — Bridget The Midget. Troggs - Love Is Ail
Around; Bob 6 Earl — Harlem Shuffle, all lop 10 hits
Hove
groups
like ThetheDooleys
stolen
musical
pitchdirection
once occupied
by New
Seekers?
Whatever
case nonow
real
change
in musical
in this new
group
up, arriving
record label
Fairlysolo
upvoice
tempo,
predictable
strong line
chorus
alterdeal.
lead girl
Pleasant
song.atrangemont, with

October 26

None

November 2

None

Band basic
gigs, particularly
London area. Colour bag. A0: from London
area,
twoband
personbutSouth-Eost
ingredients
once had
own
united 1975.via Micky Modern and Benny Leopard. Each
Formerly available Zoo Records Colour bag. AB: Secrecy is the order of the day.

THE
REAL THING
Give
Rye 12PMo142Your Love (Pycl - 12"
Pye 7P 142
(Pye! - 7"

November 2

9recent;
hits from
with The
most
Can111976
You
Force
(5.(33.
wks);6FedBoogie
Down
1979,
wks;
chan
entry: July 21)

Popular band with black music papers, general pop press. Featured IOTP for
numerous
singles.Popular
New 45in music,
on limited
AB; UK.
home-grown
blackband.
soul band
fiom Liverpool.
media12".circles
as good
interviewing
Managed
by Tony
Hall offorvarious
famed
accompanied
Jacksons
major UK
datesmusical
on USassociations
groups last over
tour.years. Band

Artists
well describe
music asit "ovcr-lhe-iop
really develops
or goestheiranywhere
retains both inoop'
vocal. Although
ircatmontsong
and never
backing
mysterious,
which
important partinsistent
of thisquality
45 which
mightbothseegrates
chartand
life. attracts. Production
Vaguely
in mouldHas
of Flying
Lizardsgirlbutspoken
better.linos
Haswith
Eastern
bag, in
insltumentaiion.
captivating
peakback-cloth
boil in tilloinword.
Perhaps
slightly
overplayed
but nonetheless
if this
gains airplay
shouldGood
driveSire
the
record
buyers
mad
in
similar
fashion
to
that
achieved
by
Money.
pick-up from India.
Much mote infectious, commercial release than recent somewhat disappointing
charting
for Boogie.
Although
is immediale
itself has
laid-back
quality
slayingthere
shouldTOTP.
therebeat
besong
no instant
give earlywhich
pushpossesses
with subsequent
TVpower
including
Attractively
sungchart
Chrisentry to
Amoo's lead vocals are given good colouring by back-ups on title line.

SECRET AFFAIR
Lot Your
l-SPY
SEEHeart
3 Dance (CBS)

October 26

Time ForSeptAction
entrv;
1). (13. 1979,

Headline
five-week
of UKBirmingham
Dcginning(181.
Coventry.
November
15 with 25 Other
dates
including
majortourciiies
Newcastle
(231,
Manchester
(24)
Liverpool
(28): December
- Glasgow
12).on Edinburgh
(3).
London
(8), byBristol
Major
consumer
press
coverage,
TOTP
recent
hit.
On
tour
joined
Squire(9),
AB; Popular S.E. area band.

Little more
in songWisely
thanthetitletitlelineriffwhich
title riffrepilition
of hit should
be enough to
ensure
charting.
givenlike
constant
a ilst otherwise
Moiownish
boat
established
but
this,
os
former
does
not
particularly
reviewer as to slaying power of band. For a'l the reservations, this is convince
chart disc.

THE
CURE
Jumping
s Train
Fiction FICSSomeone
5 Else'
(Polygram!

November 2

None

Band
tour Crowley.
with around 20indotes
thisstarted
month,18next.
Badges,
shop — 45s.
tour posters
AB.AnFrom
number,
months
ago. Previous
Kill
Atab, Boys three
Don't Cry.

SLY
b THE Who
FAMILY STONE
Remember
Warners
K 17474 You Are (WEAl

October 26

4chart
hits,disc
1968-1972
major
Dancewith
To The
Music (7. 1968).

MARIE PIERRE
Choose
Me 12 (Trojan/CBS! —
Attack
TACK
12" TRO
Trojan
- 7" 9060 (Trojan/CBS)
DEF LEPPARD
Wasted
Venigo
6059 247 (Polygram)

November 2

Reggae charts.

Basic companyrelease.
push withAB:unsual
infotmaiionStewart,
sheet Sly began
accompanying
Knowncompany
otherwisepress
as Sylvester
hard-driving
R6B
late
'
G
Os,
early
termed
"psychedelic
rock
'n'
roll" with lady
formation
of ownRobinson
group Stonors.
1966 with now
band '67 including
Cynthia "Ecco"
Bond incteasingly
unpredictable
after earlytrumpet
'70s
successes.
Well
packagedLovedisc,Affair
pics,(TRLS
biog folder
Leaflets,disco
posters
dealers announcing
new album.
177). Massive
pushforpromised
AB: Aged 24
from Guyana,
pan ofcharts.
Marie Also
Pierrecharted
and thewith
Opals,Nothing
signedGained.
Trojon 1977, Walk
Away
45 toppedat 15reggae

Catchy
disc opened
which would
have itsbenefited
iotlractivc
f final sound
had.good
with plus
extra
drum push,
disc before
guitarflourish
lines.forHas
utilisation
titlepresent
line
with
lead
mostincrease
part in
content toofletvocal
basicback-ups
rhythmiconnature
of disc
ridebasicits vocal
way. Should
help
band's audience,
actually
making it.support Disc with hit feel lurking around its perimeters without
Opening cut of expected December album. Back On The Right Ttack Suggests
considerable
activity
since could
not -have
easy feel
to obtain
basicin vocal
balance
on Rather
thisstudio
track.
Has Stevie
Wonder
'6on0sbeen
Motown
in song,
treatment.
laid-back
vocal
flourish
titlebutlinenotmid-way
through
disc
aided
by trumpet
scoring
in until
background
Interesting
demanding.

November 2

None

THE
SECRET
Another
ASM AMSHeortlino
7088
(CBS!
LORI AND THE CHEMLEONS
Touch
Sire SIR 4025
(WEA)

/,

)i

>

: Picture bag with group featured front sleeve. Supported Hagar tour in
recent
weeks, AB;
now From
with AC/DC.
Termed
as Phonogram'
s big18,hope
early
Sheffield,
five in by
bandsome
age Off.
of band
intofor
heavyEighties.
metal music.
Previous
single debut
45,
Getaverage
Yer Rocks

Surprising
late entryhook
(or floorandinstrumental
breakpredictable
on disc. Song
though
attractive
lacks really
keepssales
a raihcr
even
keel.butNot
inbe
same
classif asstrong
Walk
Away.line
Doubtless
in some
reggae
quarters
will
surprised
this
achieves
cross-over
into
general
record
airplay,
charting,
of some
recent reggae releases.
Basic heavy
with surging,
push half-sung
of guitars title
and word
drums.Wasted.
Commercial
appeal
lies infare
frequently
shoutedpulsating
half-spoken,
Has
more possibilities than somewhat ordinary debut disc which did not chart.
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DEBUT SINGLE
CRIMINAL TENDENCIES
c/w
TOE RAPIST
INT 599
\

AVAILABLE IN
PICTURE BAG

Hov 2nd
3rd
^th
5th
8th
10th

PETERBOROUGH
MANCHESTER
REDCAR
CLEETHORPES
COVENTRY
NOTTINGHAM

ON TOUR

STADIUM
UNIVERSITY
COATHAMBOWL
WINTER GARDENS
TIFFANY'S
BOATCLUB

12th
16th
20th
23rd

HANLEY
DUNDEE
LINCOLN
BRUNEL

-S- 1
VICTORIA HALL 30th BEDFORD
UNIVERSITY Dec 1st LONDON
DRILL HALL
UNIVERSITY

CORN EXCHANGE
ELECTRIC BALLROOM

\

%

CLASSiFIED
ADVERTISEMEMT RATES
Effective 1st Oct. 1979 Music Week Classified
Advertisement rates are:
£4,00 per single column centimetre
Box number charge £1.00, and series discounis will remain
6 insertions 10% 13 insertions 15%
PLEASE NOTE THAT ALL ADVERTISEMFNTQ ADC
SOLD BY THE SINGLE COLUMN CENTIMETRE
(MINIMUM CHARGE £6.00)
The per word rale is discontinued.
The copy deadline is Bookings Wednesdays: Artwork Thursrtav Rnm
one week prior to publication. Advertisements mav ho
f ?
flat artwork or typed copy fo, typesetting
* be subm",ed 0=
Payment in full must accompany each advertisement.

SH0PFITTING
^ RUSH RELEASED
QREEN OWONS-TOE DKT'NY ORCHESTRA
available now on Destiny Records DS1011 on 12"
A MUST FOR ALL MODSI
; , as in Quadrophenia
DESTINY RECORDS
manufactured by Rye
Distributed
by
L N
pim
°
^
RECORDS
Tele:
410055
PINNACLE RECORDSLTD
Tele:
06890602
73141
WYND-UP RECORDS Tele: 061 798 9252
cut out the rest - come to the best

i0n c n,act Ja
TnT
° Covent
ne Barflett.
Tel. 01-836-1522. 40 Long Acre,
Garden
London WC2.
MUSIC WEEK cannot be held responsible for claims
arising out of advertisino on the clacsifiou

RJIdrPRicnwPORTS,
^DELETIONS, OVERSTOCKS

IT

nique

Now appearing
RAMARAS
CLUB
243 Fmchley Rd, London,
NW3
Tel: 01 734 5207
RAIVl &
JAM

sen fo
ts
Pvr
STJuftONEiEmi
I
PARSHIRF
HOUSE
2 KINGS ROAD
HASLEMERE
(0428) 53953
HASLEMERE SURREY
Telex; 858226

RACKS ETC.

01-390 2101
LOWER
MARSH LANE
KINGSTON-SURREY
Major supplier to EMI

DISCS

The major supplier to EMI for past 12 years.
Also Boots, Harlequin etc.
Contact Mr H. Lederman on 01-739-8700.
149-151 Hackney Road, London E2
TO PLACE AN
ADVERTISEMENT
IN MARKET PLACE
PHONE
JANE BARTLETT
ON
01-8361522

fliciinlme
record ee.
51 LESLIE PARK ROAD
CROYDON, SURREY

•i;
IMPORTS
OVERSTOCKS
& DELETIONS
OI-656 7910
OVHtSEAS CUSTOMERS & SUPPUERS
Telex: 896691 TLX 1RG
MAINTEL
BEE HIVE RECORDS
"Modern" Jazz featuring
Dizzy Reece, Pepper Adams,
Sal Nistico, Curtis Fuller, etc.
A vailable from
CHRIS WELLARD
110 Eltham Hill
London SE9 5EF
Tel: 01-850 3161
(8 am to 10 pm every day)
Write for fist.

SP&S is money in the bank
flonl a
ra n je of ex
!?
,' . '
catalogue L Ps cassettes and 8 tracks, 1 5 million in tact, all major label and covering

yoiftfhpricesihai can
[hake more than 50" u on gross
, .
,
'inflation
is the watchword ■ SP&S could be the passwotd. i
nc
y a helping? Then phone your nearest showroom now.
Tropes leading wholesaler oe ma.ior label deletions ^
Road Stratford London El 5 2SU Tel: 0L555 432!
Qr House 47 Bengal Street Manchester

/2k DIfcJ/^AV
I
SH0PFITTERS LIMITED

RECORD AND CASSETTE
BROWSERS, STORAGE

New Single
"WILL YOU STILL LOVE ME TOMORROW"
in the reggae charts at No 32
Reggae version of Carol King classic taken from their LP 'I WANT
YOU TO LOVE ME' — soon to be released on Hawk Records.
For RAM 8- TAM — professionalism is the major factor — their voices
blend together to produce a smooth sound - which backed up bv a
throbbing reggae beat — adds up to really superb music
RAM - superslick TAM adding glamour to the duo ARE HEADING
FOR THE TOP — where they belong.
COMING SOON — new releases from HAWK RECORDS
by K. C. WHITE and ROY SHIRLEY
— Watch out for them —
HAWK RECORDS
243 Finchley Rd. London NW3. Tel: 01-794 5207

G1lamp

u

5P&6 RECORDS

D.J./REVIEWER
COLLECTIONS
BOUGHT
(singles and L.P.s)
up to £2 per L.P.
Phone (01) 223 6481
can collect
SERVICES
A THOROUGHBRED
INDEPENDENT
RECORD PROMOTION
5 Denmark Street,
London W.C.2.
836-9228.
GREAT TRACK RECORD
Ask for Tony.

Jtrri
S. GOLD & SONS LIMITED
BRITAIN'S NO. 1
Complete manufacturers catalogue in stock at all times.
TOP 75 ALBUMS. SINGLES AND TAPES,
PLUS ALL TV PRODUCT
Our prices — strict trade or orders over £150 value, otherwise 3 per
cent handling charge. No rounded up figures to disguise inflated
prices. Accessories include Card, Polythene &■ PVC covers. Blank
cassettes. Mirrors, Record £r Cassette Cases, Mirror badges & up
to the minute sew-on patches.
We can supply anywhere in the world and extended finance can be
arranged for export customers — our service to Northern Ireland is,
without doubt, the finest, and we offer a 24-hour service to the
whole of the UK.
We are now firmly established in our custom-built warehouse and
would welcome anyone who wishes to call and have a look around.
We have been in the business for four years.
REMEMBER THE NAME - YOU'RE GOING TO HEAR IT A LOT
s. GOLD a SONS LIMITED
777/779 High Road, Leytonstone, London Ell 4QS
PHONE 01-558 2121/2
24 hour answering service 01-556 2429

POSITIONS
BBC RADIO 2
PRODUCERS
£6385-f8405 p.a.
plus continuing unconsolidated
allowance of £361 p.a.
Do you have a wide knowledge of the world
of entertainment and professional experience
of popular music? Are you familiar with the
working of the record industry and have you
any experience of music production?
If you fill the bill and would like to work on
National Network Radio, we are looking for
creative people to produce programmes for
Radio 2.
Starting salary according to qualifications
and experience.
Based in Central London. Relocation
expenses considered.
Contact us immediately for application form
(quote reference number 1721/MW and
enclose s.a.c.): BBC Appointments, London
W1A 1AA, Tel: 01-580-4468. Ext: 4619.
[DOB RADIO
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DISCS

THE NORTHERN SOUUOLDIES LABEL
BLAST INTO THE FESTIVE SEASON WITH
SOME BIG NEW RELEASES.
OUT NOW!
DS1005 I GET THE FEVER - CREATION
DS1006 ON A MAGIC CARPET RIDE - MISS DEE
oIlOO? SPRING RAIN - DESTINY ORCHESTRA
(ALSO ON 12")
DS1008 A HOUSE FOR SALE - CONNIE LAVERNE
DS1009 SENSITIVE MIND - GENERAL ASSEMBLY
DS1010 YOU WONT SAY NOTHING - TAMALA
LEWIS
Still selling from our back catalogue.
DS1001 OUT ON THE FLOOR - DOBIE GRAY
DS1002 GONE WITH THE WIND IS MY LOVE - RITA
& THE TIARAS
DS1004 BLACK POWER - JAMES COIT
"NEW COMPILATION ALBUM - OUT VERY SOON**
You can order all these great releases PLUS the best in
import oldies by phoning this number 0602 410055. Ask
(or Sally or Pauline.
Distributed by: Colony Records, Nottingham.
Pinnacle Records, Orpington, Kent.
Wynd-up Records, Manchester.

GRADUATE RECORDS
SMALL LABELS
ONE STOP
We stock all those hard to find
small U.K. labels you keep
getting asked for and at the
right price too. Ask for our free
catalogue listing over 300
singles and IP's and we'll keep
you up to date with the best
Independent releases.
1, Union Street. Dudley, West
Midlands Tel: Dudley (0384)
59048 or 211159

ALL RECORDS,
tapes bought/exchanged.
lOp £2.20 each cash paid
(10p-£2.50 exchange).
Absolutely NONE refused.
Bring ANY quantity In ANY
condition to:
RECORD & TAPE
EXCHANGE
38 Notting Hill Gate,
London W11,
101-727 3539)
ANY LP's, cassettes may be
sent with SAE for cash
(estimate on request).

si3nao>iJ Annvj
markciing& disiribuiion
THE NEW ALBUM
THE FALL — "DRAG NET"
||F
(Step-Forward Records FFLP4)
Distributed via Pye Records
41 B. Blenheim Creseent. London WH 2EF. England. To! 01- 72707."U

^VOLESf1^
Telephone 01-2001263
WAREHOUSE NOW OPEN
53 Colindale Ave.,
London NWS
Callers Welcome
24 hr answering service
01-349 1388
£1,000,000 CASH BUDGET
available for unwanted or
deleted stereo LP's, 8-iracks
and Cassettes. Highest prices
paid. No quantity is too large or
too small. Phone, telex, write
or visit us for a generous cash
offer. SCORPIO MUSIC, 2933
River Road. Croydon, PA
19020, USA. Phone* 215-7851541 or Telex 843366.
Recstapes CRDN.

EQUIPMENT

)

THIS WEEK'S
CHART LP.s
very very cheap from E.E.C.
Phone or write immediately to
ensure quick delivery.
Rose Records,
67 Belsize Park Gdns.,
London NW3 4JN.
Tel: 01-722 5686

CLEAR POLYTHENE RECORD COVERS
IN HEAVY DUTY FILM
LP size: 1000 £34.60 including VAT and carriage.
Samples of all items available.
PLASTIC SALES (Leicester), LIMITED
10/12 DARTFORO ROAD, LEICESTER, LE27PQ.
Tel: 0533 833691

About 20,000 unsleeved
45's approx. 80 different
artists
including
Lindisfarne, Free Michael
Jackson, Cat Stevens, and
Hot Chocolate. £85 the lot.
Tel: 04427-5871 or 71131.

CLEAR PVC RECORD
COVERS
Manufactured by ourselves from Raw Material — to
film — to covers in 500 gauge seamless PVC film,
having nylon-like strength for 7" singles and 12" LP
Records.
BUY BULK DIRECTLY
& RECEIVE DELIVERIES BY RETURN
Phone/write now for Samples/Prices

GOLDEN OLDIES
Thousands of oldies, new wave
and 12" singles from 20p each.
Send for list to;
Elpees (mail order dept),
70 High Street,
Bexley, Kent.
QUARTZ NEW 45
on our own RRR label.
Available
in approximately
2 weeks.
"NANTUCKET
SLEIGHRIDE
B/W WILDFIRE"
only available from
REDDINGTONS RARE RECORDS,
20, Moor Street, Queensway,
Birmingham B4 7UH Tel* 021-6432017.
£1 plus 15 p&p. and wholesale
enquiries welcome.

CHEAP! CHEAP! CHEAP!
We Undersell All
Importers
See For Yourself
Send For Our Lists
TO-DAYI
GLOBAL
RECORD SALES
3ChepstowSL
Manchester
(061 2365369)

EQUIPMENT
ALL PICTURES COVERS
ONLY 60p EACH (+ V.A.T.) minimum order 50 records (C.W.O.)
KATE BUSH Wulhering Heights - ROLLING STONES Miss You COMMODORES Three thnes a lady - PATTI SMITH GROUP - Because
the night - EXILE Kiss you an over - TASTE OF HONEY Boogie oogio
oogie-" - WINGS Mull of Kintyre or send S.A.E. for list of over 2,000 titles,
some from as low as 20p plus VAT.
OLDIES UNLIMITED. DEPARTMENT Y, 6/12 Stafford Street, St.
Georges, TELFORD, Shropshire TF2 9NQ Tel: (0952) 617625.

ANNOUNCEMENT

KEENFAC
Polythene S'eeves and high quality
polythene record carriers LP and
single size.
Printed to your own design at
competitive prices.
Why not let us quote NOW'
LEIGESTB1
10084 / sweos

POLY-CARRIERS

1
F
A choice of Styles all specially printed
500 ro 1,000.000
AIRBORNE PACKAGING
CV-c: WW B'-.i-rno R-3 L.-c(-,;.f TC-OSi'JJ 25591

IN ANSWER TO POPULAR DEMAND...

COPY

DEADLINE
Music Week would like to remind Market Place advertisers
that the copy deadline for all classified advertisements is
the Wednesday 10 days before issue publication date and
that this deadline applies to advertisements that have
already had their insertion confirmed.
While it may well be possible to obtain advertising space on
the deadline day itself this is not always the case and clients
are advised to book as early as possible.

Hearngrange ltd.
The Carrier Bag Specialists
Have added a RECORD CARRIER to their well known and
comprehensive range.
SPECIAL INTRODUCTORY OFFER:
Heat collated tear off bags — approx. 50 per block 14 x 16
150 gauge punched out handle on one inch block.
50,000
100,000
£13.75 per thousand
£14.25 per thousand
£6.75 per thousand
8" x 10" (1 Vi" block)
PRINTED BOTH SIDES WITH YOUR OWN DESIGN

PANMER LTD Telephone 01.903 6068/9
Fulton Road, Wembley, Middlesex.
DAWDA
POLYTHEWE RECORD
# CARRIER BAGS
All Types and Sizes of Carrier Bags at real CUT prices
SPECIAL
Full size 14" x 16" with turnover
topsOFFER
for LP Records printed to your
own specifications on both sides of the bag.
150 Gauge - £17,95 per £1.000 min. order 25,000, and same but with
punched out handles
£14 75 per
min.available
order 50,000.
Stock-Records
bags1,000
always
Immediate delivery.
Quick delivery. For funher details & samples send coupon or telephone.
01-341-0067 or 01-348-2951
DANDA PACKAGING CO LTD., 8 Priory Road, London N8
Name ....
Address .
Telephone;
PVC ALBUM COVERS
Sizes 7", LP & Double-LP Also 200
gauge Polythene LP Covers.
For SERVICE, QUALITY & VALUE
Contact:
M & G Packaging Ltd., 53 Pavilion
Drive, Leigh-on-Sea. Essex. Tel.
0702 712381
MARKET STALL
FRAME FOR SALE
Heavy duty, slot in construction.
Complete with table top. tape rack.
Size 10ft x 10ft, walk in type Ideal
for selling orrecords
04427-5871
71131. & tapes. £75,

2 LOCKABLE SPACESAVER FREE
STANDING CASSETTE RACKS
GOOD CONDITION
£25.00 each buyer collects.
TELEPHONE:0865 511537
DISPLAY TITLES
BROWSER DIVIDERS
for CLASSIFICATION OF
ARTISTS, COMPOSERS, etc
Enquiries for samples
HUNT-LEIGH
(Showcord & Display) Co.. 119
Altonburg Gardens, London SW11.
1JQ. Tel-01-2233315

VAgs*0
'Z£/4
For further details, samples a quotations please contact:
LONDON OFFICE: Jan Hunter - 012786761
MIDLAND OFFICE: Mary Rudgard - 0455613794
NORTHERN OFFICE: John Perkins - 0925726879
53/67 Wharf dale Road, Kings Cross, London Nl Tel: 263856
Cyril G.
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CLEAR PV.C. RECORD COVERS
Made from 500 gauge seamless tubing, giving
maximum strength. Buy direct from the
manufacturer at keenest prices, by return delivery.
Samples, prices and discounts on application.

.CLRSSI
:W-OK2}f.: 1622 I

SEGREGATE!
Pop
^Tc

With record dividers from
"SIGNS FAMILIAR"
smoolh. white, plastic recurd dividers
with snuwi ultra lt*<]il)!c headings
'plus trade symbnls in colour ii required).
Unbeatatile prices, f ast service. Ring or wrne
SIGNS FAMILIAR,
Howdale, Downham Market,
Norfolk PE38 9AL
Phone: (03663)2511/4.
DUSTBAG'S
STILL ALIVE
also
the full range of Cecil Watts record,
care products
plus
7" card covers £14.75 per 1,000
7" pvc covers
£3.60 per 100
12" pvc covers
£6.94 per 100
' 12" pvc D/A"
.£12.04 per 100
Adaptors
£6.00 per 1.000
Cassettes C60
31 peach
C90
38p each
" "headcleaner
36peach
an prices plus VAT & P&P.
contact.
FARNELL SALES &
DISTRIBUTION
S3. Makepeace Avenue.
Woodloos Park. Warwick. 0926
496G00 (24hr answering aorvice)
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CASSETTES
r

PHOENIX MUSK TAPES
Wholesale Distributors o( Cassette Tapes
THIS MONTH'S SPECIAL OFFERS include
MEMOREX MRX III C90 TWIW-BAGS
£69.49 plus V.A.T. per case (36 twin-bags) including
delivery (trade only).
Apply CWO to Phoenix Music Tapes,
755 Romford Road,
Manor Park, London E12.
or telephone 01-478 1474
for further details and price list

N

You probably think wo Only produce
domo cassettes
WRONG
If vou need cassettes for your reps (or
any other purpose) in a hurry
CALL US NOW
Normal delivery 24 hrs, Tape Copying
Services. 199A Gloucester Place
01-723 6301

Y
Ji. MEMOREX
CUSTOM PRESSING
Some figures to imPRESS you

SHAPED PIN BADGES
made to your design. Min, 250 quick & competitive service.
Big range of Pop Badges. Shapedround
stock. £f mirror types. Available from
Samples & prices on request.
PIN
BADGE
CO, PO Box 22.
Banbury.
Tel 0295-57321

41
ALBUMS EVERY WEEK

SINGLES EVERY WEEK

FLEXIDISCS EVERY WEEK
LYiTOiE 01-2631378

BONAPARTE RECORD LTD
RETAIL WIAWAGEMENT
This is an exciting opportunity for a self-motivated person
to manage and develop our shop, with its own selfcontained flat, in Guildford.
We are a rapidly expanding company that can offer the
successful applicant an excellent salary plus the benefits of
a Company flat. Good references and relevant experience
essential.
Please ring Jane on 681-1490 for an application form.

MERCHANDISING
SHOWSHIRTS
Custom printed T-shirls. Sweatshirts,
Paper Jackets, Badges Car Stickers &
Hats.
Competitive Prices
Any quantity undertaken
659 FULHAM ROAD. LONDON SW6
Telophono. 731-5056 or 731-4986

STUDIO
BOOKIftlGS
Person required to run
music studio bookings
department.
Previous studio experience
could be an asset.
Write to MW BOX NO.
684 for application form.
Our own staff have been
advised of this
advertisement.

MOTEL
WEEK END BREAK
3-STAR SOMERSET
LUXURY MOTEL
2 nights Friday and Saturday
only. All rooms have private
bathroom, colour T.V., radio,
telephone, teasmade and are
centrally healed.
Double £16 I
.
Single £12 f Accom. only
Advance bookings only.
Norton Cross Motel,
llminster,
Somerset.
Tel: llminster 2144

BUSINESS

POSITIONS

Specialist Record
Company require person
with fluent English &
Turkish, plus French OR
German to liaise and
develop export sales with
licensees.
Salary negotiable.
Please apply to
BOX No. MW 681.

^Rgye.n.

Established
Record
Retailing Business
wishes to purchase an
existing Record Shop in
Southern England, with
or without stock.
Potential vendors please
write in strictest
confidence, to MW Box
No. 682.

Recoxd*

Needlooking
an experienced
assistant (18An
24)
for a new challenge.
all round knowledge of to-days scene
is essential
Good salary. Telephone 352 8997 or
write to Simon Craven, 218 Fulham
Road, London SW10.
RECORD COMPANY
SECRETARIES
are you on our books? MEMO Emp.
Agy. 734 5774/5

BUSY LONDON
SUBURBAN HIGH ST.
SHOP FOR SALE
Adjacent central line station.
T/O in excess of £125.000 pa
with potential, excellent lease
and position, with living accommodation. illness forces sale.
Please apply to
MW BOX No 678

BUSINESS 0P0RTUNITIES
LONDON SHOWBUSINESS
PROMOTER
AND RECORD PRODUCER
WANTS PARTNER
PLEASE APPLY TO
MW Box No. 683.

Advertisement
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List of Companies Registered between October 8th and October 12th 1979
Belgium, Bizet Music Group,
Balance Music. Brazil, Som
Industria E Comercio SA.
France, Disques Ibach, Vou You
Music, Disco-France, Mood
Duplication,
International
Record Imports, Edition J.
Garzon, Plateforme 2000,
Edwards Records, Creac, Ice
House
Production.
Luxembourg, Editions Magione.
UK, Decca Records Company
Ltd, Park Gate Studio, Zomba
Management & Publishing, Ice
Records Ltd, Neon Music Ltd, S,
Muirhead &■ Allan, Mitch
Murray, Eaton Music Ltd,
Mautoglade Music, Palmerston
House, April Music Ltd, WEA
Rqcords Limited. USA Win
Records/Sam Production, CMS
Records Inc, Mighty Three
Music, Sesac Inc, Aucoin
Management Inc, Bourne
Company, Erik Publishing Inc,
Belwin-Mills Publishing Corp.
Venezuela, Velvet Group SA,
Interamericana De Grabaciones,
Italy, Ciao Records SRL.

List of Companies Registered between October ISth and October 19th 1979
Finland, Bluebird Music Ltd.
France R hone-PouIenc
Systemes, MCA Music France,
Metropole Records, Mary
Melody, United Artists Music,
Arion, Union De Banques A
Paris. Italy. Ducale. Japan, Otari
Electric Company, Teichiku
Records Co Ltd. Belgium,
Chambre Syndicale Des Editeurs
De Musique, De Belgique.
Spain, Apymef, Gestion
Internacionale. Sweden, Air
Music
Scandinavian.
Switzerland,
Deutsche
Overseas Records, UK. Inferno
Records, K-Tel International,
SP-t-S Records Ltd, Photoplay
Music, Charly Records Ltd,
Panebourne Ltd, DPC

Engineering Co, Damont
Records, Doeflex Vinyl,
Marksmen Pusic Publishing, The
Regents Park Music Group, EEL
Pie Records Production, Jet
Records Ltd, Light Music Ltd,
Arista Records, Strawberry
Records Studio. USA. Green
World Records, September
Music, Inphasion Records, Jake
Hooker (Author-Composer),
Shapiro & Steinberg, Arista
Records Inc, Arista Music
Publishing Group, Skyfiel Music
Inc, Sam Goody International,
Sire Records Company, Midsong
International Records Inc, Walt
Disney Music Company.
Venezuela, Grabaciones
Mundiales

Companies Registered between October 22 and October 26 1979
Belgium, Eurovox Music
Group. France, Scorpio Music,
Disques Playasound, General
Music France. Yona Records,
TCA International. Greece,
Lakis Kleopas Production.
Japan, Top Music Publishing,
Taiyo Music Inc. Italy, CGD
Messaggerie Musicali.
Netherlands. REC-Track
Nederland. Sweden, Planet
Records & Music. UK, Mingard
Music Ltd, Team Leasing Ltd,
Island Music Ltd, Robertson
Taylor. USA, Father Music
Group, Can't Stop Production.
Casper & Epstein, Weiss
Meibach & Shukat, Michael F
Sukin, Muzak, Plateau Records
Inc, Walt Disney Productions.
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Recession—the

root of

Packaging problem
all wrapped up!

the

problem

IT COMES as no surprise to me that the UK record
business is in a state of recession.
1 own a small but successful company in the travel
business — itself part of the leisure market and
competing for disposable income just like
entertainment. 1 also manage a good commercial rock
band with lots of talent, and have recently been trying
to prise open the very closed portals of the UK record
industry with three recordings of master quality. My
experience so far leads me to the following
observations which, while not found everywhere, are
sufficiently common to be a cause of real concern.
A&R departments, the talent scouts of the business,
are generally indolent, impolite, unimaginative and
biased by their own tastes. Unavailable before 11 in
the morning, there is no such thing as returning a
phone call, let alone replying to a letter.
God knows what happens to your tape. Do they
give it to the lea lady to listen to? And one record in
the charts seems to be justification for them to close
down for three months and bask in the reflected
glory.

lies at home
Marketing departments are no better. Firstly,
marketing is a misnomer. No one is interested in the
"market", only in the charts. Promotion departments
would be a belter name because their modus Vivendi
seems to be "shipping product" and securing "air
play". Prisoners of the media, I wonder if any of
them talk to the buyers rather than the DJs.
And where are the bosses? Hidden from view by
the armies of secretaries, receptionists and A&R men,
they seem to be so far removed from the street that
they are prisoners of their own isolation. How can
you run a successful business if you're unavailable.
And finally, how can Tom Schultz of Boston take
his tape to 100 record companies, be turned down by
99, only to see the 100th sell millions of copies? No
one I've met can begin to answer that one.
Therein lies the malaise of the business. A lack of
creative thinking, market orientation, open minds and
open doors. One other business had those
characteristics recently — British Leyland. Let me
know when the ballot takes place. TIM COCKING,
Duhvich Village, London SE21 7AQ.

-

IT WAS with great amusement that I read the letter in your October
20 issue from Earthshaker Records, Twickenham, about the lack of
foresight on behalf of the main record companies concerning
packaging and reducing damaged returns by using an overall
protective cover in the form of shrinkwrap.
Our company has actively
counteracted this glaring weakness
in the marketing and production
approach of the record industry by
advertising the advantages of
packaging prevents deterioration of
shrinkrapping products and
the record sleeve from either
persuading retail and merchandising
handling or the attachment of price
companies to utilise this form of
labels, and at the same time
wrapping.
guarantees the record's quality free
Shrinkwrapping is ideally suited to
of dust and dirt for the retail
the record industry, in which the
customer. PAUL S. ROGERS,
product is of high value, and good
general manager, Kempner Ltd.,
presentation and quality must be
Mark field Road, London, N. 15.
assured. This method of final
Staff repiriiEin
THE VIRGIN/STIFF sales team, to which you referred two weeks ago as
"recently formed", has been in existence for over two years as the Virgin sales
team. The fact that Stiff is now paying good money to use this prodigious
aggregation of experienced unit-shifters does not mean that its formation is
cither recent, or indeed prompted solely by the nation's need for more Jona
Lewie albums. AL CLARK, director of press and publicity, Virgin Records,
Portobello Road, London W11.
® Funny, we could have sworn we were sent a press release announcing a "new
joint Virgin/Stiff sales team ". — Ed.
Music Week welcomes letters on all subjects relating to the
music industry. If you have something to say write to the
Editor, 40 Long Acre, London WC2. Note: the Editor
reserves the right to shorten or edit letters. We cannot print
anonymous letters but will withhold names and addresses
from publication if requested.
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THE CHINESE METHOD
...it s sharp and accessible and commercial enough to get airplay
Many memorable melodies also make for mass-market potential."
(Mike Nicholls RECORD MIRROR)
Album: ENVY 10 Cassette ENCAS 10
Single: 'DID YOU EVER HAVE A HEART?' ENY 31

%
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ALAN BIL YARD (left), head of BBC Records, seals a deal with a handshake
with Sat hi managing director Henry Hadaway, with Masakazu Sunadoi of
NTVMC Japan in the middle. The agreement, concerning Japanese/American
band Godiego, follows a 1977 pact covering Godiego's theme music for the
popular Water Margin series. This time the LP in question is Monkey Magic,
with a single coupling Gandhara and Monkey Magic released this Friday (9). It
is the theme music from a major new series starting on BBC-2 on November
16.
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C. C. MANN
MY
SHOOTING
STAR
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HUMPH RE Y STIGSTEIN (seated),
world vice president of A&R for
Safari Records, seen with The Boys
(I to r, Casino Steel, Honest John
Plain, Jack Black, Matt Dangerfield
and Kid Re id) who have just signed
with Safari. Their debut album,
recorded in Norway, is entitled To
Hell With The Boys, and will be
released at the end of the month with
a single called Kamikaze.
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Eurovision

goes

NEXT YEAR'S Eurovision Song Contest will be
held in Holland at The Hague — solely through the
insistent efforts of one man.
A committee of Dutch TV executives initially decided
not to accept the invitation of the European Broadcasting
Union to stage the event, but Carel Enkelaar, programme
controller of NOS TV, had the decision reversed
A non-committee member, he has persuaded The Hague
to contribute to the cost and allow the Dutch Congress
Building to be used free of charge.
He has also negotiated an additional fee from
participating countries to help cover the considerable cost
involved. This year's event cost Israel approximately
ftno 000. and Enkelaar hopes to reduce this amount for

kX

Holland while still achieving the prestige associated with
hosting the contest.
The date of the 1980 event is April 19, one week earlier
than usual due to the availability of the Congress
Building, This creates a problem for the Israelis as it is a
day of mourning preceding their Independence Day.
The last lime Holland staged Eurovision was in 1976
when the country was highly complimented for its
excellent security arrangements.
Producer Fred Oster and director Thco Ordeman will
be in charge of the event as they were in 1976 — an
announcement which has already upset several younger
TV producers who were hoping to get the chance of
staging the Contest.
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THE MONTY Python team do not actually look like this in their latest film,
The Life Of Brian, but they do dress up as just about everything else. Warner
Bros is putting out the soundtrack of a film which tells the story of Brian
Cohen, played by Graham Chapman, who goes through life being constantly
mistaken for the Messiah. It is easy to see why the film has caused such an
uproar in the more zealously religious states of America. As an example, Eric
Idle whistles and sings his own cheery composition — Always Look On The
Bright Side Of Life — while nailed to the cross and is backed by a chorus of
fellow crucifixion victims. Only the Monty Python team could make that
funny.

THE SEASON of goodwill and
good causes is upon us once more,
and one of the latter which shouldn't
be overlooked is the Goaldiggcr
Five-A-Side celebrity event staged in
conjunction with the Sun at
Wembley Empire Pool on
November 25.
Twelve teams have entered,
including the Barren Knights,
Capital Radio, Dennis Waterman
Wanderers, ELO, Uriah Heep,
LBC, Manfred Mann and Status
Quo. Celebrities, both pop and
footer, will be thick on the pitch,
although Elton John is unable to
make it this year, and the organisers
promise three hours of nonstop entertainment from
the 4 p.m. kick-off and the Capital
Fun Bus outside the arena.
Proceeds go to the Goaldiggcr
Trust, which provides hard-surface
pitches and kickaround areas for
youngsters all over the country.
Tickets at £2 each are available from
Wembley Arena box office and by
post with cheques or postal orders
made out to Wembley Stadium Ltd.

Denis Preston
DENIS PRESTON, generally
regarded as the first independent
record producer in Britain, died
on October 28 at his Hove home
after a short illness, writes Nigel
Hunter.
Preston, originally a music critic
and broadcaster, was associated
with a host of British jazz names in
postwar years, among them
Humphrey Lyttleton, Acker Bilk,
Chris Barber, Ken Colyer, Kenny
Baker and Tony Coe. He produced
discs for EMI, Decca and Nixa
through his Record Supervision
company and released his
Lansdow ne Series of recordings
through EMI's Columbia label.
Preston, a director of Lansdowne
Studios in West London, was noted
for his encouragement and
practical assistance in recording the
more esoteric and less commercially
viable projects such as Laurie
Johnson's Synthesis for Jazz Band
and Symphony Orchestra. He
leaves a wife, Pat, and a son and a
dauehter.

TEN YEARS AGO
Leslie Gould resigns as managing
director of Philips Records
following
management and
0
Peraiional restructuring . . . Frank
Rodgers elevated from promotion
manager to Decca label manager in a
move to inject young blood into
Positions of executive responsibility
• • . the Robert Stigwood
organisation and the Arbiter &
"eston bingo group in talks about a
Possible merger . . . Liberty-UA,
A4M, Warner Bros, and Island
Joining forces lo present (heir own
irade shows in London and main
Pfovinciai centres
.
BBC
spokesman denies rumours that the
kurovision
Song
Contest's
future
is
'n Jeopardy . . . major reshuffle
■orccast at Chappell when Teddy
"olmes retires.
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APART FROM the distinct possibility of the ranks of the music
industry unemployed being considerably increased ere long,
there is also sadness in the impending disintegration of Decca as
it has been known for many years. The acquisition of its music
activities by Polygram leaves Pye as the only British major in the
UK record business which is not at present under scrutiny by
would-be takeover bidders. The EMI situation remains
unresolved, with some City observers still convinced that it will
succumb to the offer from Thorn, which at least would
retain its British image if not its present format. If an overseas
suitor — for instance, Gulf + Western — succeeded in offering a
suitable and sufficient takeover dowry for EMI's hand, then Pye
would be the last of the British record Mohicans.
POLYGRAM WILL now have a formidable classical catalogue
if it adds Decca's renowned resources to its Deutsche
Grammophon and Phonogram assets, and, despite the fact that
classical music means huge recording outlays and slow, longterm rewards, one industry pundit wonders whether the
Monopolies Commission might not take more than a passing
interest in this classical conglomeration.
ANY COMPANY which likes its promotion to move fast should
consider putting it on wheels — a team of experienced but underfinanced Grand Prix motorcyclists is looking for sponsorship.
The sponsor can name the team and have the bikes carry the
company's logo and colours for a whole season of major events.
Anyone interested should contact Roger Ellman at 01-961 2919
(or) 1-444 5497 after working hours) . . . wedding bells for CBS
press officer Simon Frodsham and BPI's Peter Scaping — no,
not to each other, silly , . . death of Dusty and Tom
Springfield's father last week within days of his daughter's
return for her latest comeback attempt,
CAPITAL RADIO is giving London record store staff a chance
to attend its annual Music Awards event next March at the
Grosvenor House. Shops helping to distribute voting papers to
the public go into a draw and a pair of tickets will be sent to each
name picked out . . . Stiff pleased at reaching 30,000 people at
recent Chelsea v Fulham soccer derby with electronic scoreboard
ads for new Madness single at a cost of £100 . . . Karen Carpenter
solo album for spring release . . . Herb Alpert in town this week
— wonder if any A&M staff are expecting a rise? Other US
visitors included Clive Davis and Larry Uttal.
JEAN MICHEL Jarre recording in Paris with the Rolling
Stones, and apparently newly divorced Mick Jagger wants to
have this Jarre regularly with them on their next tour . . . fourtrack single of dubious content imminent from Ivor Biggun . . .
bemused music journalist phoned Decca promotion office
recently to be greeted with "Hello, Polygram here" . . .
departing EMI MOR press lady Sue Baker presented with coffee
set among other goodies at farewell party last week.
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FIVE YEARS AGO
Record industry ready to act against
dealers taking advantage of the
credit for faulty returns, following a
sharp late summer rise in the number
of returns, and EMI factory
manager Roy Matthews estimates a
10 per cent of the dealer population
as persistent offenders . . ■ Isl®,,d
Records launching a new soul label.
Island USA. in the UK with product
emanating primarily from small
indie companies and
outfits in the US . . ■ EMI
transferring its cassette and cartridge
manufacturing facilities from Hayes
10 Winsford in Cheshire . . . CBS
preparing price rises brin8'"8
Classical albums and tapes to within
a penny of £3.

ERNIE WISE plants a chaste salute
on the cheek of veteran lady
bandleader Ivy Benson after
presenting her with her Gold Badge
Award at the recent presentation
luncheon organised by the
Songwriters Guild of Great Britain.
Ivy, who has been leading an all-girl
dance band for decades, was one of
12 recipients of the Award, a small
tuning for, which recognises merit
and services lo British music.
Other winners included Richard
Baker, George Chisholm and
Donald Swann.
C. C. MANN
MY
SHOOTING
STAR
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Dream Police

c/w Heaven Tonight
EPC7880
TAKEN FROM THE ALBUM 'DREAM POLICE' EPC83522
R7JI EMI
MUSIC PUBLISHING LIMITED
mutic 138-1.10 CranngCioss Road IdfidonWC? tel 01-836 6699
runuiHinc
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Christmas Bonanza
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CASSETTES £1.99

RECORD SHM SOZOfTAPE HSC 3020

RECORD CDS 1155/TAPE CAM 462
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SKEETER DAVIS
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JIM ED BROWN
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THE
ANDY WILLIAM*
CHRISTMAS ALBUM
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